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CONTROLAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMAND 
METHOD 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to a control and IT 
(information technology) communication System, permit 
ting the coordinated, efficient, dynamic and automatic con 
trol and tracking of objects assigned to regions, in addition 
to satisfying diverse IT requirements of the objects. Further 
more, the invention is also a method for achieving the 
objectives above to implement control. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002 The control and IT communication support of air, 
water and land (road and railway) transport as well as of the 
objects used as independent Systems in numerous walks of 
life raise new problems as a result of a Substantial increase 
in traffic and due to a significant growth in the control and 
IT communication requirements of the above mentioned 
objects. An important area of development is Small and large 
aircraft aviation, in which field a further growth can be 
predicted, as well as the provision of control and IT com 
munication Services for intelligent households. The air traffic 
control of Small and large aircraft is currently based on radar 
control and on the Simultaneous co-operation of associated 
Support Systems, as well as on radio messages Sent by pilots. 
However, Small aircraft fly mostly over undulating terrain at 
an altitude and in a speed range not detected by radars, and 
a significant number of intercontinental flights by large 
aircraft are outside the radar control range. Another disad 
Vantage is that the existing radars are uncertain in detecting 
vehicles that fly at a low Speed, and furthermore that reports 
from pilots are often random in time. In addition, with Such 
a concept of control, monitoring and IT communication, it is 
very difficult to provide protection against eventual terrorist 
attackS. 

0.003 Under the current conditions of air traffic control, 
following distances between aircraft are necessarily long, 
and landings and takeoffs, as a result of the time factor and 
due to the lack of real time monitoring and control, are 
critical. In the vicinity of airports, aircraft do not have a 
dynamic and automatic external check and monitoring (e.g. 
the positions of landing flaps, landing gears etc.). Similar 
problems arise in Shipping, for example in port areas, and 
also in land traffic, e.g. railway transport control. 
0004. In U.S. Ser. No. 2001/0020216 A1 a device is 
disclosed that can be applied in traffic control using Satellite 
based position determination, where position determination 
is made more accurate by an inertial transmitter. The dis 
advantages of this Solution are that an inertial transmitter is 
very expensive, the relevant co-ordinate data are only known 
by the air crew and furthermore that each aircraft must have 
two of these units to ensure operational Safety. Another 
unfavourable feature is that it does not use current, but 
earlier Satellite data which do not provide an up-to-date and 
accurate result for example at landing. Precision is also 
heavily influenced by inertial accelerations caused by wind 
gusts hitting the aircraft. 
0005. A position determining system for navigating road 
vehicles is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,905,451. This device 
is based on a Static co-ordinate database, which is not 
updated on an ongoing basis, and furthermore in this device, 
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the road vehicles system is not built into an integrated IT 
network. Due to these reasons, this Solution is not Suitable 
for implementing an aircraft traffic control System. 
0006. A computerized system for automated air-traffic 
control is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,706,198. The system 
contains a master control unit and a plurality of regional 
control units linked to the master control unit. Aircrafts 
flying in a region are in communication contact with the 
respective regional control unit. The drawback of this known 
System is the lack of provisions for a dynamic plan co 
ordination, approval and updating. 
0007 Currently, no universal control system is known 
that would be capable of real time, automatic and long-term 
monitoring as well as a reliable control of objects for 
example aircraft and/or water and/or land vehicles by com 
pleX technical and human diagnostic Supervision. For 
example, the prior art traffic control devices were only able 
to provide Spatial data within a narrow traffic Zone, with 
Subsequent data processing. Although the photogrammetric 
determination of the Spatial co-ordinates of vehicles as 
objects already exists, it is not possible to assess them in real 
time and to integrate them into a traffic control System. No 
on-board technical and human health diagnostic device is 
known that can be integrated into a traffic control System for 
aircraft and/or water vehicles and/or land vehicles and/or 
Staff and passengers travelling on these vehicles. Operating 
GSM units above a certain speed and altitude and the 
application of a comprehensive health information system 
are currently impossible. Furthermore, there is no control 
and communication System and process that could perform 
automatically, efficiently and in a coordinated way any local 
regional and central control and communication tasks gen 
erally arising in connection with objects, for example with 
the vehicles above and furthermore for example in connec 
tion with production and processing units, (parts of) build 
ings, busineSS units or even perSons. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

0008. It is an object of the invention to provide a system 
and a method for control and communication, by which the 
deficiencies of the prior art monitoring Systems can be 
eliminated, and the requirements emerging can be Satisfied. 
0009. It is also an object of the invention to establish a 
control and information technology based communication 
System, which is able to integrate on an IT network level 
independent objects used in various fields, meeting their 
emerging IT based communication requirements. 
0010 Preferably for example vehicles should be enabled 
to be tracked in Space and time in real time and on an 
ongoing basis, also in areas not detected by radars and not 
covered in GSM communication. In addition, it is also 
required to be able to ensure the Setting up of databases in 
connection with the operational and property Safety of the 
objects, and with the information technology and health care 
requirements of perSons participating in the System, and 
furthermore to ensure the priority access to these databases 
by the parties involved. 
0011 Furthermore, a dynamic route planning of vehicles 
must be ensured in function of the current and envisaged 
traffic, meteorological and technical situation, as well as 
making it possible to forecast dangerous traffic Situations 
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also in areas not covered by radars and by auxiliary Systems 
operated in parallel by prognosis-based calculations. In 
addition, by prognosis-based calculation, the forecasting of 
technical and human health risks must be ensured. Prefer 
ably, passengers and Staff are able to use their GSM units 
through an on-board telephone exchange, while retaining 
their own telephone numbers, along with the running of an 
integrated health care IT communication System. Preferably, 
an integrated traffic control and information technology 
based communication System of Such kind is set up as to 
help to provide additional (new) information for the air, 
water and land crew and their control centres, and also for 
the objects Supported. 

0012. It is a further object that through the application of 
a System and method according to the invention, the tech 
nical-technological and logistical utilization of airports, 
naval ports, traffic junctions and vehicles should become 
more economic, the Safety of transport should be enhanced, 
the Specific environmental load Should be reduced, and 
furthermore that the system should be compatible with the 
existing information technology and traffic monitoring Sys 
tems. It is a further object to provide a System which is 
Suitable for modifying the route and the traffic parameters of 
the route, independently from the pilot, in vehicles prepared 
for this task, with Special regard to flying objects. 
0013. According to a first aspect, the invention is a 
control and communication System comprising an object 
centre assigned to an object, a control centre in communi 
cation contact with the object centre, means for implement 
ing communication between the object centre and the con 
trol centre and means providing information for controlling 
the object to the object centre and/or to the control centre, 
characterised by comprising 

0014) an object space-information database in the 
object centre, the database Storing an object plan for 
the object, wherein the control of the object is 
adjusted to the object plan, 

0015 a regional control centre assigned to a given 
Zone, the regional control centre having a regional 
Space-information database Storing a regional plan 
compiled on the basis of the object plans of the 
objects assigned to the regional control centre and 

0016 a main control centre capable of co-ordinating 
the regional plans, the main control centre being in 
connection with as well as organising the operation 
of the regional control centres, wherein the main 
control centre has a central Space-information data 
base Storing a central plan that covers the Zones, 

0017 wherein, by means of co-ordinating the 
regional plans forwarded from the regional control 
centres to the main control centre, a central plan 
approved by the regional control centres is prepared 
by the main control centre, the regional plans are 
updated at the regional control centres on the basis of 
the central plan, and the object plans are updated at 
the object centres on the basis of the regional plans. 

0.018. By means of the system according to the invention, 
control and communication meeting complex requirements 
and the expectations mentioned above can be implemented 
extremely efficiently and Safely. 
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0019. According to a second aspect, the invention is a 
control and communication method for objects, wherein 
each object has an object centre comprising an object plan, 
and wherein the object plans are collected in a control centre 
and the control is carried out on the basis of a co-ordination 
of the plans via a communication contact between the 
objects and the control centre, characterised by comprising 
the Steps of 

0020 compiling a regional plan in a regional control 
centre assigned to a given Zone, on the basis of the 
object plans of the objects assigned to a regional 
control centre. 

0021 preparing a central plan covering the Zones at 
a main control centre by coordinating the regional 
plans Sent by the regional control centres to the main 
control centre, wherein the main control centre is 
capable of organising the operation of the regional 
control centres, said central plan is prepared on the 
basis of approvals of the regional control centres, 

0022 updating the regional plans on the basis of the 
central plan at the regional control centres, updating 
the object plans on the basis of the regional plans at 
the object centres and adjusting the control of the 
objects to the object plan. 

0023. Using the method according to the invention 
Simple and efficient traffic control can be implemented that 
meets the requirements above. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0024. Hereinafter, the invention will be described by 
means of preferred embodiments as shown in the drawings, 
where 

0025 FIG. 1 is a schematic structure of a system accord 
ing to the invention and used in traffic control, 
0026 FIG. 2 is a schematic view of the visual detector 
and identifier unit or visual identifier unit applied in the 
system in FIG. 1, 
0027 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the visual processing 
centre applied in the system of FIG. 1, 
0028 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the object centre 
applied in the system of FIG. 1, 
0029 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the main control 
centre applied in the system of FIG. 1, 
0030 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of the regional control 
centre applied in the system of FIG. 1, 
0031 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the stewardess moni 
tor applied in the system of FIG. 1, and 
0032 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the medical centre 
applied in the system of FIG. 1. 

MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0033. In the case of the preferred embodiments described 
by way of example below, the System and method according 
to the invention are used in traffic control, where the objects 
to be controlled are vehicles, and the plans to be imple 
mented are traffic plans. 
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0034. The preferred traffic control system shown by way 
of example in FIG. 1 performs the control of vehicles 
having an on-board centre as the object centre 2, for example 
aircraft object 1 and ship object 44. The System comprises a 
main control centre 12, regional control centre 4, Visual 
processing centre 5, communication centre 45, radio re 
transmitter unit 3, Stationary Satellite transceiver 8, re 
transmitter Satellite 7a, Spotting Satellite 7b, positioning 
Satellite 6, regional Signal improving unit 10, Visual detector 
and identifier units II, visual identifier unit 11a, radar unit 43 
and centres 46, 47 and 48 which perform various auxiliary 
functions. The operations of these units will be detailed 
below. 

0.035 Visual detector and identifier unit 11 and visual 
identifier unit 11a 

0036). In a railway embodiment, the visual detector and 
identifier unit 11 shown in FIG. 2 is not part of the traffic 
control System according to the invention. 
0037. The structural design and the functional operations 
of the components in the Visual detector and identifier unit 
11 and in the visual identifier unit 11a are the same. The 
visual detector and identifier unit 11 and the visual identifier 
unit 11a consist of the following units: objective unit 13, 
objective control device 14, digital camera 15 and position 
ing unit 16. The units are located in an air conditioned and 
waterproof mechanical housing, which allows the operation 
of the units under all weather conditions. An integral part of 
the housing is a mechanical unit responsible for keeping 
clean and removing vapour from the objective unit 13. 
0038. The task of the objective unit 13 is to provide 
optical services for the digital camera 15. The objective unit 
13 linked to the visual detector and identifier unit 11 is of 
high optical accuracy and calibrated in order to make Sure 
that the photogrammetric measuring processes carried out 
by the photogrammetric unit 39 are accurate. 
0.039 The tasks of the objective control device 14 com 
prise the conversion of the regulation command Signals 
issued by the visual tracking unit 30 and/or the operator unit 
31 and the 3D virtual studio 42a in the Nistial processing 
centre 5 to be described later into mechanical Signals, and 
the application of Said mechanical Signals to the objective 
unit 13. 

0040. The digital camera 15 is an integral part of the 
visual detector and identifier units 11 and the visual identi 
fier units 11a. Its task is the analogue-digital conversion of 
the image information coming in through the objective unit 
13, and to pass the relevant digital image information on to 
a visual processing unit 25 located in the Visual processing 
centre 5. It is an important requirement for the digital camera 
15 that in order to give a high level performance of the 
objective identification and photogrammetric tasks, it should 
have a high image resolution, and furthermore that it should 
have automatic focus for making more accurate the primary 
regulating Signals of the objective control device 14. 
0041. It is the task of the positioning unit 16 to convert 
the positioning regulating command Signals issued by the 
visual tracking unit 30, and the operator unit 31 and the 3D 
Virtual Studio 42a into mechanical Signals, and to apply Said 
mechanical signals to the positioning mechanisms of the 
visual detector and identifier units 11 and the visual identi 
fier units 11a. 
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0042 Visual Processing Centre 5 
0043. In a land implementation, the visual processing 
centre 5 shown in FIG. 3 does not necessarily include the 
radar interface unit 29 and certain units in its System can be 
omitted, provided that a minimum configuration is retained. 
Its task is to integrate the object e.g. airport, naval port, 
traffic junction intended to be linked with the traffic control 
System and to make Sure that the visual monitoring tasks 
asSociated with the relevant object are tackled. The complex 
implementation of the visual processing centre 5 is not a 
necessary precondition of integrating the objects, and it is 
Sufficient to implement a minimum configuration of the 
centre without visual monitoring. 

0044) The visual processing centre 5 includes a traffic 
Zone signal improving unit 9, Visual detector and identifier 
unit 11, visual identifier unit 11l, visual processing unit 25, 
Visual identity code generator 25a, Signal pre-processing 
unit 26, diagnostic unit 27, IT centre 28, radar interface unit 
29, visual tracking unit 30, operator unit 31 and attached 3D 
Virtual Studio 42a and optionally visual radio transceiver 
28a, visual photogrammetric unit 39a and visual satellite 
based navigation compensator unit 41a. 

0045. In the given case, the units listed above are suitable 
for Sending and receiving asynchronous messages, when the 
relevant object does not wait for the response after Sending 
a message, but performs further operations, and are capable 
of handling competition within the object, i.e. they can 
receive reports coming from a different object, while work 
ing on processing the previous one. 

0046) The minimum configuration includes only the 
visual identity code generator 25a, the IT centre 28, the radar 
interface unit 29 and the visual processing unit 25. 
0047 The task of the traffic Zone signal improving unit 9 
is to read the database passed on by the positioning Satellites 
6 within the Sight of Said unit, and to post the database 
readings in reports via the information centre 28 to the Visual 
processing unit 25. It is installed at a dedicated geographical 
point of the relevant airport or naval port. Through the 
application of this unit, the accuracy of Satellite-based 
position determination is significantly higher than the results 
provided by an uncompensated coordinated measuring pro 
ceSS. The data vectors posted in the reports mentioned above 
include all the data that ensure differential satellite-based 
position determination (e.g. the DGPS process). The data are 
forwarded by the visual processing unit 25 via the informa 
tion centre 28 to the Satellite-based navigation compensator 
unit 41 operating on a regional level, where they are further 
processed, and then the IT unit 36 operating on a regional 
level posts the compensated co-ordinate data vector in a 
report to the object centre 2 involved. In an optional con 
figuration, the compensation of the above mentioned 
uncompensated co-ordinate data vectorS is performed by the 
Visual Satellite-based navigation compensator unit +1a, and 
then they are transferred through the IT centre 28 to the 
Visual radio transceiver unit 28a, which performs the posting 
of data vectors in reports to the involved object centre 2. The 
operation and the design of the units 28a and 41a are 
identical to those of the units 28 and 41. 

0048. The visual detector and identifier unit 11 commu 
nicates digital image information to the photogrammetric 
unit 39 operating on a regional level and furthermore 
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communicates digital image information to the external 
Status monitoring unit 40 operating on a regional level. The 
Visual detector and identifier units 11, in case they also 
Support photogrammetric measurements and 3D intermedia 
tion, have a minimum in-pair design, at a geographic point 
of the traffic junction ensuring good Sight. 
0049. Under the co-ordination of the visual processing 
unit 25, the visual detector and identifier unit 11 performs 
the following tasks: 

0050. On the basis of commands from the external 
Status monitoring unit 40, until the time determined 
by the same, it Supplies digital-based image infor 
mation in a continuous mode via the IT centre 28 to 
the Visual processing unit 25, in which data are 
further pre-processed and transferred through the IT 
centre 28 and the IT unit 36 to the regional control 
unit 35 and to the units under its Supervision, and 
furthermore in an optional case to the operator unit 
31 of the visual processing centre 5 and/or to the 
linked 3D virtual studio 42a. The commands are 
received by the digital camera 15 as operation mode 
control command Signals. 

0051. It performs visual object tracking on the basis 
of the operation mode determination commands of 
the external Status monitoring unit 40, the co-ordi 
nate data Supplied by the object centre 2 involved 
and compensated by the Satellite-based navigation 
compensator unit 41, as well as the regulation Strat 
egy and regulation command Signals elaborated by 
the visual tracking unit 30 after receiving Said co 
ordinate data. The task of object tracking is per 
formed by the objective control device 14 and the 
positioning unit 16 via executing the regulation 
command Signals. 

0.052 When using human control, the parameters deter 
mining the relevant task are Sent by the operator unit 31 and 
the attached 3D virtual studio 42a, respectively, via the 
visual processing unit 25 and the IT centre 28 to the 
photogrammetric unit 39 and the external Status monitoring 
unit 40, respectively, where the tasks prescribed are carried 
Out. 

0.053 If necessary, the visual detector and identifier unit 
11 provides digital image information to the visual photo 
grammetric unit 39a. 
0.054 Optionally, the visual detector and identifier unit 11 
performs the following tasks under the co-ordination of the 
Visual processing unit 25: 

0055. On the basis of the commands from the opera 
tor unit 31 and the attached 3D virtual studio 42a, 
respectively until the time determined there, in a 
continuous mode of operation it forwards the digital 
based image information through the IT centre 28 to 
the Visual processing unit 25, where the data are 
further processed and transferred via the IT centre 28 
and the IT unit 36 to the regional control unit 35 and 
the operator unit 31 and the attached 3D virtual 
Studio 42a. The commands reach the digital camera 
15 as operation mode control command Signals. 

0056. It carries out visual object tracking on the 
basis of the mode of operation mode determination 
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commands of the operator unit 31 and the attached 
3D virtual studio 42a as well as the co-ordinate data 
provided by the object centre 2 involved and com 
pensated by the Visual Satellite-based navigation 
compensator unit 41a and furthermore on the basis 
of the regulation Strategy and regulation command 
signals elaborated by the visual tracking unit 30 after 
receiving Said co-ordinate data. The task of object 
tracking is performed by the objective control device 
14 and the positioning unit 16 via executing the 
regulation command Signals. 

0057) If necessary, two visual detector and identifier units 
11 can be combined into one Single System. In this case, the 
two units can be located in a common housing, where the 
positioning unit 16 provides a joint position adjustment in a 
joint configuration and the objective control devices 14 of 
the digital cameras 15 installed are fitted with control 
Separately in a parallel way or even jointly. In this Set-up, the 
combined pair, as a Stereo digital WorkStation, is Suitable in 
itself for providing a digital image Support function for 
photogrammetric measurements and 3D broadcasts. 

0.058. The task of the visual identifier unit 1 la is to 
communicate digital-based image information under the 
coordination of the visual processing unit 25 to the external 
Status monitoring unit 40 of the regional control centre 4. 
The task system of the unit is identical to that of the visual 
detector and identifier unit 11, but the Subsequent image 
processing tasks of the digital imageS provided by it are 
associated with the identification of the objects and with the 
external Status monitoring tasks. In a minimum configura 
tion, the Visual processing centre 5 preferably includes also 
one visual identifier unit 11a. The visual processing unit 25 
is the central unit of the Visual processing centre 5. Its basic 
task is Supervising the Supervision of the work of the units 
within its System, the co-ordination and organisation of the 
IT communication among the relevant units, and further 
more the regional level integration of the task Systems and 
IT requirements of the units under its Supervision into the 
task System and IT communication Scheme of the regional 
control centre 4 representing the regional level. The perfor 
mance of this task is Supervised and co-ordinated by the 
regional control unit 35. 

0059. The units working under the Supervision of the 
Visual processing unit 25 are Software-hardware Systems 
Suitable for Simultaneous data processing. The operation of 
the relevant Software-hardware Systems can be modelled or 
Substituted by a Software package prepared for the given 
task System. It is possible to elaborate a modification, in 
which the traffic Zone signal improving unit 9 and/or the 
Visual processing unit 25 and/or die Visual identity code 
generator 25a and/or the Signal pre-processing unit 26 
and/or the diagnostic unit 27 and/or the IT centre 28 and/or 
the Visual tracking unit 30 are integrated under the Software 
System of the Visual processing unit 25 via the Software 
package which models or Substitutes the associated task 
System. 

0060. The visual processing unit 25 performs the prepa 
ration and editing of the reports required for work and 
information transport between the units under its Supervision 
and in connection with the co-operative work and informa 
tion transport between itself and the regional control unit 35. 
The information flow between the visual processing unit 25 
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and the regional control unit 35 is carried out in the form of 
reports (electronic documents) through the IT centre 28 and 
die IT unit 36. If necessary, the information flow between the 
Visual processing unit 25 and the object centres 2 is handled 
in the form of reports (electronic documents) through the 
visual radio transceiver 28a, the radio transceiver 19 and the 
Satellite radio transceiver 20a. Editing and compiling the 
relevant document packages are the task of the Visual 
processing unit 25. The distribution of reports is carried out 
on the basis of the optimal distribution Strategy determined 
by the regional control unit 35. Prior to posting, the visual 
processing unit 25 applies a data compression and encrypt 
ing process in accordance with the type of the database to be 
posted to the relevant electronic document, and then 
instructs the Visual identity code generator 25a to generate 
a digital Signature associated to the relevant electronic 
document. 

0061 The report of the electronic document belonging to 
the Visual processing centre 5 and the actual database to be 
posted include among other things the digital Signature 
prepared by the Visual identity code generator 25a and the 
public key associated to the Visual processing centre 5 (the 
public key is the identification code of the relevant visual 
processing centre 5), the name of compressing processes 
applied to the Similar partial databases of the relevant 
electronic document's database and the extent of compress 
ing, the name of encrypting process applied to the relevant 
electronic document, the uniform times of the traffic control 
System indicating the loading time of partial databases 
belonging to the Similar partial databases of the database, 
and the compressed and encrypted document. 
0062) If necessary, the visual processing unit 25 performs 
the determination of the primary level light/picture imaging 
Spectrum parameter and magnification parameter vectors of 
the digital imageS provided by the visual detector and 
identifier units 11 and the visual identifier unit 11a, and then 
Said vectors are posted to the Signal pre-processing unit 26 
which performs the preparation of digital picture imaging. 
The logical order of the relevant task is identical with the 
process performed by the regional control unit 35. 

0.063. If necessary, the visual processing unit 25 gener 
ates the dynamic database of the unbalanced co-ordinate 
data of the object centres 2 in the traffic Zone, and then posts 
it for compensation to the Visual Satellite-based navigation 
compensator unit 41a. After compensating the co-ordinate 
database, the visual Satellite-based navigation compensator 
unit 41a re-writes the compensated database into the above 
mentioned database. From the uncompensated and/or com 
pensated co-ordinate database, the Visual processing unit 25 
produces the timeline prognosis of co-ordinate figures in an 
object centre 2 specific way, and Stores it in a mathemati 
cally continuous model. 
0064. The visual processing unit 25 performs the uniform 
digital clock signal adjustment of the traffic control System 
mentioned above. The calibrating clock Signal is received 
from the regional control unit 35 of the regional control 
centre 4 responsible for the relevant traffic Zone, and if 
necessary, with a No. 1 priority, it is generated by the Visual 
Satellite based navigation compensator unit 41a, relying on 
the measurements of the traffic Zone signal improving unit 9. 
The calibration procedure is carried out in both cases in a 
continuous operation mode, at discrete times. 
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0065. The visual identity code generator 25a is a task 
Specific periphery, the operation of which is co-ordinated by 
the Visual processing unit 25. Its Setting up and fitting to the 
Visual processing unit 25 are optional, if the encrypting and 
coding procedures applied by the visual processing unit 25 
are considered to be Sufficient. The Visual processing unit 25 
compiles in Substance and prepares the material of the actual 
report for the co-operative work and information transport 
between itself and the regional control unit 35. In the next 
phase, upon the instructions of the Visual processing unit 25, 
the visual identity code generator 25a prepares the digital 
Signature of the compiled and prepared reports. The reports 
So Signed can be considered to be ready, and they can be 
posted by the IT centre 28. In the above mentioned optional 
case, when there is no public key, the identification code of 
the Visual processing centre 5 is the code Series considered 
to be authentic by the traffic control system and stored by the 
Visual processing unit 25. In this case, when posting the 
electronic documents, the above mentioned authentic code 
series will be attached to the document by the visual 
processing unit 25. 
0066. It is the task of the signal pre-processing unit 26 to 
prepare the Serving of the external Status monitoring unit 40 
working under the Supervision of the regional control unit 
35, i.e. to improve the picture quality of the digital image 
information Supplied by the visual detector and identifier 
units 11 and the visual identifier unit 11a, as well as to 
characterise the quality of improved digital pictures. The 
regional level co-ordination of the tasks is carried out by the 
external Status monitoring unit 40. Tie digital image infor 
mation Sent to the unit is provided by the visual detector and 
identifier units 11 and by the visual identifier unit 11a, while 
their work is coordinated by the visual tracking unit 30 and 
the external Status monitoring unit 40. If necessary, it is 
given the task to prepare the Serving of the Visual photo 
grammetric unit 39a working under the Supervision of the 
visual processing unit 25 and that of the 3D virtual studio 
42a, i.e. to improve the picture quality of the digital image 
information provided by the visual detector and identifier 
units 11, as well as to characterise the quality of the 
improved digital images. The Visual processing centre 5 
level co-ordination of the tasks is performed by the visual 
processing unit 25 and the Visual tracking unit 30. 
0067. In the course of its operation, in the first step, the 
Signal pre-processing unit 26 receives the first level light/ 
picture imaging spectrum and magnification parameter vec 
tors provided by the regional control unit 35, where if 
necessary the relevant vector is prepared by the Visual 
processing unit 25, and receives furthermore the discrete 
time digital image information provided by the Visual detec 
tor and identifier units 11 and the visual identifier unit 11a. 
In the Second step, it Subjects the digital pictures Supplied by 
the visual detector and identifier units 11 and the visual 
identifier unit 11a to a quality test The determined picture 
quality parameter is attached in a report for the external 
status monitoring unit 40. In the third step, on the basis of 
the result of the previous test, the actual light conditions and 
the prescribed task, it determines the System of picture 
improving procedures to be applied to the relevant digital 
images, and their determining parameters, and furthermore, 
by making use of the first level light/picture imaging Spec 
trum parameter, the light/picture imaging Spectrum param 
eter vector of imaging. Digital images are Supplied to the 
external Status monitoring unit 40, the photogrammetric unit 
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39 and the visual photogrammetric unit 39a in a parallel 
way, by digital picture databases that have different magni 
fications and fall into the infra range. The various infra 
ranges are determined by the light/picture imaging spectrum 
parameter vector, while the extent of magnifications to be 
applied to digital images Screened for different infra ranges 
is determined by the magnification vector. In the fourth Step, 
the System of parameters and processes determined in the 
third Step is applied to the received digital images. And 
finally, in the fifth Step, the prepared digital pictures are 
forwarded to the visual processing unit 25. The visual 
processing unit 25 passes on the digitally signed image 
information to the regional control unit 35, which posts it to 
the external Status monitoring unit 40. 
0068. When applying the visual photogrammetric unit 
39a, and furthermore when human control prevails, the 
proceSS logic is identical with that of the process described 
above. In the course of operation, in the first Step the Signal 
pre-processing unit 26 receives the first level light/picture 
imaging Spectrum parameter provided by the Visual proceSS 
ing unit 25, along with the discrete time digital image 
information provided by the visual detector and identifier 
units 11 and the visual identifier unit 1 la. In the second step, 
it Subjects the digital pictures provided by the visual detector 
and identifier units 11 and the visual identifier unit 11a to a 
quality test. In the third step, on the basis of the result of the 
previous test, it determines the System of picture improving 
processes to be applied to the relevant digital images and 
their determining parameters, as well as the light/picture 
imaging spectrum parameter of the applied picture imaging 
by making use of the first level light/picture imaging Spec 
trum parameter. In the fourth Step, a System of parameters 
and processes determined in the third Step is applied for the 
digital images received. And finally, in the fifth Step, the 
prepared digital images are forwarded to the Visual photo 
grammetric unit 39a and the 3D virtual studio 42a. 
0069. It is the task of the diagnostic unit 27 to check and 
Supervise the operation and operational quality of the Visual 
processing centre 5, relying on the diagnostic reports of the 
regional diagnostic unit 35a and on the parameters Set on the 
platform of the operator unit 31, and based on diagnostic 
procedures carried out at discrete times on the basis of 
pre-adjusted parameters. In the case of a basic configuration, 
the units Subjected to a diagnostic proceSS are as follows: the 
traffic Zone signal improving unit 9, the Visual detector and 
identifier unit 11, the visual identifier unit 11a, the visual 
processing unit 25, the visual identity code generator 25a the 
Signal pre-processing unit 26, the IT centre 28, the radar 
interface unit 29, and the visual tracking unit 30. The system 
of diagnostic procedures, diagnostic qualifications and diag 
nostic reports is identical with the description to follow later 
on in reference to the on-board diagnostic unit 17a of the 
object centre 2. 
0070 If during the operation of the diagnostic unit 27, the 
diagnostic result of a unit diagnosed by it is qualified as 
unsatisfactory, the diagnostic unit 27 performs diagnostic 
final qualification tests relying on a customised diagnostic 
Strategy made on the basis of the result of diagnostic 
procedures performed by the diagnostic unit 35a and the 
diagnostic unit 27, the diagnostic procedure programmed 
package installed in the System of the relevant diagnostic 
unit 27 and the computer technology resources available to 
the relevant diagnostic unit 27. Throughout this specifica 
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tion, under the term “customised' we understand that the 
given unit or function is designed according to the relevant 
conditions and needs. 

0071. The relevant optional diagnostic test may also be 
carried out upon the instructions of the regional diagnostic 
unit 35a, by the diagnostic unit 27. 

0072 The tasks of the IT centre 28 comprises the estab 
lishing of a regional contact through the IT unit 36 between 
the Visual processing centre 5 and the regional control unit 
35, a local contact, if necessary, through the Visual radio 
transceiver 28a between the visual processing centre 5 and 
the object centres 2, and a direct IT contact between the 
Visual processing unit 25 and the Visual detector and iden 
tifier unit 11, as well as the visual identifier unit 11a. An IT 
communication is established on a terrestrial basis between 
the IT centre 28 and the IT unit 36 and/or an IT contact is 
established via the visual radio transceiver 28a and/or via 
the communication centre 45 and the Stationary Satellite 
based transceiver 8. The operation of the IT centre 28 is 
coordinated by the Visual processing unit 25. 

0073. The task of the radar interface unit 29 is the 
Supervision of the Visual processing centre 5 and the infor 
matic integration of the Simultaneously operating radar unit 
into the traffic control system. The interface unit performs 
digital conversion of the information provided by the rel 
evant radar unit, if the relevant radar is not prepared for 
forwarding the information in a digital form, and fits the 
already digitised information via the Visual processing unit 
25 to the traffic control system. 

0074 The visual tracking unit 30 performs the visual 
tracking of a given vehicle in the case of using the regional 
control unit 35 and/or manual control on the basis of a 
decision taken by the 3D virtual studio 42a. The decision is 
made in an automatic way in the first described case or on 
the basis of requests received from the IT network linked to 
the traffic control System, respectively. In the automatic case 
and in the case of requests coming from the IT network, the 
regional control unit 35 informs the actual visual processing 
centre 5 in a report. 

0075. It is among the tasks of the visual tracking unit 30 
to co-ordinate the Visual tracking of an object identified by 
the regional control unit 35 and/or the 3D virtual studio 42a 
and/or the requests received from the IT network, as well as 
to co-ordinate the digital image Sampling of a traffic object, 
and to co-ordinate the Visual object detection process. These 
tasks are performed by the Visual detector and identifier 
units 11 and the visual identifier units 11a under its super 
Vision. The image information received is further processed 
in the Signal pre-processing unit 26 and in the Visual 
processing unit 25. 

0076. The database of the visual tracking unit 30 includes 
0077 the regulation technology database of the 
positioning unit 16 of the Visual detector and iden 
tifier unit 11 working under the Supervision of the 
Visual processing centre 5, and the regulation tech 
nology database of the objective control device 14, 

0078 the regulation technology database of the 
positioning unit 16 of the Visual detector and iden 
tifier unit 11a working under the Supervision of the 
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Visual processing centre 5 and the regulation tech 
nology database of the objective control device 14, 

0079 the mathematical model of the digital image 
Sampling Strategy of the visual object. (The relevant 
mathematical model is based on a fuzzy logic. It 
provides response to the number of image Sampling 
operations to be applied within unit time, to the 
Sequence of light/picture imaging spectra to be 
applied and to its application period while taking into 
consideration the relevant light conditions, and the 
Speed of the object to be tracked, as well as the type 
of the object, if this is known) and 

0080 the mathematical model of the strategy con 
cerning the digital image detection process of the 
visual object. (The relevant mathematical model is 
based on a fuzzy logic. The relevant task Specifically 
comprises a mathematical model of the digital image 
Sampling Strategy of the Visual object, and the math 
ematical models concerning the objective control 
devices 14 and the positioning units 16 of the visual 
detector and identifier units 11 and the visual iden 
tifier units 11a). 

0.081 For the object tracking and sampling tasks, the 
Substance of the report provided or produced by the regional 
control unit 35 and/or the 3D virtual studio 42a and/or the 
requests coming from the IT network is the following: 

0082) Orders to perform the relevant task. 
0083. A system of vehicles located in the visual 
monitoring Zone of the relevant visual processing 
centre 5. i.e. the vehicles assigned to the relevant 
task. 

0084. A system of parameters identified during the 
first-level modelling of the Visual tracking task, in 
connection with the vehicles assigned to the relevant 
task. 

0085 The actual (compensated) co-ordinate data of 
the vehicles assigned to the given task and a prog 
nosis of the coordinate data timeline. (In an optional 
case it is generated by the Visual processing unit 25). 

0.086 The report drawn up by the signal pre-processing 
unit furthermore includes the image quality parameter deter 
mined, which is used as a regulation parameter. 
0087. In the course of the visual tracking unit 30 opera 
tions associated with object tracking, in the first Step on the 
basis of the requests coming from the regional control unit 
35 and/or the 3D virtual studio 42a and/or the IT network, 
of the reports coming from the Signal pre-processing unit 26, 
of the compensated co-ordinate and Speed co-ordinate time 
line coming from the regional control unit 35 and the 
asSociated co-ordinate prognosis reports, and if necessary, 
of the Support by the Visual Satellite-based navigation com 
pensator unit 41a, and of its own database, it models the 
regulation technology operation of the regulation technol 
ogy operation of positioning units 16 carrying out the Visual 
tracking task of the visual detector and identifier units 11 and 
the Visual identifier units 11a assigned to perform the task 
and models the regulation technology operation of the 
objective control devices 14 as well. In the Second step, on 
the basis of the given mathematical models, it performs the 
regulation of units and control devices under its Supervision. 
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0088. In the course of the digital image sampling co 
ordination of the visual tracking unit 30, in the first step on 
the basis of the report received from the regional control unit 
35 and from the Signal pre-processing unit 26, of the 
compensated co-ordinate from the regional control unit 35 
and the Speed co-ordinate timeline as well as the associated 
co-ordinate prognosis reports, if necessary, of the Support by 
the Visual Satellite-based navigation compensator unit 41a, 
and of its own database, it models the regulation technology 
operation of the regulation technology operation of posi 
tioning units 16 carrying out the image sampling task of the 
visual detector and identifier units 11 and the visual identi 
fier units 11a assigned to perform the task and models the 
regulation technology operation of the objective control 
devices 14. In the Second Step, on the basis of the given 
mathematical models, it performs the regulation of the units 
and control devices under its Supervision. 
0089. In the course of coordinating the visual detection 
procedure, the Visual tracking unit 30, in the first Step on the 
basis of the reports received from the regional control unit 
35 and the Signal pre-processing unit 26 and of its own 
database, Selects the appropriate one from the relevant 
models in the database of the visual tracking unit 30 by using 
a fuzzy logic, and models the regulation technology opera 
tion of the positioning units 16 carrying out the image 
Sampling of the Visual detector and identifier units 11 
assigned to perform the task, and models the regulation 
technology operation of the objective control devices 14. In 
the Second step, on the basis of the given mathematical 
models, it performs the regulation of the units and control 
devices under its Supervision. Launching of the detection 
process can take place on request from the WorkStation 
attached to the traffic control System, from the operator unit 
31 and from the 3D virtual studio 42a or in an automatic 
way at discrete times, in a quasi-continuous mode of opera 
tion. 

0090 The task of the visual radio transceiver 28a is to 
create a radio technology based IT contact through the Visual 
processing unit 25 and/or the IT unit 36, between the 
regional control unit 35 and/or the object centres 2 in the 
traffic Zone. Its work and the electronic documents to be 
posted are controlled and forwarded to it by the visual 
processing unit 25. 
0091. The task of the visual photogrammetric unit 39a is 
to determine, by using a photogrammetric method, the 
co-ordinate positions of the objects detected by the Visual 
tracking unit 30. Its application is optional, and its operation 
is logically identical with that of the regional Space-infor 
mation unit 37 on regional level. 
0092. During its operation, images digitally prepared by 
the Signal pre-processing unit 26 and associated with the 
objects detected by the visual tracking unit 30 and the 3D 
Virtual Studio 42a are Supplied to the given unit. On the basis 
of the joint activity of the 3D virtual studio 42a and the 
Visual photogrammetric unit 39a, the wanted coordinate 
vectors are determined in the Visual photogrammetric unit 
39a, based on a photogrammetric procedure applied there. 
0093. The visual satellite-based navigation compensator 
unit 41a performs primarily the compensating calculation of 
the uncompensated co-ordinate data Supplied by the object 
centres 2 of the traffic Zone belonging to the Visual proceSS 
ing centre 5, and Secondarily, by making use of the mea 
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Suring Signals of the traffic Zone signal improving unit 9, it 
provides a uniform GPS-based time involving the visual 
processing centre 5. The existence of the unit is optional, and 
its operation logic is identical with that of the Satellite-based 
navigation compensator unit 41 on a regional level. 

0094. The task of the operator unit 31 is to ensure the 
manual control and manually controlled IT communication 
of the Visual processing centre 5. The performing of the 
relevant tasks is ensured by the communication, data pro 
cessing and/or database handling programmed running in 
the system of the visual processing unit 25. When the 
relevant visual processing centre 5 is of temporary installa 
tion, a portable computer and its interface Serve for handling 
the given auxiliary tasks. The 3D virtual studio 42a can also 
be linked to the operator unit 31. This studio is responsible 
for the 3D presentation of the vehicles in the traffic Zone for 
the operator. 

0095. Object Centre 2 
0096. The basic function of the object centre shown in 
FIG. 4 is to create a wide ranging monitoring and control 
test opportunity covering aircraft, Ships, railway and road 
vehicles, and furthermore to integrate the relevant Vehicles 
into one IT communication network. Setting up or installing 
the units in its System can be omitted, with retaining the 
minimum configuration. The object centres 2 are installed 
on-board an aircraft, Ship and motor vehicle, while in the 
case of railway implementation they are fitted on the loco 
motive. When handling transport1logistics problems, they 
are to be fitted on the transported containers and packages or 
on the vehicle (e.g. a railway carriage) which transports the 
relevant consignment An important characteristic is the 
handling of problems relative to IT communication in con 
nection with transport, logistics the items above. If neces 
Sary it is indispensable to establish a link between the object 
centre 2 of the consignment and the object centre 2 of the 
container or wagon carrying the consignment. The problems 
arise from the fact that the container or wagon carrying the 
consignment shields the GSM and/or GPS communication. 
0097. The object centre 2 of minimum configuration 
Suitable for transport and logistics tasks includes the pro 
cessing unit 17, the Satellite-based navigation receiver 18 
and the radio transceiver 19. 

0.098 If necessary, the object centre 2 of the container or 
wagon carrying the consignment plays the role of a local 
regional centre. In case the GSM communication and/or 
GPS communication of the object centre 2 of the consign 
ment is interrupted, it attempts to take up communication 
automatically by wire or even radio technology, if necessary 
by bluetooth technology, with the object centre 2 of the 
consignment-carrier container or wagon playing a master 
role. In the Second step, after establishing the IT contact, the 
object centre 2 of the consignment issues a report to the 
master object centre 2 about the identifier code of the 
consignment, and about the IT communication Service Sup 
porting the consignment, i.e. it describes what should be 
reported to whom and when. In the third Step, the master 
object centre 2 issues a report to the regional control unit 35 
about the System of object centres 2 taken under its Super 
Vision and about having taken over the Supervision. 

0099. After that the reports and/or instructions sent from 
the traffic control System for object centre 2 of the consign 
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ment taken into the Supervision of a master object centre 2 
are received from the traffic control System through the 
master object centre 2 and the reports prepared by the object 
centre 2 of the consignment and intended to be posted to the 
regional control unit 35 reach the target Station through the 
master object centre 2, which sends on its co-ordinate data 
readings as the co-ordinate data of the consignments under 
its Supervision. 
0100 If the object centre 2 of the consignment succeeds 
in establishing an IT contact with the GSM and GPS 
network (e.g. unloading has taken place), it leaves the 
Supervision of the master object centre 2 (by preparing a 
withdrawal report for the master object centre 2 and posting 
it via the IT contact established between them) and executes 
again the protocol of registering with the traffic control 
System. 

0101 The operation of the system is assisted by a task 
Specific System programmed installed on the processing unit 
17. 

0102) The object centre 2 consists of the following units: 
processing unit 17, on-board diagnostic unit 17a, Space 
information unit 17b, on-board health care centre 17c, ECG 
expert Subassembly 17c1, foetus monitoring expert Subas 
sembly 17c2, EEG expert Subassembly 17c3, stewardess 
monitor 17c, on-board voice generator 17d, satellite-based 
navigation receiver 18, radio transceiver 19, satellite radio 
transceiver 20a, satellite coordinate transmitter 20b, identity 
code generator 21, operator unit 23, on-board telephone 
eXchange 24, vehicle diagnostic unit 22a, autopilot coupling 
unit 22b, and data acquisition unit 22c of the vehicle. 
0103) If necessary, the units listed above are suitable for 
Sending and receiving asynchronous messages, when the 
relevant object does not wait for the response after Sending 
out a message, but performs further operations, and are also 
capable of handling competition within the object, i.e. they 
can receive reports from a different object, while working on 
processing the previous one. 
0104. The object 1 implemented as an aircraft by way of 
example has its own Systems linked to the traffic control 
System according to the invention, which Systems are the 
diagnostic unit 22a the autopilot, and the data acquisition 
unit 22c, but the definitions of these Systems can naturally be 
extended to all vehicles as well. 

0105 The processing unit 17 is the central unit of the 
object centre 2. Its task System is the following: 

0106 Co-ordinating the activities of the units mak 
ing up the object centre 2, and organising the IT 
communication among them. 

0107 Maintaining IT communication with the traf 
fic control system, for example the IT centre 28, the 
IT centre 32b, the IT unit 36 and the processing units 
17 of other vehicles, and forwarding the instructions, 
commands and databaseS received from there to the 
object centre 2 unit addressed. 

0.108 Editing the reports i.e. electronic documents 
considered as the basic unit of IT communication. 

0109 The units working under the Supervision of the 
processing unit 17 are Software-hardware Systems Suitable 
for parallel data processing. The operations of the relevant 
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Software-hardware Systems can be modelled or Substituted 
by a Software package prepared for the relevant task System. 
It is possible to elaborate a modification, in which the 
on-board diagnostic unit 17a and/or the Space-information 
unit 17b and/or the on-board health care centre 17c and its 
expert Subassemblies and/or the on-board Voice generator 
17d and/or the satellite-based navigation receiver 18 and/or 
the identity code generator 21 and/or the diagnostic unit 22a 
and/or the data acquisition unit 22c are integrated under the 
Software System of the processing unit 17 via a Software 
package which models or Substitutes the associated task 
System. 

0110. The information flow between the object centre 2 
and the IT centre 28, the IT centre 32b, the IT unit 36, the 
processing unit 17 of the other object centre 2 and the 
regional control unit 35 of the regional control centre 4 takes 
place in the form of reports (electronic documents). The 
processing unit 17 is responsible for editing and compiling 
the relevant document packages for the regional control unit 
35. 

0111 Regarding the compiled electronic document, the 
processing unit 17 performs the following preparation tasks 
prior to posting: 

0112 Breaking down to partial electronic docu 
ments as planned by the regional control unit 35, 
which proceSS if necessary is an element of the 
optional communication Strategy co-ordinated 
regionally. 

0113. The application of a data compressing proce 
dure, to the partial electronic documents. 

0114. The application of an encrypting process to 
the partial electronic documents. 

0115 Instruction of the identity code generator 21 to 
generate a digital Signature associated with the par 
tial electronic documents. 

0116. The substance of the report associated with the 
relevant electronic document comprises the following 

0117 The digital signature and the public key 
belonging to the object centre 2. 

0118. The identifier of the compressing procedure 
applied for the relevant electronic document and the 
extent of compressing. 

0119) The identifier of the encrypting procedure 
applied for the relevant electronic document. 

0120) The compressed and encrypted document 
itself. 

0121 The report associated with the relevant electronic 
documents is transferred by the processing unit 17 to the 
radioS of the object centre 2 for posting, in a way corre 
sponding to the optimal communication Strategy compiled 
by the regional control unit 35. 
0122) Such a posted document can be, for example, the 
electronic document for registration, which is a request from 
the vehicle associated with the relevant object centre 2 for 
being integrated into the traffic control System. The elec 
tronic document for registration includes a request for 
integrating the route plan of the relevant vehicle as an object 
plan into the regional traffic plan as a regional plan (if the 
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given traffic plan has not yet been integrated into the 
regional traffic plan System, the plan itself is featured; it is 
automatically requested by the regional control unit 35), the 
system of databases of the space-information unit 17b 
waiting for an updating oriented loading, and furthermore 
information of the traffic control System, primarily the 
regional control unit 35 and the control device 32, about the 
resources of the given object centre 2 and about the technical 
and technological Specifics of the related vehicle. These 
resources and Specifics are the following: the System of 
diagnostic procedures available to the on-board diagnostic 
unit 17a and the computer capacity, the System of diagnostic 
procedures available to the diagnostic unit 22a of the vehicle 
and the computer capacity, the System of data compressing 
and data encrypting procedures available to the processing 
centre 17, the substance of the dynamic database in the 
Space-information database of the Space-information unit 
17b and furthermore the technical-technological data of the 
radio technology facilities available to the processing centre 
17. 

0123 Handled by the object centre 2, several complex 
tasks are resolved. Complexity means that the relevant task 
is jointly tackled by a given partial group of the units making 
up the object centre 2. In this case the activity of the 
processing unit 17 consists in organising the flow of data 
bases and reports necessary for resolving the relevant task 
and preparing the reports in an appropriate format. 

0.124. The object centre 2 performs the automatic updat 
ing oriented loading of the quasi-dynamic space-information 
database of the space-information unit 17b, which means the 
following. The Static database of objects hazardous to traffic, 
of limited and prohibited air Spaces and traffic Zones, as well 
as the meteorological maps are in the Space-information 
database of the space-information unit 17b of the on-board 
object centre 2, and the actual data are in the central database 
34 of the main control centre 12. The updating oriented 
loading procedure is carried out automatically after regis 
tering with the traffic control System and following the 
integration of the route plan, under co-ordination from the 
regional control unit 35. Therefore, the system of above 
mentioned objects and plans appears with their actual 
parameters after that the updating proceSS has been com 
pleted. 

0.125 The updating process is the following. 

0.126 In the first step the regional control unit 35, after 
having integrated the given object centre 2 into the traffic 
control System, requests a report automatically from the 
processing unit 17 of the object centre 2 about the dynamic 
maps already installed in the Space-information database of 
the space-information unit 17b of the on-board system and 
about the database of hazardous objects, limited and pro 
hibited air Spaces and traffic Zones. In the Second step, the 
Space-information unit 17b prepares the desired report, and 
then the processing unit 17 forwards it to the regional control 
unit 35 via the radio transceiver 19 and/or the satellite radio 
transceiver 20a and the IT unit 36. The reports include the 
parameter vectors unambiguously characterising the related 
databases. In the third Step, the regional Space-information 
unit 37 compiles the report of the requested database, and in 
the form of a report, the regional control unit 35 informs the 
relevant vehicle, along the IT access route of the linked 
object centre 2, while maintaining the optimal communica 
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tion Strategy, about the updated database. In the fourth Step, 
the space-information unit 17b of the addressed vehicle 
integrates the relevant updated database into its own data 
base. The Space-information database of the Space-informa 
tion unit 17b is called an object Space-information database. 
0127. By means of the operator unit 23, different requests 
can be addressed to the traffic control System, for example 
requests for displaying various geographic and flight maps, 
a request for displaying the current transport Situation of an 
arbitrary traffic Zone, a request for displaying the traffic plan 
System of an arbitrary traffic Zone, a request for displaying 
the current and forecast meteorological situation of an 
arbitrary geographic area, requests for compiling and 
retrieving a traffic information database handled in the traffic 
control System, and a request for displaying the traffic 
junction of an arbitrary traffic Zone, for example airports and 
naval ports. 
0128. The edition of requests for the relevant tasks and 
the requested databases is carried out by a flight plan and 
request editing programmed compatible with the traffic 
control System. The programmed is installed in the proceSS 
ing unit 17. The reports (electronic documents) containing 
the applications are forwarded by the processing unit 17 to 
the units that compile the requested databases. 
0129. The relevant task can be performed without making 
any request to the regional control centre 4, even when the 
above mentioned databases and database handling units are 
set up independently, regardless of the traffic system. In the 
given case, the requesting object centre 2 performs direct 
Search through the involved database and database handling 
units, and furthermore via the units handling the IT com 
munication available to it Applying for, compiling and 
communicating the databases have the same logic as the 
approach used in the traffic control System, and editing an 
application for the relevant tasks and the requested databases 
is carried out by a flight plan and request editing pro 
grammed compatible with the above mentioned database 
and database handling units. 
0130. The autopilot strategy elaboration is also carried 
out in the object centre 2. The traffic route of the vehicle 
belonging to the relevant object centre 2 is handled by the 
space-information unit 17b. There are two types of the above 
mentioned route: a Static traffic route, in which case the 
traffic control Supervision is inactive, and the dynamically 
planned traffic route, when the traffic control Supervision is 
active, and the given route plan is Supplied by the regional 
space-information unit 37 or the space-information unit 33. 
0131 The autopilot strategy elaboration is carried out as 
follows. In the first step, the procedures performed by the 
processing unit 17 and to be described later, Such as a 
deviation from the automatic route procedure, the automatic 
dangerous altitude procedure, the time remaining until the 
automatic turning points procedure, the automatic landing 
and takeoff direction procedure, the automatic approach to 
dangerous or prohibited geographic areas procedure and the 
automatic dangerous approach to vehicles are carried out in 
a continuous mode, at discrete times. The regional traffic 
Situation monitoring unit 38 of the regional control centre 4 
responsible for the relevant traffic Zone-which monitoring 
unit carries out tests similar to those above, but on a regional 
level-prepares in a continuous mode at discrete times and 
posts to the processing unit 17 of the relevant object centre 
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2 the informative or instructive reports. The results of tests 
carried out by the regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 
38 are of a higher accuracy and they are on a regional level, 
e.g. they take into consideration the actual regional traffic 
Situation as well, and therefore the relevant tests are pref 
erably of a higher priority. 

0.132. In the second step, if the results identified in the test 
result of the procedures carried out in the System of the 
object centre 2 and/or the results identified in the reports 
reflecting the results of tests carried out by the regional 
traffic situation monitoring unit 38 show higher than per 
missible deviations or rise above a critical level, the pro 
cessing unit 17 launches an autopilot Strategy elaboration 
procedure and displays the actual results on the graphic 
platform of the operator unit 23. 

0133. In the third step, the autopilot strategy elaboration 
procedure requests the Space-information unit 17b to model 
mathematically the given route modification. The task is 
carried out by the partial procedure route modification of 
the route modelling procedure. If the alarm is given by the 
regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38, the execution of 
the relevant procedure is unnecessary because it is with an 
alarm that the above mentioned unit Sends the mathematical 
model of the route modification corresponding to the type 
and technical Status of the vehicle and prepared by the 
regional Space-information unit 37 together. Now the Strat 
egy modelling procedure to be followed by the autopilot and 
related to the plotted route model is performed, and then the 
given autopilot Strategy is transferred to the regulating 
system which controls the work of the autopilot. The elabo 
rated autopilot Strategy is nothing else than the Specifying of 
regulating functions in relation with the Steering devices. 

0134) The tasks related to the clock of the object centre 
2 are as follows. For the IT communication and for tackling 
the transport tasks in a planned and high quality way, it is 
indispensable to have an appropriately accurate timing. With 
a number one priority, the clock of the object centre 2 is 
nothing else than the internal clock of the Satellite-based 
navigation receiver 18, which is of very high accuracy and 
provides a uniform time parameter from the Side of the 
traffic control System, regarding the parties there. In this 
case, the clock is made accurate in a way known from the 
prior art through Satellite-based measurements. The task is 
carried out automatically and on a regular basis by the 
Satellite-based navigation receiver 18 of each object centre 
2. With a Secondary priority, the provision of Support in 
relation to the clock of the object centre 2 is ensured by the 
regional control unit 35 of the regional control centre 4 
which conducts the monitoring of the relevant traffic Zone. 
The digital clock is adjusted automatically when the relevant 
object centre logs in. 

0.135 The satellite co-ordinate transmitter 20b can be 
operated in two different modes. A continuous mode prevails 
if the traffic control Supervision is interrupted due to Some 
technical reasons, and if the quality of IT communication is 
judged to be of an insufficient grade respectively. In this 
case, the processing unit 17 of the given object centre 2 Sets 
the operation of the satellite co-ordinate transmitter 20b so 
far having operated in a quasi-continuous mode to continu 
ous mode. This mode means that the identity code of the 
object centre 2 or in case the identity code generator 21 is 
fitted, the public key of the digital Signature is broadcast 
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continuously at discrete times by the transmitter. In this case, 
the traffic control System is continuously in Sight of the 
relevant object centre 2. 
0.136 The quasi-continuous mode is started automati 
cally by the processing unit 17 after Switching on the object 
centre 2. In this mode, the transmitter broadcasts a Series of 
pulses with a significant time interval, and these pulses 
include the identity code of the object centre 2. Now the 
traffic control System is in Sight of the relevant object centre 
2 at discrete times, and utilises the data as control results. 
0.137. On the basis of compensated and uncompensated 
co-ordinate data to be described later and located in the 
Space-information database of the Space-information unit 
17b, the following parameters can be generated and directed 
to the graphic display of the operator unit 23 in order to plot 
a virtual dashboard: the extent and direction of actual 
Overground Speed calculated on the basis of differential 
procedures applied to the timeline of co-ordinate data, or 
calculated by adapting a different mathematical proce 
dure, along with the actual Overground altitude, which is 
forwarded automatically to the processing unit 17 by the 
hazardous altitude automatic procedure, and also by a 
Similar procedure conducted by the associated regional 
traffic situation monitoring unit 38 and the traffic situation 
monitoring unit 33a, as well as a virtual artificial horizon 
implemented by a plurality of Satellite-based navigation 
receivers 18 or the satellite-based navigation antenna 18a 
operating in parallel and fitted on Several points of the 
vehicle. 

0.138. The diagnostic testing of the IT communication 
between the object centre 2, the regional control unit 35, and 
if necessary between the independent databases not making 
part of the traffic control system and the IT nets made 
accessible to the relevant object centre 2 and the System of 
object centres 2 participating in the traffic is carried out by 
the processing unit 17 from the side of the object centre 2. 
In the course of this process, it examines the integrity of all 
digitally signed reports (electronic documents) received 
from the units listed. It also examines the response IT 
diagnostic reports returned by the units listed, regarding the 
electronic documents that test the IT communication and 
were posted previously in a continuous procedure by it at 
discrete times. The posting of the diagnostic reports is 
performed by the processing unit 17 in an automatic and 
continuous mode, at discrete times. The procedure monitors 
the Substance of the response report, its Syntactic and 
Semantic integrity and whether it has been received before 
the deadline. 

0.139. The diagnostic testing of the relevant IT commu 
nication is also monitored and examined by the units listed 
above. The procedure carried out by the units listed above is 
Similar to that performed by the processing unit 17. 
0140) If, on the basis of the test results, the processing 
unit 17 judges the IT communication to be unsatisfactory or 
interrupted, sets the satellite co-ordinate transmitter 20b to 
continuous mode, Sets maximum report density for broad 
casting the Satellite-based co-ordinate data and launches the 
procedure for the Syntactic and Semantic analysis of the 
instructions identified in the electronic documents and in 
internal IT communications and to be described later on, as 
performed by the processing unit 17. 
0.141. If there is no traffic control Supervision, the object 
centres 2 of the relevant vehicles get automatically in 
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contact with each other and transfer reciprocally their traffic 
technology databases for the other involved object centres 2. 
The responsibility for performing the traffic control tasks 
rests with the group commander appointed on the basis of a 
certain consideration and in charge of Supervising the rel 
evant object centre 2. 

0142. When there is a traffic control Supervision, the 
regional control unit 35 and the control device 32 can set up 
So-called groups for the System of object centres 2 under 
their Supervision. The group consists of the group com 
mander (commander object centre 2) and a System of the 
Subordinate object centres 2. 

0143. The task of the group commander on-board centres 
17is on the one hand to maintain a continuous and mutual IT 
contact between the group commanders (and furthermore in 
case there is a traffic control Supervision, to perform the 
ongoing diagnostic test of the latter) and to organise and to 
conduct the transport of databases affecting the group com 
manders on the other hand, to maintain a continuous and 
mutual IT contact between the subordinate object centres 2 
and between the Subordinate object centres 2 and themselves 
(in case there is a traffic control Supervision, to perform its 
ongoing diagnostic testing, which is carried out by both the 
group commander and the object centres 2 belonging to the 
group, based on the activities of their processing units 17), 
as well as to organise it, then in the third place, to compile 
the relevant databases for the Subordinate object centres 2 
and to organise their customised transport and in the fourth 
place, if there is no traffic control Supervision, to integrate 
new object centres 2 into the group System, which present 
themselves and request to be included under the traffic 
control Supervision. 

0144. The integration process is based on an iterative 
work among the group commanders, in the first Step, the 
object centre 2 requesting admittance gets into IT contact 
with the object centre 2 of the group commander accessible. 
In the Second step, the group commanders carry out a 
reconciling and iterative integration protocol, which is per 
formed on the basis of the characteristics of the object centre 
2 waiting for integration and according to the IT and 
computer technology workload of the group commanders. It 
is also part of the integration protocol during the integration 
of an object centre 2 into the traffic control System that an 
integration protocol in connection with the database trans 
ports carried out as a Standard procedures and with the 
relevant traffic plan is implemented. As the final result of the 
integration protocol, the group commander responsible for 
the relevant object centre 2 is appointed. In the third step, on 
the one hand the group commander informs the object centre 
2 waiting to be integrated about being admitted to his own 
group, and on the other hand in a customised way, posts it 
the database that identifies the group, and in the third place, 
carries out the updating oriented loading of the relevant 
object centre 2 units is carried out. As a result of the 
integration process, the groups constitute a dynamic System, 
thus the composition of the groups, and therefore even the 
group commander can be changed even Several times during 
the existence of the group. 

0145 After this the group commander implements a task 
System, a protocol procedure System and a monitoring 
System of the same logic as the System of the Subordinated 
object centres 2, and the System of traffic manager tasks of 
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the regional control centre 4 and its work. The protocol 
System implemented by the group commander is the fol 
lowing: 

0146 on the level of the processing unit 17, plan 
ning and implementation of an optimal communica 
tion Strategy in the group and/or keeping contact 
with the external IT networks connected (it is indis 
pensable if necessary to Set up databases and IT 
centres that can be directly accessed and handled by 
the object centres 2), and the diagnostic testing of the 
IT contact between the object centres 2 in the group 
and the group commander and/or regulating the 
density parameter of the co-ordinate reports of the 
object centres 2 of the group and Supplying them to 
the other group commander object centres 2, 

0147 when integrating it into the group on the level 
of the Space-information System 17b, the updating 
oriented loading of the database of the Space-infor 
mation unit 17b and/or the space-information mod 
elling of the route System of the object centres 2 
asSociated with the group and/or report-like posting 
of the actual traffic Situation of the group's traffic 
Zone to the other group commanders and/or perform 
ing a group-level integration of the traffic plans 
involving the group, 

0.148 on the level of the space-information system 
17b, regarding the traffic Situation monitoring tasks, 
on the part of the object centres 2 of the group, 
performing tie route deviations procedure and/or the 
approaching of 'dangerous or prohibited geographic 
Zones automatic procedure and/or the automatic esti 
mation of the flight time remaining until the turning 
points procedure and/or the automatic monitoring 
test of hazardous approaches and/or the dangerous 
altitude and its automatic forecast procedure. 

0149. In the IT communication network thus established, 
the object centre 2 of the group commander and the System 
of the object centres 2 belonging to the group constitute an 
IT network. In the given network, the computer technology 
resources of the system of the object centres 2 involved 
operate as a computer-based task-oriented computer net 
work, where the object centre 2 of the group commander 
fulfills the functions of a process coordinating Server. The 
local IT networks represented by the object centres 2 of the 
group commanders, as central IT network level, constitute a 
local IT network family being in continuous IT contact with 
each other, and operating in parallel. In the IT network 
family, the object centres 2 of the group commanders ensure 
the IT compatibility and transparency between the local 
networks, which represent autonomous and independent 
networks in themselves. 

0150. In the object centre 2, traffic situation monitoring 
tasks are also carried out The fulfillment of the tasks is 
ensured by a System of procedures carried out in association 
with the Set of tasks, in a continuous mode of operation, at 
discrete times. It is an important circumstance that if the 
traffic control Supervision is active and the relevant vehicle 
complies with the customised dynamic traffic plan drawn up 
by the regional control centre 4, dangerous traffic Situations 
are practically impossible to occur. 
0151. In the course of preparing the traffic situation 
monitoring tasks, in the first Step, from the database of the 
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Space-information unit to be described later on the proceSS 
ing unit 17 reads in the 3D long-term co-ordinate timeline of 
the vehicle, if there is no traffic control Supervision, uses the 
3D long-term co-ordinate timelines generated by the Space 
information unit 17b on the basis of the co-ordinate data 
Supplied by the Satellite-based navigation receiver 18, and 
the dynamic and (if there is no traffic control Supervision) 
the static mathematical model of the traffic route plan. In the 
Second step, from the Space-information database of the 
Space-information unit 17b, retrieves the data referring to the 
actual traffic situation of the relevant region (the identity 
codes of the aircraft in the regional Zone, the Static route plan 
of the aircraft in the regional Zone, the actual meteorological 
map databases, the traffic data of the landing Sites, airports 
and Standby airports identified in the route plan of the 
relevant aircraft, the dynamic route modification System of 
the aircraft in the given regional Zone), to create the long 
term 3D co-ordinate timeline forecast of the relevant 
regional Zone, as well as the long-term 3D Speed co-ordinate 
timeline prognosis. In the third step launches the procedures 
relative to-as described below-route deviation, danger 
ous altitude, remaining time until the turning points, landing 
and taking off direction, approaching of dangerous or pro 
hibited geographic Zones and dangerous approach are 
launched. 

0152. In the course of the automatic procedure of route 
deviations, as a first Step the processing unit 17 requests the 
space-information unit 17b to calculate the distance of the 
actual co-ordinate data as well as co-ordinate and Speed data 
forecasts and the respective dynamic and Static traffic route 
plan concerning the relevant moment of time and timeline. 
0153. In the second step, on the basis of the relevant 
results, it gives instructions to the operator unit 23 to display 
the extent of the deviation on a graphic platform, and in case 
the deviations are larger than the threshold rate, it alarms the 
autopilot through the autopilot coupling unit 22b to mini 
mise the relevant deviation It is an important circumstance 
that the competence of the object centre 2 extends only over 
small deviations from the route during the traffic control 
Supervision. If the results plotted in the first Step reach a 
critical level, an informative report is drawn up about this 
event for the on-board voice generator 17d. The informative 
report includes the identifier of the danger detection proce 
dure, the value of the relevant parameter and the degree of 
risk level. On the basis of the parameter vector featuring in 
the report read in, the on-board Voice generator 17d identi 
fies and highlights the text database Supporting the fulfill 
ment of the task and reads it in. Then, it notifies the 
processing unit 17 and requests that a user audio frequency 
data channel assigned to the relevant task be allocated for 
itself. After that the processing unit 17 has given its con 
formation and the requested audio frequency data channel 
has been allocated, the on-board Voice generator 17d per 
forms the audio frequency presentation of the text database. 
0154) In the course of the hazardous altitude automatic 
procedure, which is not required in railway, road and water 
implementation, in the first Step the processing unit 17 
requests the Space-information unit 17b to determine the 
distance between the actual co-ordinate date, the co-ordinate 
and Speed data forecasts and their normal projections on the 
3D map. In the Second step, on the basis of the results, it 
instructs the operator unit 23 to display the calculated 
Overground distance on its graphic platform, and when a 
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dangerous altitude is reached, the autopilot is alarmed 
through the autopilot coupling unit 22b to reach a safe 
altitude, and furthermore if needed it starts up the on-board 
Voice generator 17d in a way already discussed. 
O155 In the first step of the automatic procedure for 
estimating the remaining flight time until reaching the 
turning points, the processing unit 17 requests the Space 
information unit 17b to carry out the actual co-ordinate and 
Speed data forecasts and the estimation of the remaining 
flight time until the next turning point in the respective 
dynamic (or Static) traffic route plan In the Second step, on 
the basis of the results, it instructs the operator unit 23 to 
display the estimates of the remaining flight time on its 
graphic platform, and in the case of Small deviations in time, 
it alarms the autopilot through the autopilot coupling unit 
22b to minimise the relevant deviation in time, and further 
more if needed it starts up the on-board Voice generator 17d 
in a way already discussed. 
0156. As the first step of the automatic control procedure 
of landing and takeoff direction, the processing unit 17 
requests the Space-information unit 17b to specify the SyS 
tem of input/output procedures corresponding to the tech 
nical-technological characteristics of the given vehicle, and 
furthermore the Space information-mathematical Standard 
model of the vehicle in connection with the task, on the basis 
of the destination, the Standby airports and landing sites, as 
well as the Starting traffic junction Space information traffic 
technology database. The given Space-information math 
ematical standard model is nothing else than the mathemati 
cal model of the traffic task Specific route plan of the relevant 
vehicle. 

O157. In the second step, on the basis of the results, the 
processing unit 17 makes a decision whether to apply its 
own model or the model posted by the traffic control system. 
If there is traffic control Supervision, the Space-information 
model of the dynamically planned traffic route of the traffic 
control System is of higher priority. Furthermore, instructs 
the operator unit 23 to display the given model on its graphic 
platform, and instructs through the autopilot coupling unit 
22b the autopilot integrated into the traffic control System to 
follow the relevant Space-information model and if needed 
it starts up the on-board Voice generator 17d in a way already 
discussed. 

0158 When an automatic procedure is to be carried out 
on approaching a dangerous or prohibited geographic Zone, 
as a first Step, at discrete times and on an ongoing basis, the 
processing unit 17 requests the regional Space-information 
unit 37 to determine the characteristic Space-information 
parameter vector of the dangerous or prohibited geographic 
Zones located in the area of the actual co-ordinate data and 
the co-ordinate and Speed coordinate prognosis. If there is no 
traffic control Supervision, the database located in the data 
base of the space-information unit 17b is applied, which 
database is updated on registration with the System. In the 
Second step, it instructs the Space-information unit 17b to 
determine the distances and the forecasts for the distances 
between the relevant objects and the vehicle. In the third 
Step, the operator unit 23 is instructed to display the degree 
to which the dangerous or prohibited geographic Zones are 
approached, and if necessary, the on-board Voice generator 
17d is started up in a way already discussed. 
0159. As the first step of the procedure to be carried out 
in the case of dangerous approaches, the processing unit 17, 
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on the basis of the long-term 3D co-ordinate timeline 
prognosis and long-term 3D Speed co-ordinate timeline 
forecast of the object centres 2 located in the given regional 
traffic Zone, models the momentary distances of the vehicles 
belonging to the object centres 2 in the given regional traffic 
Zone, as well as the long-term and short-term prognosis of 
distances from one another. In the Second step, on the basis 
of the data of the first Step, Starts up automatically the 
procedures of the processing unit 17 relative to route devia 
tion, dangerous altitude and the approaching of a dangerous 
or prohibited geographic Zone. 
0160 In the third step, from the database of the process 
ing unit 17 the space-information unit 17b reads in the 
Space-information database associated with the relevant 
task, and modelled, calculated and posted by the regional 
control unit 35 and by itself. Now, the database read in 
previously is compared-in a mathematical Sense a "dis 
tance is calculated-with the Space-information database 
modelled by the procedures Started up in the Second step. 
The comparison of the relevant models is carried out by 
taking into consideration the priority levels and the charac 
teristics of the databases. Next the regional control unit 35 
is informed on the results obtained from comparing the 
models. What to do from then on is decided by the regional 
control unit 35. 

0.161 In the fourth step, on the basis of the results, the 
regional control unit 35 informs and alarms, the given object 
centre 2 about the results concerning the approaches that 
could become dangerous or their forecasts. If necessary, in 
the way already discussed, the on-board Voice generator 17d 
is started up on the basis of the data modelled in the third 
Step. In the case of a dangerous approach or its forecast, it 
carries out the instructions of the regional control unit 35 or 
evasion operations are carried out automatically by the 
procedures applied by the processing unit 17 relative to 
route deviation, dangerous altitude and approaching a dan 
gerous or prohibited geographic area, with the co-ordination 
of the regional traffic situation monitoring unit 38. It is an 
important circumstance that the regional control unit 35 
co-ordinating the task can instruct directly the autopilot of 
the relevant vehicle to follow the dynamic route for avoiding 
the dangerous approach. 
0162) If there is no traffic control supervision, the proce 
dure of approaching a dangerous or prohibited geographic 
Zone and/or a procedure to be carried out in the case of 
dangerous approaches, handled by the object centres 2 
involved, are performed automatically as described above 
within the organisational framework of the group, relying on 
the computer technology resources (computer network) of 
the processing units 17 involved. 
0163 The related procedure is the following. In the first 
Step, the processing unit 17 or the Space-information unit 
17b of the object centre of the group commander models the 
momentary distances of the vehicles from each other in the 
given group Zone, and the long and short-term forecast of the 
distances between them, using the long-term 3D co-ordinate 
timeline forecast involving the traffic Zone of the group 
under its Supervision and the long-term 3D Speed co 
ordinate timeline forecast. 

0164. In the second step, on the basis of the data of the 
first Step, the procedures of the processing unit 17 relative to 
route deviations, approaching dangerous or prohibited Zones 
and dangerous altitude are Started up. 
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0.165. In the third step, on the basis of the results, the 
involved object centres 2 are informed or alarmed, about the 
results concerning dangerous approaches and their forecasts, 
and furthermore in the case of a dangerous approach or its 
forecast, it alarms the processing unit 17 of the associated 
object centre 2 to carry out the dynamic route planning 
procedure. It is an important circumstance that it is possible 
to Set up a System, in which the processing unit 17 of the 
group commander that co-ordinates the task can instruct 
directly the autopilot of the associated object centre 2 to 
follow the dynamic route for avoiding the dangerous 
approach. If the degree of dangerous approach by certain 
vehicles reaches a critical value, a procedure relative to the 
Specific Vehicle is launched to Select automatically a provi 
Sional landing site as well as to provide automatic guidance. 
Furthermore, the actual object centre 2 is informed on the 
results. 

0166 The on-board unit 17 includes a database, which is 
not necessarily required in a railway implementation, unless 
the railway line is automated. The Substance of the database 
is the following. 

0.167 A system of input/output procedures support 
ing the traffic Situation monitoring task and corre 
sponding to the technical-technological characteris 
tics of the relevant vehicle. 

0.168. The technical-technological database of the 
relevant vehicle. Its task is to Support the traffic 
related Strategic tasks associated with the autopilot. 

0169. The technical-technological database of the 
autopilot associated with the relevant vehicle. Its 
task is to Support the traffic-related Strategic tasks 
asSociated with the autopilot. 

0170 The system of text databases supporting the 
on-board voice generator 17d. (The text database 
Supporting the on-board diagnostic unit 17a, the text 
database Supporting the traffic Situation monitoring 
tasks of the space-information unit 17b, the text 
database Supporting the work of the diagnostic unit 
22a, the text database Supporting the work of the 
on-board health care centre 17c. In the case of the 
autonomous on-board health care centre 17c, the 
database is located in the health care diagnostic 
database of the on-board health care centre 17c). 

0171 The database of the processing unit 17 is loaded 
prior to the installation of the object centre 2, in accordance 
with the type of the relevant vehicle. In the course of the 
operations, a further updating oriented loading can be car 
ried out automatically by the regional control unit 35, and in 
an optional case in an automatic way by the object centre 2 
itself, by contacting, in a report, the operators of the data 
bases made accessible by the object centres 2, and the 
databases and database operators made Suitable for this task 
through various IT contacts. In this case the regional control 
unit 35 and the object centre 2 of the relevant vehicle are 
informed on the new database when registering for the first 
time after installation. 

0172 The processing unit 17 of the object centre 2 is 
prepared for all tasks inherent in the task System of conven 
tional design Satellite-based navigation tools. The task Sys 
tem discussed in the case of the object centre 2 only includes 
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a task System which is different from the conventional one 
and requires an ATMS central manager Support. 
0173 The on-board health care centre 17c, its subassem 
blies and the co-ordination of their activity will be described 
below. The processing unit 17 ensures for the on-board 
health care centre 17c and its expert Subassemblies that the 
users linked to the relevant expert units are analysed by 
parallel and independent health care diagnostics processing 
methods. It is possible to Set up a System in which the task 
System of the on-board health care centre 17c is integrated 
in the task System of the processing unit 17. In the given 
configuration there is no need for a separate on-board health 
care centre 17c, because its task is modelled and ensured by 
a task-specific procedure and protocol package which are 
integrated into the task System of the processing unit 17. 
0.174. Optionally, it is possible to fit health-care diagnos 
tic facilities owned by the user and applying no radio 
communication procedures and being compatible with the 
traffic control and IT communication System to the on-board 
health-care centre 17c. If necessary, the user can decide 
whether the relevant health-care diagnostic analyses should 
be carried out by the health care diagnostic device owned by 
it and/or by the on-board health care-centre 17c and its 
expert Subassemblies. In case the health care diagnostic 
analyses are carried out or are also carried out by the 
on-board health care-centre 17c and its expert Subassem 
blies, the diagnostic measurement results are provided in an 
IT manner by the above mentioned health-care diagnostic 
device. The health care diagnostic device is fitted and 
connected to the on-board health-care centre 17c and its 
expert Subassemblies through the protocol described for 
these units and via an IT connection. 

0.175. It is possible to elaborate a modification in which 
the operation of the on-board health-are centre 17c is 
independent of the operations of the processing unit 17, 
hence it can be fitted on vehicles even without any regard for 
the development of the traffic control and IT communication 
System, and in the area of arbitrary locations and institutions. 
0176) The co-ordination of the health-care diagnostic 
activities of the ECG subassembly 17c1, foetus monitoring 
expert Subassembly 17c2 and the EEG expert Subassembly 
17c3 is carried out by the user or by the stewardess. The user 
or, taking over the work of the user, the StewardeSS can 
Specify the configurations made accessible to them on the 
data input platform of the stewardess monitor 17e linked to 
the operator unit 23, or to the processing unit 17 or option 
ally directly to the on-board health-care centre 17c, and can 
check the data input on their monitor Subassembly. The 
on-board health-care centre 17cis informed about the rel 
evant commands and parameters by the processing unit 17. 
The order of performing the relevant task is the same for the 
ECG expert Subassembly 17c1, for the foetus monitoring 
expert Subassembly 17c2 and for the EEG expert Subassem 
bly 17c3, therefore a general discussion will be provided 
below. 

0177 As the first step of a task determination process by 
the user or Stewardess, the user or the StewardeSS applies the 
data input platform of the operator unit 23 or the StewardeSS 
monitor 17e to enter the relevant human check-up group, 
consisting of the health care Subassembly associated with 
the medical/diagnostic check-up of the relevant organ as 
well as of the related task-specific medical/diagnostic pro 
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cedure programmed package. Entering is carried out by 
means of a menu System designed for the System pro 
grammed running on the System of the processing unit 17, 
and then instructions are manually issued there. In the 
Second step, the operations and/or the input data executed in 
the menu System are Supplied from the data input platform 
of the operator unit 23 and the stewardess monitor 17e to the 
processing unit 17, where the latter performs the following 
functions with the contribution of the System programmed: 

0.178 Translating the instructions and/or configura 
tion parameters representing the input data. 

0179 Transforming the translated instructions and/ 
or configuration parameters to a form corresponding 
to the IT specifics of the addressed on-board health 
care centre 17c, then forwarding them to the IT input 
of the relevant unit. 

0180 Transforming the translated instructions and/ 
or configuration parameters to a form which the user 
is able to understand, forwarding them to the IT input 
of the stewardess monitor 17e and to the monitor 
Subassembly of the operator unit 23, respectively. 

0181. The operator unit 23 and the stewardess moni 
tor 17e, respectively, displays the data received to the 
user and the StewardeSS, respectively. Therefore, the 
involved parties can control the execution of the 
relevant task. 

0182. In the third step, in the course of processing, the 
on-board health-care centre 17c interprets the instructions 
and/or configuration parameter data vector received in the 
Second Step the heading of the instructions and/or configu 
ration parameter data vector posted to it. The heading 
includes the destination of the data vector, i.e. the ECG 
expert Subassembly 17c1, the foetus monitoring expert 
Subassembly 17c2 and the EEG expert Subassembly 17c3. In 
addition, in a compatible way with the characteristics of the 
human test group identified in the heading, it examines the 
instructions and/or configuration parameter data vector from 
a Syntactic and Semantic aspect, and performs the following 
functions on the basis of the results of the examination. 

0183) 
0184. It transfers the instructions and/or configura 
tion parameter data vector to the IT input of the 
health care Subassembly of the addressed and coor 
dinated human test group. 

0185. It informs the processing unit 17 that the 
instructions and/or configuration parameter data vec 
tor have been accepted by the on-board health-care 
centre 17c. 

In the case of a correct parameter data vector: 

0186 Furthermore, the processing unit 17 edits a 
report and forwards it to the operator unit 23 and the 
StewardeSS monitor 17e, respectively, in order to 
inform the user and the StewardeSS, respectively. 

0187) 
0188 It compiles an error data vector on the defects 
and shortfalls discovered in the instructions and/or 
configuration parameter data vector. 

0189 It informs the processing unit 17 on the con 
tent of the edited error data vector. 

In the case of an incorrect parameter data vector: 
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0190. On the basis of the content of the error data 
vector, the processing unit 17 then edits a report and 
forwards it to the operator unit 23 and the stewardess 
monitor 17e in order to inform the user and the 
StewardeSS, respectively. 

0191 In the fourth step, in the case of a correct parameter 
data vector, the health care Subassembly, i.e. the ECG expert 
Subassembly 17c1, the foetus monitoring expert Subassem 
bly 17c2 and the EEG expert Subassembly 17c3, associated 
with the addressed human test group performs the com 
mands and instructions on the basis of the instructions 
and/or configuration parameter data vector examined and 
posted by the on-board health centre 17c. 
0.192 The health care diagnostic work of the ECG expert 
Subassembly 17c1, foetus monitoring expert Subassembly 
17c2 and EEG expert Subassembly 17c3 is coordinated from 
the medical centre 48. If necessary, the actual health care 
diagnostic data of the examined user are Supplied on-line or 
in a quasi on-line mode to the medical centre 48, where the 
operator directs the health care diagnostic database received 
from the relevant user to the IT input of its own expert 
System compatible with the relevant health care diagnostic 
task, in order to be analysed on a higher level than by the 
on-board health care centre 17c and its expert Subassem 
blies. Once the analysis is carried out, a decision is made 
about the configuration of the parameter vector that deter 
mines the work of the on-board health care centre 17c and 
its expert Subassemblies. The medical centre 48 is in IT 
contact with the regional control unit 35, therefore the 
technical and health care diagnostic facilities of the on-board 
health care centre 17c and its expert Subassemblies carrying 
out on-board health care diagnostics are accessible to the 
operator, who, under the co-ordination of the regional con 
trol unit 35, posts the parameter vector he has generated to 
the relevant processing unit 17 and through it to the on-board 
health care centre 17c and its expert Subassemblies, which 
process it in the way already discussed, and then automati 
cally execute the health care diagnostic tests identified 
therein. 

0193 Optionally, a medical camera 17e5 is associated 
with the on-board centre 17c. The tasks of the camera 
involve the medical and Security related Visual observation 
of the passengers and the crew. The digital pictures can be 
taken on the basis of a Strategy for both continuous and 
discrete time image Sampling. The co-ordination of its work 
can be carried out by the on-board health care centre 17c, the 
medical centre 48, the operator unit 42 or optionally also by 
the processing unit 17. It also is possible to design an 
embodiment which is independent of the traffic control 
System of the discussed unit, in this case the camera is 
directly attached to the IT system of the vehicle. 

0194 The technical diagnostic test of the on-board health 
care centre 17c, the ECG expert Subassembly 17c1, the 
foetus monitoring expert Subassembly 17c2 and the EEG 
expert Subassembly 17c3 can be performed in two ways. In 
the first case, the technical diagnostic testing of the on-board 
health care centre 17c, the ECG expert (17c1), the foetus 
monitoring expert Subassembly 17c2, and the EEG expert 
Subassembly 17c3 is carried out by the on-board diagnostic 
unit 17a. In the other case, the technical diagnostic test of the 
ECG expert Subassembly 17c1, foetus monitoring expert 
Subassembly 17c2 and EEG expert Subassembly 17c3 is 
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carried out by the on-board health care centre 17c on its own, 
using the task Specific diagnostic protocol System working 
under the Supervision of its System programmed. In both 
cases, the operation of the System is identical with the 
diagnostic procedure to be described later on regarding the 
on-board diagnostic unit 17a. 
0.195 The health care reports drawn up by the on-board 
health care centre 17c and its expert Subassemblies are 
posted, and they are received by the medical centre 48, the 
operator unit 23, the stewardess monitor 17e and the user. 
The medical centre 48 receives the actual health care diag 
nostics data of the user Subjected to health care diagnostics 
in an on-line or quasi on-line configuration (on the basis of 
the critical rate of periodically posted health care diagnostic 
results and on the basis of that of the performed health care 
diagnostic results, in an on-line Switched mode). The above 
mentioned health care diagnostic database transport is car 
ried out automatically in the case of all users linked to the 
on-board health care centre 17c and to its expert Subassem 
blies. The processing unit 17, the regional control unit 35 
and the communication centre 45 are responsible for the 
discussed IT transport. The health care reports prepared by 
the on-board health care centre 17c and its expert Subas 
semblies and/or by the medical centre 48 and its expert 
Subassemblies are further posted to all the medical and 
health care centres identified by the users and the operator. 
This is carried out if necessary on an IT network assigned to 
this task. 

0196) The establishment of the relevant IT contact 
between the diagnostised user and the medical centre 48 is 
carried out in a way already described for the traffic control 
System. 

0197) It is an important circumstance that all the reports 
distributed between the traffic control units and Subassem 
blies have been digitally signed This ensures the immunity 
of the message and an unambiguous identification of the 
Sender. Of course, a different identification, encrypting and 
coding procedure may also be applied. 
0198 In the case of the reports prepared for the operator 
unit 23, the StewardeSS monitor 17e and the user, respec 
tively, because these units are the own devices of the object 
centre 2, the reports Sent to each other are not confirmed with 
a digital Signature. In the case of aircraft the display unit 
designed for the user is preferably fitted in the seat back of 
the passenger Sitting in front, and furthermore the Steward 
eSS monitor 17e is nothing else than a WorkStation attached 
to the on-board System in a permanent or provisional way. 
The System programmed of the relevant WorkStations has a 
graphic platform operation System and text editor, respec 
tively, with the graphic platform Suitably designed for the 
purpose. Hence, the processing centre 17, the operator unit 
23, the stewardess monitor 17e, the on-board health care 
centre 17c, the ECG expert Subassembly 17c1, the foetus 
monitoring expert Subassembly 17c2 and the EEG expert 
Subassembly 17c3 and furthermore the display unit designed 
for the user constitute a quasi-closed computer network, 
because the IT network is open towards the regional control 
unit 35. In the IT network, communication is based on 
protocols well known in computer networks, consequently it 
will not be detailed. 

0199 The process covering the syntactic and semantic 
analysis of the instructions identified in the electronic docu 
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ments and in the internal IT contacts, respectively, is carried 
out automatically when interpreting the instructions both 
between the Subassemblies of the object centre 2 and 
between the object centre 2 and other units of the traffic 
control System and/or the data vector which co-ordinates 
Some task Specific process and. In the first Step of the 
procedure, an instructive report is Supplied to an IT input of 
the processing unit 17. The relevant report may come from 
a subassembly of the object centre 2 or from a different 
external unit which is part of the traffic control System. 
0200. In the second step, the processing unit 17 performs 
the first-level testing of the relevant report, which is the first 
level Syntactic analysis of the report heading. In this test, the 
identity of the unit targeted by the instruction and/or the 
configuration parameter data vector is determined, and on 
the basis of the result obtained in the previous point, the 
Syntactic test of the instructions and/or the configuration 
parameter data vector is carried out on the basis of the Static 
technical and IT characteristics of the targeted unit. If on the 
basis of the first level test the syntactic analysis of the 
heading is qualified as unsatisfactory, the processing unit 17 
plots an error vector and includes it in a report, then plots a 
repair vector on the basis of the relevant error vector, and 
then posts the relevant error Vector and repair vector report 
to the unit that has turned to it with the request. If on the 
basis of the first level test the syntactic analysis of the 
heading is qualified as Satisfactory, it posts the latter to the 
IT input of the targeted unit. 
0201 In the third step, the targeted unit carries out the 
following tasks: 

0202 Performing the semantic testing of the instruc 
tions and/or configuration parameter data vector on 
the basis of their dynamic technical and IT charac 
teristics. Under the System programmed of the rel 
evant targeted unit, it is possible to have a simulta 
neous operation of various procedures and protocols. 
The precondition of executing the received instruc 
tions and/or configuration parameter data vector is 
that they should be able to be integrated with the 
currently running procedures and protocols. 

0203 If the qualification of the test is satisfactory, 
the processing unit 17 is informed on the result of the 
relevant test and on the continuing of the task, it 
carries out the task determined by the instructions 
and/or configuration parameter data vector, and 
informs the user and the appointed perSons/institu 
tions on the results modelled by the modified pro 
cedure and protocol, as Specified in the instructions 
and/or configuration parameter data vector and in 
accordance with the associated Standard procedure. 

0204 If the qualification of the test is unsatisfactory, 
it plots an error Vector, plots a repair vector on the 
basis of the relevant error vector, and informs the 
processing unit 17 in a report on the relevant error 
vector and repair vector. 

0205 For the stewardess monitor 17e, in an environment 
where a radio frequency contact is permitted, preferably 
wireleSS communication is provided. The communication is 
of the Same character as the Standard bluetooth technology 
or a different well-known radio frequency protocol. It is to 
be emphasised that its application in aviation is possible 
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only through a radio frequency that has been licensed in the 
given System by the authorities. 
0206. The on-board diagnostic unit 17a is an important 
part of the object centre 2. The task of this unit is to check 
and to Supervise the operations and the operating quality of 
the object centre 2 based on diagnostic procedures carried 
out at discrete times according to the higher level diagnostic 
reports of the regional diagnostic unit 35a and also by 
relying on the parameterS Set in advance on the platform of 
the operator unit 23. In a railway implementation, naturally 
this applies only to the Systems and Sub-Systems installed 
there. 

0207. The units subjected to the diagnostic procedure are 
the following: the processing unit 17, the Satellite-based 
navigation receiver 18, the identity code generator 21, the 
radio transceiver 19, the satellite radio transceiver 20a, the 
Satellite co-ordinate transmitter 20b, the diagnostic unit 22a 
of the aircraft, the autopilot coupling unit 22b, the data 
acquisition unit 22c, the on-board telephone exchange 24, 
and the on-board health care centre 17c as well as the 
matched ECG expert Subassembly 17c1, the foetus moni 
toring expert Subassembly 17c2 and the EEG expert Subas 
sembly 17c3. 
0208. The on-board diagnostic unit 17a is a purpose 
oriented computer network, fitted with its own Separate 
Storing capacity and target-oriented peripherals. Due to the 
technical differences in the units to be diagnosed, each unit 
Subjected to diagnostic procedure is associated with a sepa 
rate diagnostic procedure package. Under the control of the 
processing unit 17, the on-board diagnostic unit 17a pre 
pares reports at discrete times and in a continuous mode of 
operation for the regional diagnostic unit 35a, in View of the 
System of units Subjected to diagnostic procedure. On the 
basis of the analysis of the diagnostic reports prepared for it, 
the regional diagnostic unit 35a issues appropriate control 
instructions to the on-board diagnostic unit 17a, correspond 
ing to the units Subjected to the diagnostic procedure and to 
the type of the relevant vehicle, to Select the diagnostic 
procedure to be applied and the to Set the parameters of the 
diagnostic procedure to be applied. 

0209. In the traffic control system, in order to ensure 
diagnostic compatibility, on integrating the relevant aircraft, 
the object centre 2 issues a report to the regional diagnostic 
unit 35a about the programmed packages of the diagnostic 
procedure installed on the on-board diagnostic unit 17a and 
about the computer technology resources available to the 
on-board diagnostic unit 17a. 
0210. The operation of the diagnostic procedure is the 
following. After Switching on the on-board diagnostic unit 
17a, at discrete times and under the control of the diagnostic 
System programmed, Standard diagnostic procedures are 
run. Next the diagnostic System programmed of the on 
board diagnostic unit 17a issues instructions to carry out the 
diagnostic qualification procedures on the basis of the pre 
vious diagnostic results Supplied by the diagnostic proce 
dures and by relying on the commands of the regional 
diagnostic unit 35a. The above mentioned diagnostic pro 
ceSS includes the inviting of a diagnostic procedure in the 
diagnostic procedure package associated with the units 
Subjected to a diagnostic procedure, by using appropriate 
parameters. If necessary, the on-board diagnostic unit 17a 
has its own internal clock. 
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0211 The invited diagnostic procedures perform the 
technical diagnostic qualification of the unit under their 
Supervision and furthermore prepare a report about the 
diagnostic qualification procedure applied, as well as about 
the result of diagnostic qualification, for the diagnostic 
System programmed. 
0212. The diagnostic System programmed of the on 
board diagnostic unit 17a does the following on the basis of 
the reports of the invited diagnostic procedures. It evaluates 
the diagnostic reports received about the diagnostic proce 
dures, relative to the units Subjected to diagnostic proce 
dures, and then draws up the global diagnostic qualification 
of units Subjected to a diagnostic procedure. On the basis of 
the diagnostic reports and the Overall diagnostic qualifica 
tion carried out by itself, it prepares a report about the 
diagnostic qualification procedure and about the result of 
diagnostic qualification for the processing unit 17, which 
report includes the diagnostic qualification, and furthermore 
for the regional control unit 35, which report includes the 
diagnostic qualification, the name of the diagnostic proce 
dure or diagnostic Strategy, eventual related diagnostic mea 
Suring results and the time of diagnostic qualification. 
0213 If the diagnostic result of a diagnostised unit has 
been qualified as unsatisfactory, on the basis of the diag 
nostic reports drawn up by the on-board diagnostic unit 17a, 
the diagnostic procedure programmed package installed on 
the on-board diagnostic unit 17a, and the computer technol 
ogy resources available to the on-board diagnostic unit 17a, 
the regional diagnostic unit 35a compiles a diagnostic 
Strategy for the on-board diagnostic unit 17a to carry out the 
diagnostic test of the relevant unit,. In case the Supervision 
of the traffic control System is missing, the on-board diag 
nostic unit 17a proceeds according to a Standard pre-pro 
grammed Strategy. 
0214. On the basis of a diagnostic strategy edited by the 
regional diagnostic unit 35a, the on-board diagnostic unit 
17a carries out the diagnostic test of the relevant System, 
edits its temporary diagnostic qualification and in the way 
and with the Substance mentioned above, draws up a report 
about the given procedure for the processing unit 17 and the 
regional diagnostic unit 35a, which on the basis of the 
diagnostic report mentioned above the regional diagnostic 
unit 35a performs the final diagnostic qualification of the 
relevant unit, about which it prepares an informative report 
for the processing unit 17. 
0215. During the time of traffic control Supervision, the 
regional diagnostic unit 35a-on the basis of its own deci 
Sion, by making use of the diagnostic measuring results 
received in earlier reports and by relying on the Standard 
data existing in the central databases 34-makes a proposal 
to the on-board diagnostic unit 17a to run diagnostic pro 
cedures and to draw up the associated diagnostic reports. On 
the basis of examining the diagnostic measuring results 
received in the reports, the regional diagnostic unit 35a may 
make a proposal to the aircraft crew, in relation to operating 
the aircraft in mid-air. 

0216) If according to the final diagnostic qualification 
result, the relevant unit is not functionable, the on-board 
diagnostic unit 17a makes a proposal to the processing unit 
17, on the basis of a proposal from the regional control unit 
35, about the further operation of the relevant unit. 
0217. If the on-board diagnostic unit 17a judges the 
operation or the reliability of operations of any unit under its 
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Supervision to be critical, it draws up an information report 
about the relevant event for the on-board Voice generator 
17d and for the graphic platform of the operator unit 23. The 
informative report includes the identifier of the on-board 
diagnostic unit 17a, that of the procedure that reveals the 
hazard, that of the diagnostised Subassembly, the value of the 
critical parameter vector and the degree of risk level. On the 
basis of the parameter vector featuring in the report read in, 
the on-board voice generator 17d and the operator unit 23 
identify and assign the database Supporting the fulfilment of 
the task and read it in. Then notify the processing unit 17 and 
request the Splitting of the user's audio frequency data 
channel assigned to the relevant task. After that the proceSS 
ing unit 17 has given its confirmation and the requested 
audio frequency data channel has been split the on-board 
Voice generator 17d performs its task. 

0218. A further important part of the object centre 2 is the 
space-information unit 17b. The standard scale 3D digital 
copy of the traffic map and the associated databases are 
located in the Space-information database of the Space 
information unit 17b. The transformation, display and cer 
tain aviation Safety, navigation and database handling opera 
tions associated with the above mentioned databases are 
carried out by the Space-information unit 17b according to 
the following. 

0219. The task of handling the various map-based data 
bases can be split into the following two partial taskS: the 
procedure carried out in the plane X,Y, which ensures that 
information is provided about the relevant vehicle for the 
on-board operator, and furthermore the procedure carried 
out in plane X,Z, which is primarily required in the case of 
flying objects, and which ensures that information is pro 
vided about the actual overground altitude of the relevant 
flying object for the on-board operator. 

0220. The data obtained this way, can be displayed on the 
graphic platform of the operator unit 23. The displayed 
map-oriented databases are the following: 

0221) 
0222 the actual meteorological map, which is 
updated by the regional control unit 35 after regis 
tering with the traffic control System and on an 
ongoing basis later on, and 

0223 the system of the actual dangerous or prohib 
ited air spaces, which System is updated by the 
regional control unit 35 after registration with the 
traffic control System and on an ongoing basis later 
On, 

0224 the timeline database (primary database) of 
the uncompensated and compensated co-ordinate 
data. 

the actual 3D geographic or 3D aviation map, 

0225. The orientation of the map details discussed is 
always carried out according to the direction of movement 
of the relevant object centre 2. The Space-information unit 
17b determines the relevant direction from the timeline of 
the compensated and uncompensated co-ordinate data 
located in its own database. The centre of the displayed maps 
is represented by the actual co-ordinate data of the object 
centre 2. This is provided by the space-information unit 17b 
on the basis of the compensated and uncompensated co 
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ordinate data in its own database. The Scale of the displayed 
maps is specified on the basis of the parameters identified on 
the operator unit 23. 
0226. The task of the relevant procedure is the correct 
and time-proportionate mathematical modelling of the geo 
graphic co-ordinate of the 3D route plans received by the 
space-information unit 17b, which handles the mathemati 
cally modelled and correct and time proportionate route plan 
(geographic co-ordinates) compatibly and simultaneously 
with the various map-based databases. The relevant model is 
Stored in the Space-information database of the Space-infor 
mation unit 17b for a time interval corresponding to its 
dynamism. 

0227. The space-information unit 17b carries out the 
mathematical modelling of the Static and dynamic route. In 
the first Step of the procedure, the processing unit 17 
instructs the Space-information unit 17b to carry out the task. 
The Set of parameters determining the traffic route may come 
from two different Sources, i.e. from the static traffic route 
plan in the Space-information database of the Space-infor 
mation unit 17b, and from the dynamic traffic route plan 
located in the Space information database of the Space 
information unit 17b and compiled and posted by the 
regional Space information unit 37 of the regional control 
centre 4 responsible for the relevant traffic Zone. 
0228. In the second step, the space information unit 17b 
carries out with the correct time parameters the 3D and 
mathematical modelling of the relevant traffic route plan 
corresponding to the geographic co-ordinates. In the third 
Step the traffic route plan edited in the Second point, together 
with the geographic co-ordinates and correct time param 
eters, is integrated into the 3D map databases Subjected to an 
updating process, and furthermore at the user's request the 
processing unit 17 displays it on the graphic platform of the 
operator unit 23. 
0229. The route modification procedure is carried out by 
the Space-information unit 17b, and the tasks of the proce 
dure are the following: the mathematical modelling of the 
dynamic traffic route plan compiled and posted by the 
regional Space-information unit 37 of the regional control 
centre 4 responsible for the relevant traffic Zone, and the 
integration of Said plan into the Space-information database 
of the space-information unit 17b. In the first step of the 
procedure, the processing unit 17 instructs the Space-infor 
mation unit 17b to carry out the relevant task The set of 
parameters determining the traffic route are in this case the 
Set of parameters in the Space-information database of the 
space-information unit 17b, which determine the dynamic 
traffic route plan compiled and posted by the regional 
space-information database 37. The second and third steps 
are identical with the Second and third StepS described in the 
mathematical modelling procedure of the Static and dynamic 
rOute. 

0230. The virtual artificial horizon modelling procedure 
reads in the Space-information model of the geometry, of the 
relevant vehicle from the database of the Space-information 
unit 17b, as well as the co-ordinate vectors associated with 
the identical times. By making use of the vectors and 
Space-information database read in, it carries out the com 
pensating calculation of the relevant task, and then posts the 
edited Spatial position vector to the processing unit 17 for 
further processing. 
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0231. The space-information unit 17b includes a space 
information database with the following information. 

0232 The geographic database of the digital 3D 
aviation map and geographic map, respectively. 

0233. The updated dynamic digital meteorological 
map. 

0234. The system of updated hazardous objects and 
restricted airspaces. 

0235. In an optional case, the space-information 
model of the relevant vehicle's geometry. 

0236. The 3D long-term co-ordinate and speed time 
line of the relevant vehicle with values compensated 
by the Satellite-based navigation compensator unit 
41 of the regional control centre 4, or in an optional 
case by the Visual Satellite-based navigation com 
pensator unit 41a of the Visual processing centre 5, 
or with uncompensated values coming directly from 
the satellite-based navigation receiver 18. In an 
optional case, when there are Several Satellite-based 
navigation antennas 18a and Several Satellite-based 
navigation receivers 14 operating in parallel, the 
involved co-ordinate vectors and the associated Spa 
tial position vector timeline calculated by the Space 
information unit 17b and the regional Space-infor 
mation unit 37. 

0237) The mathematical model of the dynamic traf 
fic route plan posted by the regional Space-informa 
tion unit 37 of the regional control centre 4 or of the 
traffic control System. 

0238. The mathematical model of the static traffic 
route plan integrated previously by the regional 
Space-information unit 37 of the regional control 
centre 4 or of the traffic control system. 

0239). The space-information traffic technology 
database of the traffic junctions involved in the static 
traffic plan, e.g. airports and naval ports, which is 
filled up when integrating the relevant object centre 
2 into a traffic control System. 

0240 The actual traffic data of the relevant regional 
traffic Zone, i.e. the identity code (public key) of the 
aircraft in the relevant regional Zone, the Static route 
plan of the aircraft in the relevant regional Zone, the 
actual meteorological map databases, the traffic data 
of the landing Sites, airports and Standby airports 
identified in the route plan of the relevant aircraft, the 
dynamic route modification System of the aircraft in 
the relevant regional Zone and, as regards the co 
ordinate timelines, the database of the co-ordinate 
timeline characterising the past Situation 

0241 Consequently, the space-information database will 
include planning conditions data of Such kind that must or 
should be taken into consideration in performing the control 
and communication taskS. 

0242. The geographical database of the digital 3D avia 
tion map is filled up on a basic level prior to installing the 
object centre 2. In the course of the operations, further 
updating oriented loading operations can be carried out by 
the regional control unit 35 and by the operator, respectively. 
In this case the regional control unit 35 is informed on the 
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new database at the time of the (first) registration procedure 
of the object centre 2 of the relevant vehicle after installa 
tion. The filling up of the other partial databases is carried 
out by the regional control unit 35 and the processing unit 
17, respectively. 
0243 In a railway implementation, primarily a 2D ori 
ented database is applied. Regarding function, this database 
is split into two parts: 

0244 Static database: this includes the railway 
routes and branches in a 2D space-information 
model. 

0245. Dynamic database: this includes the actual 
Switching position of the Switches fitted at the rail 
way branchings, and the actual Switching position of 
the railway Signal System fitted at railway junctions 
and at other related background Sites. 

0246. Other important parts of the object centre 2 are the 
on-board health care centre 17 cand its Subassemblies, which 
carry out the following taskS: independent and Simultaneous 
control and Supervision of the health care quality of the 
user(s), who can be the passengers, the Stewardesses and the 
crew, audio frequency Support of the user(s) in accordance 
with their momentary health care diagnostic Statuses, Storing 
of the timeline of the related health care diagnostic measur 
ing results in the health care database, display of higher 
priority health care diagnostic results provided by the medi 
cal centre 48, and automatic adaptation of the health care 
diagnostic instructions that co-ordinate the work of the 
on-board health care centre 17cand its expert Subassemblies 
through the medical centre 48. 
0247. By setting up the system it is possible to transfer 
on-line the actual health care diagnostic data of the user, on 
the basis of the advice of the user itself or by a different 
person on-board or by the medical centre 48, to the medical 
centre 48 for providing assistance. 
0248 For carrying out the health care tasks, the following 
are linked to the on-board health care centre 17c: the system 
of health care diagnostic expert Subassemblies, the ECG 
expert Subassembly 17c1, the foetus monitoring expert 
Subassembly 17c2 and the EEG expert Subassembly 17c3, 
the stewardess monitor 17e, and furthermore the users 
themselves are also linked in an IT manner either directly or 
indirectly, through the on-board telephone exchange 24, to 
the on-board health care centre 17c. The IT link of the user 
is provided by the Specific health care diagnostic measuring 
peripherals of the relevant diagnostic test, which Said 
peripherals are on the appropriate body Surface of the user 
or if necessary within their bodies. The peripherals are 
connected to the on-board health care centre 17c through 
wires, or by means of a radio communication procedure 
permitted by the authority to be used on board of the relevant 
vehicle, e.g. by bluetooth technology. In the case of wire 
contact, the IT interfaces are located in accordance with the 
type of vehicle, for example in the Seatback of the passenger 
Sitting in front or in the Seat of the passenger. 
0249. The health care unit may have three types of 
designs: a partial embodiment, an integrated but Separate 
embodiment and an integrated embodiment In the partial 
embodiment, the on-board health care centre 17cand the 
System of the associated health care expert Subassemblies 
constitute Separate hardware units. AS regards the operation 
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of the System, it is a target-oriented computer network with 
Separate and joint background Store capacities of appropriate 
Size managed by the System programmes of the on-board 
health care centre 17c, the ECG expert Subassembly 17c1, 
the foetus monitoring expert Subassembly 17c2, the EEG 
expert Subassembly 17c3 and the, the stewardess monitor 
17e. The on-board health care centre 17c and the associated 
expert Subassemblies preferably have their own System 
programmes and a health care basic diagnostic procedure 
and protocol programmed package working under the Super 
Vision of the relevant System programme. In this embodi 
ment, the central co-ordination of the work of the discussed 
medical diagnostic computer network is carried out by the 
on-board health care centre 17c. 

0250 In the integrated but separate embodiment, the 
system of the on-board health care centre 17c and the 
asSociated health care expert Subassemblies represent a 
Single hardware unit In this design, the health care unit is an 
independent target-oriented computer, with its own back 
ground Store capacity of appropriate size, its own System 
programme, and a health care basic diagnostic procedure 
and protocol programme package working under the Super 
Vision of the relevant System programme and providing a 
Software based modelling of the Subassemblies listed above 
along with their diagnostic task Systems. 
0251 The integrated and the partial embodiments permit 
the Setting up of a health care diagnostic centre which is 
independent of the traffic control System and is centrally 
Supervised and controlled by the medical centre 48. 
0252) In the integrated embodiment, the on-board health 
care centre 17c, the associated health care expert Subassem 
blies and furthermore the System of the human diagnostic 
procedures and protocols associated with the expert Subas 
Semblies are featured in an integrated way in the System of 
the processing unit 17. This means that the on-board health 
care centre 17c and the System of the associated health care 
expert Subassemblies and furthermore the related procedures 
and protocols represent task-specific and independent pro 
cedure Systems which are in reality integrated under the 
System programme of the processing unit 17. 
0253 Hereinafter, in discussing the health care unit and 

its Subassemblies, no distinction will be made between the 
partial, the integrated but Separate and the integrated 
embodiments. 

0254 The on-board health care centre 17c has a complex 
task System, and basically carries out the co-ordination of 
the work of the associated health care expert Subassemblies, 
the Signal preparation of the health care diagnostics mea 
Suring Signals received by the health care expert Subassem 
blies and the co-ordination of the work of the health care 
database. Furthermore, relying on the work of the Steward 
ess monitor 17e, it provides a high-level and user-friendly 
communication between the user and the health care expert 
Subassemblies. The relevant task system is tackled with 
independent and parallel processing associated with the 
user(s). 
0255 The task system of the on-board health care centre 
17c is the following: 

0256 Redirection of the transport of pre-processed 
and diagnostic Signals and databases to the related 
expert Subassembly. 
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0257 Syntactic and semantic analysis and qualifi 
cation of the instructions and/or configuration 
parameter determining the health care tests in a 
human test group Specific way. 

0258 Digitisation and pre-processing of the signals 
received from the health care peripherals. 

0259 Health care oriented control of the on-board 
voice generator 17d. 

0260 Reception of the instructions and reports from 
the medical centre 48 and their posting to the related 
expert Subassembly and the user, respectively. 

0261 Health care diagnostic control of the regional 
voice generator 35e. 

0262. In the given System design, the on-line analogue 
timeline of health care diagnostic measuring results is Sup 
plied from the measurement-specific health care peripherals 
associated with the on-board health care centre 17c to the 
on-board health care centre 17c, where they are put through 
expert Subassembly Specific digitisation and pre-processing. 

0263) Next the on-board health care centre 17c, in a 
Selective and task-specific way, redirects the relevant Signal 
database to the places or to the IT inputs of the units below: 

0264. Under the co-ordination of the processing unit 
17, to the medical centre 48. 

0265. To the health care expert Subassembly respon 
Sible for the relevant health care diagnostic test, for 
health care diagnostic analysis. 

0266 To the health care diagnostic database handled 
by it. In the given database, the following data are 
Stored assigned to each other: name and identifier 
code of the user, time of the test, the digitised and 
Signal pre-processed partial database, health care 
diagnostic results, conclusions and proposals for 
warnings in text form, and identifier of the health 
care expert Subassembly carrying out the relevant 
diagnostic procedure and the health care diagnostic 
procedure and protocol. The database may also 
include the Static textual database of the on-board 
voice generator 17d. 

0267 Next, the health care expert Subassemblies, after 
the health care diagnostic tests carried out by them and 
following the health care diagnostic evaluation of the 
results, edit a report about the tests for the on-board health 
care centre 17c, which prepares informative reports Suitably 
Specified for the destinations determined on prescribing the 
diagnostic tasks and posts them via the processing unit The 
destination can be a user, the medical centre 48 and any 
institute or private individual. 
0268. The system programme of the on-board health care 
centre 17c performs a Syntactic and Semantic analysis on the 
instructions and/or configuration parameter data vector 
determining the health care tests for Said programme and 
received from the users or even from the medical centre 48 
by means of the StewardeSS monitor 17e and prepares their 
qualification in a human check-up group Specific way. In a 
partial embodiment the relevant task System may be trans 
ferred to the task system of the health care Subassembly 
asSociated with the relevant human check-up group. The 
Semantic analysis covers the questions whether the 
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requested health care diagnostics and the parameter vector 
determining the same correspond to the characteristics of the 
active diagnostic procedures in the System of the addressed 
human check-up groups and to their health care priority, and 
furthermore whether the requested health care diagnostics 
and the parameter vector determining the Same correspond 
to the health care peripherals attached to the health care 
expert Subassembly performing the relevant test. 

0269. In case a wrong parameter data vector is read in, a 
draws up a report about the characteristics of the revealed 
error, plots an error data vector and then posts it to the 
processing unit 17, and if the description of the relevant task 
was delivered directly, then also to the user having pre 
Scribed and determined the relevant health care test, together 
with the report mentioned above. This is displayed on the 
StewardeSS monitor 17e. Next, prepares a report about the 
event and transferS it to the health care diagnostic database 
handled by it The task of the digitisation and Signal pre 
processing is to Supply a digital based and appropriate 
quality health care diagnostic measuring timeline database 
to the ECG expert Subassembly 17c1, the foetus monitoring 
expert Subassembly 17c2 and the EEG expert Subassembly 
17c3. The relevant health care diagnostic measurement 
timeline database, in real time or quasi real time, is put 
through diagnostic processing in the given health care expert 
Subassemblies. The parameters that determine the operations 
of the analogue-digital converting and digital Signal pre 
processing procedures are specified when the health care 
expert Subassemblies are attached to the on-board health 
care centre 17c, they are quasi Static parameters. 

0270. It is an important requirement to be met by the 
on-board health care centre 17cthat that it should be able to 
permit the discussed IT, Signal forwarding and Switching, 
analogue-digital conversion and digital Signal pre-proceSS 
ing tasks in a parallel way and with independent processings, 
up to the limit inherent in the design of the System,. In case 
a requested task exceeding the above mentioned limit is 
prescribed, the on-board health care centre 17c Sets up a 
priority Sequence, then grading, Sequencing and performing 
the above mentioned tasks accordingly. The regulation on 
Setting up the priority Sequence is a System-dependent 
quasi-static parameter, whose input takes place when it is 
integrated into the System. 

0271 Under the system programme of the ECG expert 
Subassembly 17c1, foetus monitoring expert Subassembly 
17c2 and EEG expert Subassembly 17c3, various health care 
diagnostic procedures and protocols can be operated. The 
Signal pre-processing requirement of these units may result 
in parameter vectorS deviating from those of the digital 
Signal pre-processing procedure integrated under the System 
programme of the on-board health care centre 17c, which 
automatically assigns the pre-programmed parameter vector 
to the health care expert Subassembly and to the active health 
care diagnostic procedure and diagnostic protocol running 
under its System programme. 

0272. The on-board health care centre 17calso performs 
the health care oriented control of the on-board voice 
generator 17d. The related textual databases are located in 
the health care diagnostic database handled by it After 
carrying out the health care diagnostics requested by the 
user, the health care expert Subassembly responsible for the 
relevant test prepares a report, which includes also the 
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address of the file determining the textual messages intended 
for the user. Then, the on-board health care centre 17c 
encloses the address of the file in the health care diagnostic 
database assigned to the relevant task and the actual pre 
Scription of the task in a report and forwards them to the on 
board Voice generator 17d. The on-board Voice generator 
reads in, interprets and carries out the task according to the 
determining parameter vector. The textual information 
appears through the loudspeaker assigned to the user or on 
the stewardess monitor 17e or if necessary with other 
perSons whom the on-board health-care centre 17c considers 
to be involved. 

0273) If the procedure above relies on the database of the 
processing unit 17, the procedure takes place as follows. In 
case the on-board health care centre 17c retains the health 
care diagnostic results of the user diagnosed by it to be 
critical on the basis of the report from any health care expert 
Subassembly integrated into its System, it draws up an 
informative report on the relevant event for the on-board 
voice generator 17d. 
0274 The informative report includes the identifiers of 
the on-board health care centre 17c, the diagnosed user and 
diagnosed human organ, the vector value of the critical 
parameter and the degree of risk level. On the basis of the 
parameter vector featuring in the report read in the on-board 
Voice generator 17d identifies and assigns the database 
Supporting the execution of the task and reads it in. Next, it 
notifies the processing unit 17 and requests the Splitting of 
the audio frequency data channel of the user assigned to the 
task. After that the processing unit 17 has given its confir 
mation and the requested audio frequency data channel has 
been Split, the on-board Voice generator 17d performs its 
task. 

0275. In connection with the active health care diagnostic 
tests under its co-ordination, the on-board health care centre 
17c has the following additional tasks: 

0276 receiving the instruction parameter vectors 
which come from the medical centre 48 and co 
ordinate the health care diagnostic work of the 
on-board health care centre 17c and its expert Sub 
assemblies and managing their adaptation for the 
expert Subassemblies, 

0277 receiving, the reports edited by the health care 
expert units located in the medical centre 48 and of 
higher diagnostic priority than the health care diag 
nostic work of the on-board health care centre 17c 
and its expert Subassemblies, and forwarding them to 
the user and Stewardesses, respectively, through the 
Stewardess monitor 17e, 

0278 receiving the reports from the group of phy 
sicians on duty at the medical lab 48d of the medical 
centre 48 and forwarding them to the user and 
Stewardesses, respectively, via the StewardeSS moni 
tor 17e. 

0279. The ECG expert Subassembly 17c1, the foetus 
monitoring expert Subassembly 17c2 and the EEG expert 
Subassembly 17c3, in the aspect of computer technology, are 
prepared for the health care diagnostic monitoring of Several 
users Simultaneously and independently. Their tasks and the 
preparation of their work are carried out by the on-board 
health care centre 17c and if necessary by the processing unit 
17 itself. 
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0280 The task of the on-board voice generator 17d is the 
audio frequency conversion of the textual database data 
determined by the associated units. In the course of its 
operations, it receives instructions to carry out a certain 
given task, which is determined by the finding unit, when it 
Specifies the address of the database and file that Store the 
textual message Sought. Next, the on-board Voice generator 
17d produces the required audio frequency message, and its 
IT Switching for the appropriate user is carried out by the 
processing unit 17. 
0281. The satellite-based navigation receiver 18 has a 
multifarious task. On the one hand, at discrete times it takes 
the reading of the database broadcast by the positioning 
satellites 6 within its sight. On the basis of the readings, it 
determines the aircraft's uncompensated 3D spatial co 
ordinates. Next, it informs the processing unit 17 in a report 
on the constructed Spatial co-ordinate data. The report 
includes the uncompensated co-ordinate data, the identifier 
code of the Satellites Subjected to reading, and the measuring 
results of the Satellites Subjected to reading. The launching 
of the Satellite reading procedure is performed under the 
co-ordination of the processing unit 17, where the Starting 
time is logged. 
0282. It is possible to design a satellite-based navigation 
receiver 18 fitted with a plurality of satellite-based naviga 
tion antennas 18a, where the IT contact between the linked 
Satellite antennas and the Satellite-based navigation receiver 
18 can be of wire or wireless type (even bluetooth system). 
If necessary, the Satellite-based navigation receiver 18 cal 
culates the required co-ordinate data vectors at discrete 
times on an ongoing basis, by applying Simultaneous data 
processing and antenna reading. The data vectors calculated 
provide an opportunity for the processing unit 17 and the 
regional control unit 35 as well as the regional Space 
information unit 37 to produce a mathematical model of the 
Spatial position of the vehicle, on the basis of the geometric 
Space-information model, as a Stiff body model of the 
relevant vehicle. 

0283 This task may also be resolved by a plurality of 
Satellite-based navigation receiverS operating in parallel and 
independently, and handled by the processing unit 17. The 
major criterion is to take the reading of the different Satellite 
based navigation receivers 18 at identical times. 
0284. The radio transceiver 19 and the satellite radio 
transceiver 20a are two independent Systems operating in 
parallel. Depending on their configuration, they can be of 
multinorm type and also telecommunication radios. In the 
telecommunication case, in order to Support the transport 
and logistics task, the relevant radio can be optionally 
prepared for the technical handling of the bluetooth 
approach. Their work is coordinated by the processing unit 
17. Their task is to create an IT contact between the object 
centre 2, the regional control centre 4, other object centres 
2 and in an optional case the databaseS prepared for this task 
and compatible with the traffic control system. The commu 
nication route between the radio transceiver 19 and the 
traffic control system from the direction of the object centre 
2 is the following: radio transceiver 19, radio re-transmitter 
unit 3, IT unit 36, regional control unit 35, its units and 
databases, again the IT unit 36 and then finally the control 
device 32. 

0285) The communication route between the satellite 
radio transceiver 2a and the traffic control System from the 
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direction of the object centre 2 is the following: satellite 
radio transceiver 20, re-transmitter Satellite 7a, Stationary 
satellite transceiver 8, IT unit 36, regional control unit 35, its 
units and database, IT unit 36 and finally control device 32. 
0286 The order of radio communication between the 
object centre 2 and the regional control unit 35 is the 
following. With the contribution of the radio transceiver 19 
or the Satellite radio transceiver 20a, the processing unit 17, 
or in the case of initiating a response or information for 
warding, the regional control unit 35, requests a channel 
from the IT unit 36 through an organising channel. The IT 
unit 36 Selects a currently available channel, and under the 
control of the regional control unit 35, instructs the radio 
transceiver 19 or the satellite radio transceiver 20a to tune to 
the relevant channel. Now radio communication can be 
carried out The Specific feature of the relevant radio com 
munication is that it is customised, i.e. the relevant infor 
mation channel is opened only between the Sender and the 
receiver. 

0287. The radiotechnical satellite-based co-ordinate 
determination by the satellite co-ordinate transmitter 20b 
represents a less accurate technology than the Satellite-based 
approach, therefore it operates as an auxiliary unit. 
0288. It is an important circumstance that when the 
measurement is combined with a Satellite-based radar 
approach, the accuracy could reach a quasi-arbitrary fine 
neSS, and hence in the given case even a number one priority 
satellite-based spotting System can be established. In this 
case the satellite-based navigation receiver 18 will have 
Secondary priority. 

0289. The operation of the transmitter is coordinated by 
the processing unit 17. On the basis of the transmitted data, 
the network of the spotting satellites 7b is able to provide an 
approximate 2D identification of the geographic position of 
the relevant object Formed into a report, the co-ordinate data 
and identity code associated with the relevant object centre 
2 are transmitted by the Spotting Satellite network, via the 
Stationary Satellite-based transceiver network 8, to the 
regional control unit 35, where it is further processed. 
0290 The communication route of the satellite co-ordi 
nate transmitter 20b is the following: satellite co-ordinate 
transmitter 20b, spotting satellite 7b, where the co-ordinate 
data Sought are determined, Stationary Satellite transceiver 8, 
IT unit 36, regional control unit 35. 
0291. The identity code generator 21 is a specific periph 
eral, the operation of which is co-ordinated by the proceSS 
ing unit 17. It functions as follows. The processing unit 17 
compiles the content of and prepares the material of the 
actual report posted to the regional control unit 35. Com 
piling and preparing are nothing else than collecting the 
reports received from the units, compiling the unit's own 
report, and compressing/encrypting according to the optimal 
distribution Strategy, in addition to Splitting to partial 
reports. In the next step, the processing unit 17 instructs the 
identity code generator 21 to Sign digitally the relevant 
partial reports. The partial reports thus signed can be posted 
in accordance with the optimal distribution Strategy. 
0292. The task of the operator unit 23 is to establish 
communication between the operator and the processing unit 
17. It may have the following Subassemblies: high resolution 
colour display, keyboard, IT interfaces and drives. 
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0293. The following tasks can be carried out from the 
operator unit 23: registration with the traffic control System, 
displaying a flight clock, Specifying the flight plan from the 
aircraft, different map display requests for the traffic control 
System, and displaying image information for the operator. 
The image displayS can be different map displays, e.g. a 
navigation map, altitude map, meteorological map, or cur 
rent dangerous and prohibited air spaces, and furthermore 
the aircraft's identity code in the navigation map, displaying 
the optimal glide path, presenting die traffic Situation of an 
arbitrary Zone, retrieving general traffic information and 
displaying the response for the operator, in addition to 
providing a Visual and audible alarm for general warning 
and emergency purposes. 

0294 The task of the on-board telephone exchange 24 is 
to integrate the on-board GSM devices into the traffic control 
System or into the external and internal telecommunication 
network. The devices connected in this way, being inte 
grated into on-board and off-board IT and telecommunica 
tion networks, can be operated in an unchanged way from 
the aspect of the user, making their System of Services 
accessible. 

0295). It is essential for the operation of the system that 
when the GSM device is connected by wire to the object 
centre 2, it should automatically Send its own phone number 
and identification vector, respectively-i.e. it starts a simu 
lated GSM communication protocol-to the on-board tele 
phone exchange 24, and furthermore after being integrated 
into the traffic control System, the on-board telephone 
eXchange 24 blocks, as a confirmation of the integration, the 
radiofrequency broadcast of the GSM devices antenna. It is 
possible to design a modification, in which, when the GSM 
device is connected through a wire, the GSM device inde 
pendently prohibits either electronically or mechanically the 
radiofrequency broadcast of its own radioantenna. 

0296. It is an important circumstance that, in order to 
safeguard traffic security, after the GSM device is discon 
nected on-board, it continues blocking the radiofrequency 
broadcast of its own antenna, and then in the next Step, it 
requests permission from the user to be linked via the 
antenna to the GSM network. The receiving of the permis 
Sion and the reconnecting to the GSM network are indicated 
to the user. 

0297 Depending on the configuration, two variants of 
design are possible. The case of the communication 
executed within the traffic control system is the following. 
0298 After connecting the GSM device, the on-board 
simulated GSM communication is exclusively implemented 
through a wire-based IT contact between the GSM device 
and the on-board telephone exchange 24. 

0299 The GSM device is integrated into the traffic con 
trol System in the following way. In the first Step, the 
relevant GSM device is connected at the installed wire 
connection point, which in the case of aircraft is preferably 
fitted into the backrest or into the armrest, and this auto 
matically launches the Simulated GSM communication, i.e. 
it sends its own phone number and identification vector, 
respectively, to the on-board telephone exchange 24. The 
on-board telephone exchange 24 then dates the receipt of the 
personal phone number and identification vector from a 
given port links them with a logical tie to the identifier of the 
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relevant port, and if it is the coordinator, issues a GSM 
antenna blocking command, and then it confirms the con 
nection into the on-board system to the relevant GSM 
device. 

0300. In the second step, under the co-ordination of the 
processing centre 17, the on-board telephone exchange 24 
prepares a report for the regional control unit 35, Said report 
includes the phone number and the identification vector of 
the devices connected and the identity code of the relevant 
object centre 2. 
0301 In the third step, the regional control unit 35 stores 
the System of the logically linked identity codes and phone 
numbers in the GSM communication database. Next, 
through the IT unit 36, it informs the communication centres 
45 linked with the given phone numbers about redirecting 
the relevant phone number to the traffic control system. The 
calls received from the connected communication centres 45 
reach the relevant regional control centre 35. And finally, in 
a customised manner, the System of integrated GSM devices 
is confirmed to the relevant object centres 2. 
0302) When a call is initiated from the object centre 2, the 
device initiating the call sends the phone number of the 
device to be called to the on-board telephone exchange 24, 
which, with the assistance of the processing unit 17, pre 
pares and posts a report to the relevant regional control unit 
35. The report includes the identity code of the relevant 
aircraft, the phone number of the calling party and the phone 
number of the called party. 
0303) The IT unit 36 of the regional control unit 35 
establishes the telephone communication with the commu 
nication centre 45 associated with the task on the basis of the 
report received, or in the case of the called device being 
linked to an object centre 2, with the on-board telephone 
eXchange 24 of the relevant object centre 2. The optimal 
radio retransmitter unit 3 and the Stationary Satellite trans 
ceiver 8 for the fulfillment of the relevant task is selected by 
the regional control unit 35 with the assistance of the control 
device 32. 

0304. When the call is not initiated from the object centre 
2, the process takes place in a similar way but in a reversed 
logical Sequence. 

0305. In case the communication is not carried out in the 
traffic control system, the simulated GSM communication 
protocol is set up as follows. In the first Step, the on-board 
telephone exchange 24 blocked the radiofrequency broad 
cast of the relevant GSM device after connection, or the 
latter was blocked mechanically. After linking the GSM 
device, the on-board simulated GSM communication is 
exclusively implemented through the IT contact between the 
GSM device and the on-board telephone exchange 24. It is 
an important circumstance that primarily the wire commu 
nication is preferred in aviation, but radiotechnology based 
communication may also be set up using the frequency 
permitted by the authority. 

0306 The on-board telephone exchange 24 does the 
following. In the first step-after the diagnostic test of the IT 
contact-it dates the receipt of the GSM device's own phone 
number and the identification vector, respectively, from the 
given port, linking them logically to the identifier of the 
given port In the Second Step, it Submits a request to the 
communication unit 24a of the on-board telephone exchange 
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to assign one of the communication channels made Suitable 
for implementing a simulated GSM communication to the 
relevant task The communication unit 24a of the on-board 
telephone exchange assigns the relevant communication 
channel, confirms it to the on-board telephone exchange 24, 
and furthermore posts the logical identification code of the 
assigned channel. In the third Step, on the basis of the logical 
identifier code of the assigned channel, the dynamic data 
base of the communication channel assigned to this task 
within the communication unit 24a of the on-board tele 
phone exchange is loaded up with the telephone number and 
identification vector of the given GSM device. The commu 
nication unit 24a of the on-board telephone exchange carries 
out the adaptation of the given communication channel with 
the new telephone number and identification vector, i.e. the 
integration of the given Simulated channel into the external 
communication and telecommunication network, respec 
tively. In the fourth Step, with a data processing running in 
parallel with the third step, it logically links the identifier of 
the port established in the first step with the identifier of the 
communication channel appointed for the task in the Second 
Step. 

0307 On the side of the GSM device, the simulated GSM 
communication protocol handles the GSM device as a 
WorkStation, no radiocommunication data processing and 
radiotechnology communication take place in its System, 
and furthermore the computer technology co-operation of 
the GSM device and the on-board telephone exchange 24 is 
done by the System programmes of the above mentioned 
objects. In the given protocol, the data pre-processing units 
of the GSM device are used, and then at this point the data 
channel is branched to the wire link. In the case of a 
conventional mode of operation, the data channel passing 
through the above mentioned point is guided to the units of 
the GSM device that generate radio communication. 
0308. It is an important circumstance that by the on-board 
application of the given Simulated GSM communication 
protocol, the on-board telephone exchange 24, in the case of 
any GSM device fitted to its network, is able to interconnect 
them on-line in an information technology manner, while 
using the own phone numbers of the GSM devices. 
0309. It is also an important circumstance that when the 
given Simulated GSM communicated protocol is adapted in 
the conventional wire type telecommunication network, 
wire communication can be conducted by GSM devices 
prepared for this task, and at he same time retaining the 
service system of GSM devices. 
0310. The task of the communication unit 24a of the 
on-board telephone exchange is to implement Satellite tele 
phony and Simulated GSM communication, respectively, 
among the on-board GSM devices and the installed com 
munication terminals used by the passengers and the crew, 
and between other communication centres having Similar 
characteristics and the already installed conventional com 
munication centres. The technical characteristic is that it is 
Suitable even for a multinorm System Satellite telephony and 
GSM communication implementation, and that the tele 
phone numbers and identification vectors of the communi 
cation channels handled by it-and made Suitable for Simu 
lated GSM communication-represent a dynamic database. 
These parameter vectors are loaded or overwritten by the 
on-board GSM devices, under co-ordination from the pro 
tocol that carries out the simulated GSM communication. 
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0311. The task of the diagnostic unit 22a of the vehicle is 
to control and Supervise the operation and operational qual 
ity of the various technical equipment of the vehicle. The 
operational principle of the unit is identical with the opera 
tion of the on-board diagnostic unit 17a. It is a special Service 
rendered by the System that in case it detects a fault, it 
instructs the data acquisition unit 22c to retransmit the 
primary database on-line (as discussed for the relevant unit). 
0312. In case the diagnostic unit 22a of the vehicle judges 
the operation or the reliability of the operation of any unit or 
technical unit under its Supervision to be critical, it draws up 
a notification report about the relevant event for the on 
board voice generator 17dThe notification report includes 
the identifier of the vehicle's diagnostic unit 22a and that of 
the process having revealed the danger, the identifier of the 
diagnostised Subassembly and technical unit, the value of 
the critical parameter vector and the degree of risk level. 
0313. On the basis of the parameter vector featuring in 
the report readin, the on-board Voice generator 17didentifies 
and assigns the database Supporting the execution of the task 
and reads it in. Next, it notifies the processing unit 17 and 
requests for itself the Splitting of the user audiofrequency 
data channel assigned to the relevant task. After that the 
processing unit 17 has given its confirmation and the 
requested audio frequency data channel has been Split, the 
on-board Voice generator 17d performs its task. 
0314. Through the autopilot coupling unit 22b, the auto 
pilot of the vehicle co-operates with the traffic control 
System. This co-operation means that the dynamic route plan 
provided for it by the regional control unit 35, the regional 
Space-information unit 37 and the processing unit 17 is 
followed. It is a requirement to be met by the autopilot of the 
relevant vehicle that it should be able to receive the system 
of regulation parameters received as a command Signal 
directly for it from the processing unit 17 via the autopilot 
coupling unit 22b acting as an IT interface. 
0315. The data acquisition unit 22c is an integral part of 
the larger aircraft and ships, but its use has not yet become 
common in Small plane aviation. If there is an on-board data 
recording unit (black box) on the relevant vehicle, its fitting 
to the traffic control System is carried out Simultaneously 
with registration In this case it is the task of the object centre 
2 to transfer the data recorded by the black box in the form 
of reports to the actual regional control unit 35, at discrete 
times determined by the processing unit 17. If there is no 
black box on the relevant aircraft, the data acquisition unit 
22c of the aircraft serves in the traffic control system for data 
registration tasks not carried out by the on-board unit 2. 
0316 The data collected by the data acquisition unit 22c 
comprise the measurements made by the conventional 
instruments, the commands issued by the operators, the 
reports communicated by the processing unit 17, by the 
on-board health care centre 17c and by the diagnostic units 
22a, as well as external and internal radio communications. 
The tasks of the data acquisition unit 22c include the 
creation and short time Storing of the primary database of the 
collected information. 

0317. The data acquisition unit 22c of the aircraft collects 
the data intermediated by the peripherals carrying out data 
acquisition, prepares the primary database, and carries out 
the compressing as well as joint Short-term Storage of the 
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databases. In a continuous mode of operation, at discrete 
times, the processing unit 17 issues commands to the data 
acquisition unit 22c for reading out the edited and com 
pressed primary database and transferring it to its own IT 
output. The processing unit 17 forwards the edited and 
compressed database to the related database of the regional 
control unit 35. 

0318 Main Control Centre 12 
0319. The main control centre 12 shown in FIG. 5 
consists of the following units: control device 32, central 
identity code generator 32a, IT centre 32b, central diagnos 
tic unit 32c, Space-information unit 33, traffic Situation 
monitoring unit 33a and central database 34. It is not 
necessary to implement the main control centre 12 as an 
independent unit or on a hardware basis. 
0320 The units of independent configuration working 
under the Supervision of the main control centre 12 can be 
Suitable for Sending and receiving asynchronous messages 
(after sending a message, the relevant object does not wait 
for the response, but carries out further operations), and they 
can be capable of handling competitions within the object 
(be able to receive reports from a different object while 
working on processing the previous one as well). 
0321) The units working under the Supervision of the 
main control centre 12 are Software-hardware Systems Suit 
able for parallel data processing. The operation of the 
relevant Software-hardware Systems can be modelled or 
replaced by a Software package prepared for the relevant 
System of tasks. It is possible to design a variation in which 
the relevant units are integrated under the Software System of 
the main control centre 12, via a Software package that 
models and Substitutes the task System belonging to them. 
0322 The functions of the main control centre 12 may 
also be performed by the software and hardware modules 
implemented on the computer network consisting of 
regional control centres 4. 
0323 The task system of the control device 32 is the 
following: 

0324 Co-ordinating the work of the regional control 
centres 4 under its Supervision. Breaking down the 
actual and planned global traffic tasks to regional 
traffic Zones, and assigning the regional control cen 
tres 4 associated with the relevant tasks. 

0325 Controlling the handling of traffic control 
tasks reaching beyond the area of regional traffic 
control tasks and taking place in the border Zone of 
regional traffic Zones, based on the work of the 
Space-information unit 33. 

0326 Extending the regional optimal IT communi 
cation Strategy to a global-level, global optimal IT 
communication Strategy. This task is carried out on 
the basis of the reports received from the regional 
control centres 4 about the regional optimal IT 
communication Strategy of the relevant traffic Zone. 
The resolving process of optimising is the same as 
the procedure to be discussed below in relation of 
planning and implementing the regional optimal 
communication Strategy. 

0327 Reconciling the digital clock signal of the 
regional control centers 4 in a continuous mode of 
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operation, at discrete times. (If the GPS detailing 
procedure preferred by the traffic control System is 
applied by all objects integrated into the network, 
this step is not required). 

0328 Assisting the work of the regional control 
centres 4, and furthermore in case they break down, 
replacing the faulty units on a reduced mode of 
operation basis, or transferring this work to the 
competence of an identical unit within a different 
regional control centre 4. 

0329 Transferring the actual tasks to the different 
regional centerS 4 and assisting their work mean the follow 
ing: 

0330 Compensating the satellite-based co-ordinates 
asSociated with the co-ordinates of the vehicles 
monitored within the traffic Zone of the faulty 
regional control centre 4, i.e. taking over the task of 
the Satellite-based navigation compensator unit 4. 
This is carried out by the control device 32, based on 
the central database 34. 

0331. The space-information unit 33 takes over and 
carries out the dynamic planning and handling of the 
route of vehicles monitored in the traffic Zone of the 
faulty regional control centre 4. This means that the 
tasks of the regional Space-information unit 37 are 
taken over. To resolve this task, the database relative 
to the task are located in the database of the Space 
information unit 33 and in the central database 34. 

0332 The regional diagnostic unit 35a of the 
regional control centre 4 appointed by the control 
device 32 takes over and carries out the diagnostic 
testing of the vehicles monitored in the traffic Zone of 
the faulty regional control centre 4. 

0333. The regional traffic situation monitoring unit 
38 of the regional control centre 4 assigned by the 
control device 32 takes over and carries out the 
monitoring of the traffic Situation of vehicles moni 
tored in the traffic Zone of the faulty regional control 
centre 4. 

0334 The work of the visual processing centres 5 in 
the traffic Zone of the faulty regional control centre 
4 is taken over and performed by the photogram 
metric unit 39 and the external status monitoring unit 
40 of the regional control centre 4 assigned by the 
control device 32. 

0335 The assignment of the regional control centres 4 is 
decided on the basis of personal and forecast workload 
asSociated with the relevant System of tasks. The related 
tasks are calculated and posted by the central diagnostic unit 
32c of the relevant regional control centre 4. 
0336. The technical diagnostic test of the system of 
regional control centres 4 is carried out by the central 
diagnostic unit 32c. The control device 32 makes its related 
decisions on the basis of interpreting the diagnostic reports 
of the central diagnostic unit 32c and the diagnostic reports 
drawn up by the regional diagnostic unit 35a associated with 
the actual regional control centre 4. 
0337. It is closely associated with the optimal performing 
of diagnostics is to extend the regional optimal IT commu 
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nication Strategy to a global level, global optimal IT com 
munication Strategy. The optimal IT communication Strategy 
is handled jointly with the task control and task Splitting 
optimisation problem. 

0338. It is closely associated with resolving the task 
redirecting tasks discussed above is inform the communi 
cation centres 45 fitted to the faulty regional control centres 
4 about redirecting the related IT communication. The target 
IT centres appointed for redirecting will be the communi 
cation centres 45 fitted to the regional control centre 4 
Subjected to redirecting. The relevant notification reports are 
drawn up by the control device 32. 
0339. The central identity code generator 32a is a specific 
peripheral, the operation of which is co-ordinated by the 
control device 32, which compiles the content of and pre 
pares the material of the actual report In the next step, upon 
the instructions of the control device 32, the central identity 
code generator 32a prepares the digital Signature of the 
relevant report The reports So Signed can be posted by the IT 
centre 32b. 

0340. The task of the IT centre 32b is to establish an IT 
contact between the control device 32 and the related 
regional control units 35. According to the configuration, the 
relevant contact can be provided by a terrestrial installation 
network or by a network comprising the retransmitter Sat 
ellites 7a. In a railway implementation, the configuration is 
adjusted to the communication procedure applied there. 

0341 The task of the central diagnostic unit 32c is the 
diagnostic Supervision of units making up the main control 
centre 12, and the diagnostic Supervision of the regional 
control centres 4 integrated into the System of the main 
control centre 12. 

0342. The diagnostic Supervision of the units making up 
the main control centre 12 means the Supervision of the 
control device 32, the IT centre 32b, the space-information 
unit 33, the traffic situation monitoring unit 33a and the 
central database 34. The diagnostic tests cover the System of 
programmes and procedures in association with the relevant 
unit as well as diagnostic testing of the hardware. 
0343. In the course of diagnostically Supervising the 
System of the regional control centres 4, the central diag 
nostic unit 32c makes a decision on a proposal about the 
technical Status and functionality of the regional control 
centres 4, on the basis of the diagnostic reports Sent by the 
asSociated regional diagnostic units 35a. The main control 
centre 12 makes its decisions on the basis of a proposal 
related to the relevant diagnostic results. 
0344) The task of the space-information unit 33 is the 
coordinated global extension of traffic organisation tasks 
handled in a regional way within the System of the regional 
control centres 4. In a railway implementation, it is adjusted 
to the techniques applied within the System of the object 
centres 2 and the regional control centres 4. 
0345. In the course of a global level dynamic matching 
process of the flight plan, a dynamic route planning is 
performed, organised by the relevant regional control cen 
tres 4. The regional control centres 4 in the traffic control 
System carry out the relevant work in a continuous mode of 
operation, at discrete times. The task of the Space-informa 
tion unit 33 is the global-level dynamic extension of the 
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above mentioned regional dynamic route planning tasks. AS 
the first Step of this process, the control device 32 receives 
the Static traffic plans and the priority System of the regis 
tered vehicles from the regional control centres 4 fitted to the 
traffic control System. These plans are redirected to the 
Space-information unit 33. 
0346. In the second step, the space-information unit 33 
performs a preliminary global traffic plan matching and 
coordinating task This task comprises the tackling of the 
following partial tasks: 

0347 A selection process to determine the traffic 
plans requiring global planning and the tasks that can 
be resolved by regional traffic organisation. 

0348 Preparing the regional control centre 4 net 
work level plan of the tasks requiring global traffic 
planning. 

0349 Drawing up the preliminary global level traf 
fic plan of the tasks requiring global traffic planning. 

0350 Providing customised information to the rel 
evant regional control centres 4 on the regional route 
matching and planning tasks, on the System of traffic 
plans returned to the centre's own Scope and on the 
System of global traffic plans involving the regional 
Scope, and furthermore a request for tackling the 
given task. 

0351. In the third step, the regional centres 4 carry out the 
following task: 

0352. They integrate the traffic plans returned to 
their competence into the System of relevant regional 
traffic plans. 

0353. On the basis of the preliminary traffic plan 
drawn up by the Space-information unit 33, they 
integrate the traffic plans involving their competence 
into the System of relevant regional transport plans. 

0354) They inform the control device 32 on the 
regional level acceptance of the global traffic plans 
involving the Space-information unit 33, on the basis 
of its own regional traffic plans, and make a proposal 
on a regional level replanning of the global traffic 
plans and on a global integration of a new plan. At 
that time information is given on the draft traffic plan 
elaborated by the centre's own regional Space-infor 
mation unit 37 involving the own regional Zone of 
the relevant global traffic plan. 

0355) 
0356) acknowledges the regional and global traffic 
plan System accepted by the regional control centres 
4; 

0357 regarding the system of global traffic plans 
about which the related regional control centre 4 has 
Suggested a modification, performs a traffic plan 
elaboration again and informs the System of involved 
regional control centres 4 about the new preliminary 
traffic plan. Now an iteration process is launched, 
with a feedback to the third step, thereby providing 
a central plan approved by the regional control 
centres 4. 

In the fourth step, the space-information unit 33 
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0358. The space-information unit 33 includes a central 
Space-information database, which comprises: 

0359 The system of global static route plans and 
related priorities. 

0360 A system of regional static route plans and 
related priorities. 

0361. A system of global dynamic route plans fea 
turing as a proposal. 

0362. A system of regional dynamic route plans 
featuring as a proposal. 

0363 A system of dynamic route plans integrated 
into the traffic control System in a global way. 

0364. A system of dynamic route plans integrated 
into the traffic control System in a regional way, by 
the regional control unit 35 responsible for the 
relevant Zone. 

0365. A global 3D map. 
0366 The global and regional dangerous and pro 
hibited geographic Zones and their determining 
parameterS. 

0367 The long-term data line of the co-ordinate data 
of the vehicles integrated into the traffic control 
System in a global and regional way. 

0368. The global geographic Zone's meteorological 
map Subjected to an updating oriented loading. 

0369 The system of standard traffic routes and their 
parameters involving the global traffic control Zone. 

0370. The timeline of short-term co-ordinate data of 
the global traffic routes Supplied by the regional land 
traffic manager centre 46, and the mathematical 
model of the route covered. 

0371 The system of regional space-information 
databases of the regional control centres 4 under its 
Supervision. 

0372 The performance of the global traffic safety tasks 
also is also included in the responsibility of the Space 
information unit 33. The regional level handling of the traffic 
control tasks is the task of the regional control unit 35 in 
charge of the work of the relevant regional Zone. It is an 
important circumstance that the traffic Zones are not con 
fined by sharp boundaries. There is a double traffic control 
activity in a predetermined Zone along the given border 
lines, in order to ensure the Safety of performing traffic 
organisation tasks. After that the relevant vehicle arrives in 
the border Zone, two traffic control Systems operating in 
parallel carry out co-ordinated organisation tasks, namely 
the regional control centre 4 responsible for the relevant 
traffic Zone and the main control centre 12. 

0373 The co-operation can be divided into two separate 
System of tasks: 

0374. The planning and matching process of 
dynamic traffic plans takes place in an automatic and 
continuous way in the case of both Systems. For each 
route associated a global transport task performing 
vehicle, the planning and matching proceSS is carried 
out in a global way, disregarding the traffic Zones. 
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0375. The performance of the traffic safety tasks 
associated with the traffic control tasks within the 
border Zone of regional Zones is carried out in the 
case of all vehicles moving in or accidentally enter 
ing the border Zone of regional Zones, regardless of 
the global or regional level of the traffic plan. The 
performing of this task System is co-ordinated by the 
traffic Situation monitoring unit 33a, and its work is 
Supported by the Space-information unit 33. 

0376 The task of the traffic situation monitoring unit 33a 
is the co-ordination of traffic Safety tasks associated with the 
traffic control tasks. In a railway implementation, it is 
adjusted to the techniques applied in the System of object 
centres 2 and regional control centres 4. 

0377 The system of traffic safety tasks includes the 
automatic execution of the global route deviation procedure, 
the global dangerous altitude and its forecast automatic 
procedure in the case of aircraft, the automatic estimation of 
the remaining travelling time until the tuning points, and the 
automatic monitoring of global hazardous approaches. 

0378. In the case of vehicles participating in global 
transport, the protocol System associated with the relevant 
task System is executed by the air situation monitoring unit 
33a during the full period of the traffic task. 

0379. In the border Zone of regional Zones, in the case of 
vehicles participating in a regional traffic task or entering 
this border Zone accidentally, performing the execution of 
the task System carried out in the following way: 

0380. If a vehicle arrives in a traffic border Zone, the 
traffic Situation monitoring unit 33a as a Second traffic 
control System co-ordinates and conducts the System of 
procedures above, in parallel with the regional control centre 
4 carrying out a regional control and in a continuous mode 
of operation. 

0381) If the traffic route deviates from the one dynami 
cally planned to Such degree that it reaches or violates the 
boundaries of dynamically planned traffic Zone, or a vehicle 
not integrated into the traffic control System is involved, the 
traffic Situation monitoring unit 33a performs the task Sys 
tem of the second traffic control system and furthermore 
when the vehicle enters a new traffic Zone, it transfers the 
appropriate traffic control tasks to the regional control centre 
4 responsible for the relevant Zone. 

0382. The execution of the procedures related to the tasks 
listed, is identical with the execution of the tasks discussed 
in relation to the regional air Situation monitoring unit 38 of 
the regional control centre 4. 

0383. The task of the central database 34 is to support the 
performing of the global traffic control tasks. The partial 
databases of the database are as follows: 

0384 The technical-technological database of the 
vehicles of which the traffic control system is aware. 

0385) The customised actual technical-technologi 
cal database of the vehicles registered at least once 
with the traffic control system. 

0386 The technical-technological database of the 
global IT network of the traffic control system. 
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0387. The system of the regional databases 35b of 
the regional control centres 4 working under the 
Supervision of the traffic control System. 

0388 Regional Control Centre 4 
0389. The basic task of the regional control centre 4 
shown in FIG. 6 is to perform the tasks which regard 
the control and Supervision of the vehicles and fleets 
in the relevant regional Zone and require external 
co-ordination. 

0390 The regional control centre 4 includes the regional 
control unit 35, the regional diagnostic unit 35a, the regional 
database 35b, the event logging unit 35c, the regional 
identity code generator 35d, the regional voice generator 
35e, the IT unit 36, the regional space-information unit 37, 
the regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38, the photo 
grammetric unit 39, the external Status monitoring unit 40, 
the Satellite-based navigation compensator unit 41, the 
operator unit 42, the 3D virtual studio 42a, the regional 
Signal improving unit 10, the regional land traffic manager 
centre 46, the regional information centre 47, and the 
medical centre 48. 

0391 Units working under the Supervision of the regional 
control unit 35 are preferably software-hardware systems 
Suitable for parallel data processing. The operation of the 
relevant Software-hardware Systems can be modelled or 
replaced by a Software package prepared for the relevant 
System of tasks. It is possible to design a variation, in which 
the regional diagnostic unit 35a and/or the database 35b 
and/or the event logging unit 35c and/or the regional identity 
code generator 35d and/or the regional voice generator 35e 
and/or the IT unit 36 and/or the regional space-information 
unit 37 and/or the regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 
38 and/or the photogrammetric unit 39 and/or the external 
Status monitoring unit 40 and/or the Satellite-based naviga 
tion compensator unit 41 are integrated under the Software 
system of the regional control unit 35 via the software 
package modelling or Substituting the appropriate task SyS 
tem. 

0392 The independently configured units working under 
the Supervision of the regional control unit 35 can be suitable 
for Sending and receiving asynchronous messages (the rel 
evant object does not wait for the response after Sending a 
message, but carries out further operations) and they can 
also be Suitable for handling competition within the object 
(can receive reports from a different object while working on 
processing the previous one). 
0393 If necessary it is possible to design a variation, 
where the regional control centre 4 optionally integrates the 
full configuration of the Visual processing centre 5. If 
necessary, the units included in the Visual processing centre 
5 can constitute, under the Supervision of the regional 
control unit 35, either independent information processing 
units or, according to the integrated design, a Software 
package modelling and Substituting the work of the given 
units and integrated into the Software System of the regional 
control unit 35. 

0394 One of the tasks of the regional control unit 35 is 
to plan and implement the regional optimal IT communica 
tion Strategy. In the case of a GSM-based communication, 
the relevant task is performed by the communication unit 45 
and its associated units. 
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0395. The different units included in the object centre 2 
provide different types of information to the processing unit 
17 and the regional control unit 35. The order of IT com 
munication between the processing unit 17 and the regional 
control unit 35 requires an optimal communication Strategy 
due to the type, size and priority of the relevant information 
and as a result of the IT workload of the traffic control 
System. The planning of the above mentioned communica 
tion Strategy is the task of the regional control unit 35, about 
which the relevant processing units 17 are informed in the 
form of customised reports. These reports are posted by the 
actual regional control unit 35 in a continuous mode at 
discrete times to the processing unit 17 of the relevant object 
centre 2, Said processing unit interprets it as a number one 
priority instruction. It will from now on perform IT com 
munication on this basis. Hence, a customised and optimised 
IT communication is carried out by the traffic control 
System, within the System of the object centres 2. 
0396 The regional diagnostic unit 35a working under the 
Supervision of the regional control unit 35 diagnoses in a 
continuous mode at discrete times the IT subsystem of the 
traffic control system. The regional control unit 35 optimises 
in a continuous mode at discrete times the IT communication 
Strategy between the object centres 2 under its control and 
the databases and database operators accessible directly to 
the object centres 2 and/or the medical centres 48 and/or the 
regional land traffic manager centre 46 and/or the regional 
information centre 47 and itself. In the course of this 
process, it takes into consideration the following factors: 

0397 the type, size and priority of the data of the 
database transports planned by the regional control 
unit 35 and in progress on the IT network, 

0398 the computer technology and IT resources of 
the object centres 2 under its control and/or the 
databases and database operators and/or the medical 
centres 48 and/or the regional land traffic manager 
centre 46 and/or the regional information centre 47, 
about which the report describing the resources are 
Sent by the processing unit 17 to the regional data 
base 35b when registering with the traffic control 
System and when it changes, respectively (e.g. infra 
Structure development, the fact-finding report of the 
diagnostic unit controlling the work of the relevant 
unit), 

0399 the momentary and planned traffic situation 
on the basis of the database of the regional Space 
information unit 37, 

04.00 the systems of installed and stationary radio 
retransmitter units 3, retransmitter Satellites 7a and 
Stationary Satellite-based transceiverS 8, in View of 
their IT workload, IT communication forecast and 
technical-technological data. 

04.01 The time-shifting parameter characterising 
the IT communication established between the 
objects of the traffic control System. It is an important 
circumstance that there are regulation and control 
tasks between certain objects of the traffic control 
System, for example between the regional traffic 
situation monitoring unit 38 and the autopilot fitted 
to the object centre 2. Some of the regulating and 
control tasks of the traffic control System can be 
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considered as a time-shifted regulating network. The 
performing of the above mentioned regulation and 
control tasks is based on the value of the time-shifted 
parameter. 

0402 From the aspect of the IT network, an optimal 
communication Strategy means the Strategy of a report 
communication route between a given object centre 2 and 
the actual regional control unit 35, and/or the on-line report 
communication route between a given object centre 2 and 
other object centres 2, and/or a report communication route 
between the databases becoming directly accessible to the 
object centres 2 and the database operators and/or the report 
communication route between the medical centres 48 and/or 
the regional land traffic manager centre 46 and/or an on-line 
report communication route between the regional informa 
tion centre 47. 

0403. From the aspect of the regional control centre 4, the 
discussed Strategy comprises first the combined/parallel 
and/or partial optimal communication Strategy of the System 
of radio retransmitter units 3 working under the control of 
the regional control centre 4, the System of retransmitter 
Satellites 7a and the System of Stationary Satellite-based 
transceiverS 8, Second the combined parallel and/or partial 
optimal communication Strategy of the information technol 
ogy resources available to the regional control centre 4 and 
third, according to the Size and type of the files intended to 
be communicated by the actors and objects of the traffic 
control System, the Selection of the compressing procedure 
and/or compressing rate and its compressing parameter 
and/or the Selection of the applied and coding procedure. 
04.04. It is possible to design a variation in which in the 
given Strategy the combined/parallel and/or partial optimal 
communication Strategy of the IT resources available to the 
radio retransmitter units 3, the retransmitter Satellites 7a and 
the Stationary Satellite transceiver 8 appear also in the given 
Strategy. Integrating the Strategy of the above mentioned 
Systems into the optimal communication Strategy of the 
traffic control System is implemented in the first case through 
reports Sent by the relevant Systems to the regional control 
unit 35 and to the control device 32 (the traffic control 
System processes and adapts the relevant communication 
Strategies), while in the Second case joint optimal commu 
nication Strategies are elaborated on the basis of joint work. 
The elaboration of the joint optimal distribution strategy 
from the aspect of the traffic control System is carried out by 
the regional control unit 35 and by the control device 32, 
respectively. 
0405. In case the number one priority optimal commu 
nication Strategy posted by the regional control unit 35 
cannot be applied to the file intended to be communicated, 
or there is no traffic control Supervision, the discussed 
Strategy is on the one hand the combined/parallel and/or 
partial application optimal communication Strategy of the IT 
resources available to the object centre 2, i.e. the plan for 
splitting the work of the radio transceiver 19 and satellite 
based radio transceiver 20, and on the other, according to the 
Size and type of the files intended to be communicated, the 
Selection and adjustment of the compressing procedure 
and/or the compressing rate, and die Selection of the applied 
encoding procedure. In case the number one priority optimal 
communication Strategy posted by the regional control unit 
35 can be applied to the file intended to be communicated, 
the processing unit 17 follows this. 
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0406 From the aspect of a given visual processing centre 
5, the discussed Strategy is logically identical with the 
procedure discussed in the case of the object centre 2. 
0407 On the basis of the test result of the IT contact, the 
optimal communication Strategy of the traffic control System 
includes the Surveying of the parameter of the time shift 
created in the IT communication between the objects in the 
network. A time shift parameter appears between the Send 
ing of the reports and the receiving of the response. In the 
case of certain tasks, e.g. object tracking, diagnostic regu 
lation, and traffic control regulation, the traffic control Sys 
tem constitutes a time shifting regulation network. The 
regional control unit 35 applies the time-shift parameters 
during the co-ordination of regulation tasks, in the math 
ematical models used. 

0408. It is also the task of the regional control unit 35 to 
keep in touch with the external IT networks. Via the work 
Stations linked to the external IT network, the external user 
is able to communicate with the traffic control system. The 
communication and display tasks between the WorkStations 
and the regional control unit 35 are carried out by a web page 
browser compatible with the traffic control system. 
04.09. The browser to be used must be able to read the 
digital signatures of the traffic control System, be aware of 
the traffic control System's data compression procedures 
applied for external data and, in the case of a Special user, be 
prepared for decoding the encrypting procedures applied by 
the traffic control System for an external IT network. 
0410 The regional control unit 35 makes arrangements if 
a request comes from the network regarding the visual 
tracking of a given vehicle. In case at the time of receiving 
the request, the relevant vehicle is under Visual tracking, and 
there is no prohibiting instruction, an automatic web page 
presentation is implemented. 

0411) If, at the time of receiving the request, the relevant 
vehicle is not under visual tracking, in the first Step the 
regional control unit 35 examines whether the request 
received can be met, i.e. on the one hand it makes a decision 
on appointing the Visual processing centre 5 which performs 
the visual monitoring of the relevant vehicle, and on the 
other it examines the actual capacity in relation to the 
relevant task of the appointed Visual processing centre i. 
Third, it examines the priority System of Visual monitoring 
tasks carried out currently in the System of the appointed 
Visual processing centre 5. In the Second step, on the basis 
of a fuzzy logic, it makes a decision on performing the 
prescribed task. This is carried out on the basis of the actual 
co-ordinate data in the database of the regional Space 
information unit 37 and according to the technical-techno 
logical database in the regional database 35b of the visual 
processing centre 5. In the third Step, in case the traffic and 
technical-technological conditions of the request are met, it 
prepares the task, and furthermore in a report it carries out 
the requesting of the appointed visual processing centre 5 for 
the relevant task in a report In the fourth Step, the Visual 
processing centre 5 appointed to carry out the task posts the 
digital image database associated with the requested task 
and formed into a report or an on-line report to the regional 
control unit 35. In the fifth step, the regional control unit 35 
posts the image database in the form of a report or on-line 
report to the WorkStation which provided the request and on 
the other hand posts it to those units in its System which have 
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been identified in the prescription of the task and are 
asSociated with the processing of the given database, and 
which units will perform the other necessary operations. 
Such a unit can be the photogrammetric unit 39 and the 
external status monitoring unit 40 as well as the 3D virtual 
studio 42a and the regional information centre 47. 
0412. In addition, a request may come from the network 
to display a given report in the associated web page. These 
reports can cover the following: 

0413 Presenting the vehicles under the control of 
the traffic control System on the web page, including 
the System of traffic plans integrated into the traffic 
control System, read out from the database of the 
regional Space-information unit 37 and posted on a 
customised basis, the System of momentary co 
ordinates, co-ordinate timelines and co-ordinate 
forecasts, as well as the Speed co-ordinate timeline 
and Speed co-ordinate forecasts of the objects under 
the control of the traffic control System, read out 
from the database of the regional Space-information 
unit 37 and posted on a customised basis, and the 
public list of passengers, read out from the regional 
database 35b and posted on a customised basis. 

0414. The execution of tasks in association with the 
3D aviation and task-specific traffic maps of an 
arbitrary geographic Zone, and within this on the one 
hand the presentation of an arbitrary geographic Zone 
in 2D and/or 3D manner, and on the other the 
presentation of traffic plans in a geographic 2D 
and/or 3D manner, read out from the database of the 
regional Space-information unit 37 and posted on a 
customised basis. 

0415 Presenting the system of the dangerous or 
prohibited air Spaces of an arbitrary geographic Zone 
and/or the System of traffic junctions in an arbitrary 
geographic Zone, read out from the database of the 
regional Space-information unit 37 and posted on a 
customised basis. 

0416 Presenting the current traffic of an arbitrary 
geographic Zone at a given moment, read out from 
the database of the regional Space-information unit 
37 and posted on a customised basis. 

0417 Presenting the meteorological map and 
meteorological data of an arbitrary geographic Zone, 
read out from the database of the regional Space 
information unit 37 and posted on a customised 
basis. 

0418 Presenting an arbitrary vehicle under the con 
trol of and known to the traffic control System, read 
out from the regional database 35b and posted on a 
customised basis. 

0419. The execution of the tasks discussed in the points 
above is carried out in the following way: 
0420. In the first step, the request received from the 
workstation in the external IT network fitted to the traffic 
control System and edited by the web page browser com 
patible with the System is Supplied to the regional control 
centre 35. In the second step, the regional control unit 35 
instructs the unit responsible for resolving the relevant task 
and the operator programme of the related database, respec 
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tively, to compile the result database associated with the 
given task. In the third step, on the one hand, the given unit 
and the database operator programme associated with the 
given database, after performing the task informs the 
regional control unit 35 about the execution of the task, and 
that the partial database Sought is ready, respectively, and on 
the other hand, posts the latter in the form of a report via the 
contribution of the regional control unit 35 to the worksta 
tion that has made the request. 
0421. The request discussed above and concerning the 
tasks relative to maintaining contact with the external IT 
networks and/or to visual tracking, may not only come from 
the IT networks connected to the traffic control system, but 
also from any object centre 2. It is an important circum 
stance that the processing unit 17 of the object centres 2 is 
prepared for the on-board take over of the web tasks 
compatible with the traffic control system. The execution of 
the task received from the object centres 2 is identical with 
the discussion above, but in this case the customised reports 
are received through an IT channel of the object centre 2. 

0422. A new service rendered by the traffic control sys 
tem according to the invention is the Support of Visual 
monitoring tasks. The co-ordination of the accomplishment 
of the task on a regional level is the task of the regional 
control unit 35, while the preparatory tasks are carried out by 
the Visual processing centres 5. 
0423 Appointing the object centres 2 waiting for visual 
tracking can be started on the basis of two different requests, 
i.e. on the basis of a request initiated by the WorkStations in 
the IT network connected to the traffic control system, and 
on the basis of automatic Vehicle appointing carried out on 
the basis of the decision made by the regional control unit 
35. 

0424. In the first step, the regional control unit 35, in a 
continuous mode of operation and at discrete times, draws 
up a case Study about the System of object centres 2 Subject 
to monitoring. 

0425. In the case study, on the one hand, it compiles the 
System of the object centres 2 which are in the Visual 
monitoring Zone modelled by a visual processing centre 5, 
Visually detectable through the application of the resources 
in the given System. On the other hand, it instructs the Visual 
processing centre 5 Selected for performing the Visual moni 
toring task in the previous point to carry out a digital image 
Sampling. The Signal pre-processing unit 26 and the Visual 
tracking unit 30 are responsible for performing the task of 
Sampling. The Visual processing unit 25 issues a report to the 
regional control unit 35 about the image display quality of 
the objects associated with the object centres 2 and modelled 
as Suitable for monitoring. 

0426 In the second step, the regional control unit 35, on 
the basis of the image display quality report edited in the 
previous point, Selects the System of objects that can be 
Visually monitored. In the third Step, on the one hand, it 
compiles a primary visual display priority Sequence from the 
System of objects that can be visually monitored and are in 
fact under monitoring, and on the other hand, it compiles a 
Secondary visual display priority Sequence on the basis of 
the reports made by the regional traffic Situation monitoring 
unit 38 and external status monitoring unit 40 of the regional 
control centre 4. 
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0427. In the fourth step, on the one hand, in a continuous 
mode and at discrete times, and in View of the System of 
Visual processing centres 5 it determines the actual appear 
ance priority Sequence in a customised way, according to the 
primary and Secondary display priority Sequences. The pri 
ority Sequence of actual display can also be considered to be 
the appointing of the object centres 2 waiting for Visual 
tracking. On the other hand, in a report, it requests the Visual 
processing centres 5 assigned to the actual display priority 
Sequence to carry out the relevant task, and posts the 
databases necessary for carrying out the tasks thus pre 
Scribed, i.e. it posts on-line the coordinate timeline of the 
Selected object and its Speed co-ordinate timeline as well as 
the forecasts of the listed timelines. The visual object 
tracking task is carried out by the Visual tracking units 30 
operating under the coordination of the given Visual pro 
cessing centres 5. 
0428. On the basis of the appointment of the object 
centres 2 waiting for Visual tracking, the given regional 
control unit 35 makes a first-level decision in the following 
issues: 

0429 The rate of magnification to be applied to the 
relevant vehicle by the visual processing centre 5 
assigned to the task. In the case of a request from the 
IT network, it takes as a basis the magnification 
parameter Specified there. In the case of an automatic 
assignment, it takes as a basis a magnification 
parameter corresponding at least to the following: 
the type of Visual monitoring tasks and/or the type of 
vehicle and/or the actual coordinate and/or actual 
Speed co-ordinate data of the relevant vehicle and/or 
the actual meteorological situation and/or the results 
of the case study described above. 

0430. The first-level light/picture imaging spectrum 
parameter of the imaging to be applied to the rel 
evant vehicle. 

0431 When the request is received from the IT network, 
it takes as a basis the imaging frequency parameter Specified 
there. In the case of an automatic assignment, it takes as a 
basis an imaging frequency parameter corresponding to the 
following: the type of Visual monitoring task and/or the type 
of vehicle and/or the actual co-ordinate and/or actual Speed 
co-ordinate data of the relevant vehicle and/or the actual 
meteorological Situation and/or the results of the case Study 
described above. 

0432 Appointing the visual detector and identifier 
units working under the Supervision of the Visual 
processing centre 5 coordinating the execution of the 
given task, and the appointing of the visual identifier 
unit 11a. This is carried out on the basis of the 
regional database 35b. 

0433. The lowest appropriate magnification parameter 
thus determined and the imaging frequency parameter rep 
resent the first-level modelling of the Visual tracking task 
0434 If necessary, the regional control unit 35 may 
instruct the object centre 2 to make its co-ordinate reports 
more frequent By means of the object centres 2 installed 
on-board, the vehicles operating under the control of the 
traffic control System transfer their Satellite-based co-ordi 
nate data for the regional control unit 35 in a continuous 
mode, at discrete times and in an equidistant manner. 
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However, the frequency of the reports is not a Static param 
eter, consequently its adjustment involving the actual object 
centre 2 and carried out on a customised basis is the 
responsibility of the regional control unit 35. 
0435. As the first step of adjusting the report-frequency 
parameter, on a customised basis and in a continuous mode 
of operation and at discrete times, the regional control unit 
35 optimises the IT communication order of the traffic 
control System In the Second step, on a customised basis, it 
examines the frequency parameter of coordinate reports. 
0436 The system of examined traffic situations and the 
related tasks are the following: 

0437. The relevant vehicle is in a landing or takeoff 
proceSS or moving in or out. Now the regional 
control unit 35 carries out automatic appointing on 
the basis of the customised dynamic traffic plan and 
the short-term timeline of the actual co-ordinate data. 
In the course of this process, it relies on the database 
of the regional Space-information unit 37. 

0438. The process is the same if the relevant vehicle 
carries out a System task, e.g. System flight in the 
Zone of a geographic point. 

0439 Reasons driven by the actual traffic situation 
may also justify the modification of the frequency of 
reports. These reasons can be the following: danger 
ous approaches can be forecast and/or approaching 
of hazardous or prohibited geographic Zone can be 
forecast and/or a significant deviation from the 
dynamically planned traffic route occurs and/or the 
aircraft is Set to a landing or takeoff direction and/or 
Satellite-based co-ordinate Support is required for the 
Visual tracking task of the vehicle and/or a Special 
event other than the cases above is registered with 
the external Status monitoring unit 40. 

0440. In the third step, the priorities of the frequency 
parameter of the co-ordinate reports of the object centres 2 
examined in the Second Step are analysed on a customised 
basis. 

0441. In the fourth step, on the basis of the optimal 
communication Strategy edited in the previous points and/or 
the frequency parameter of co-ordinate reports and/or the 
priority Sequence of communicating the co-ordinate reports, 
the object centres 2 are reprogrammed on a customised 
basis. 

0442. The IT communication between the regional con 
trol unit 35, the object centre 2, the control device 32 and the 
IT networks attached to the traffic control system is carried 
out in the form of reports (electronic documents). The 
editing and the compilation of the relevant document pack 
ages is the task of the regional control unit 35. 
0443) The preparatory tasks carried out by the regional 
control unit 35 prior to posting are the following: planning 
an optimal communication Strategy on a customised basis 
for the object centres 2, applying a data compression pro 
cedure to the relevant electronic documents, applying an 
encrypting and encoding procedure to the relevant partial 
electronic documents, and family the instructing of the 
regional identity code generator 35d to generate digital 
Signatures. 
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0444. It is an important circumstance that the regional 
control unit 35 may carry out direct IT connection on an 
on-line basis between arbitrary object centres 2, by convert 
ing the optimal communication Strategy in association with 
the relevant task. 

0445. The report of the electronic document attached on 
a customised basis to the object centres 2 includes the 
customised digital Signature and the public key associated 
with the regional control unit 35, the name of the compress 
ing procedure applied to the relevant electronic document 
and the extent of compressing the name of the encrypting 
and encoding procedure applied to the relevant electronic 
document, and the compressed and encrypted document 
itself. Next, the report associated with the electronic docu 
ment is posted according to the optimal communication 
Strategy. 

0446. The regional control unit 35 is also responsible for 
serving the main control centre 12. Within this, the central 
Space-information database of the Space-information unit 35 
asSociated with the main control centre 12 is Served in a 
report like manner. This Serving proceSS is carried out in a 
continuous mode of operation at discrete times. In addition, 
the results of the regional traffic monitoring elaborated by 
the regional control centre 4 in charge of the relevant traffic 
Zone for the vehicles carrying out the global transport task 
are also forwarded in reports to the main control centre 12 
which carries out parallel data processing on them. 
0447 The regional control unit 35 also serves the object 
centres 2 in the following way. The co-ordinate data com 
pensated by the Satellite-based navigation compensator unit 
41 and the Visual Satellite-based navigation compensator 
unit 41a are Supplied in a report-like fashion to the object 
centre 2 which posts and/or requests the relevant co-ordinate 
data. The data are read out from the database of the regional 
Space-information unit 37 in an automatic mode. The diag 
nostic results provided by the regional diagnostic unit 35a 
and the associated reports are forwarded to the object centre 
2 which has Submitted the diagnostic report The editing and 
posting of the associated reports are carried out in an 
automatic mode. The diagnostic results and/or the image 
diagnostics or image data are also forwarded after they are 
provided by the external status monitoring unit 40 and the 
Visual processing centre 5, respectively. This is done in an 
automatic mode. Furthermore, the regional control unit 
caters automatically for adjusting the digital clocks for the 
units and objects of the traffic control System, especially the 
object centres 2, the regional Signal improving units 10 and 
the Visual processing centres 5, where in the traffic control 
system a GPS-based time adjustment prevails with a number 
one priority. In automatic mode it forwards the dynamic 
traffic plan report drawn up on a customised basis by the 
regional Space-information unit 37 for the given object 
centre 2. The related database operators compile the digital 
3D map database of the arbitrary Zone, the database of the 
traffic plan, the database of the digital actual meteorological 
data and digital traffic map and the databases associated with 
the actual traffic Situation and then automatically forward 
them to the requesting object centre 2. The regional control 
unit 35 furthermore provides access to the databases of the 
regional land traffic manager centre 46 integrated into the 
traffic control System and/or the regional information centre 
47 and/or the medical centre 48. In addition, it makes Sure 
that a contact is established between the GSM device fitted 
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to the on-board telephone exchange 24 of an object centre 2 
and the called telephone number, through the communica 
tion centre 45 fitted to the traffic control system. 
0448. The vehicles operating under the control of the 
traffic control System draw up short-period reports at certain 
intervals for the network of respective spotting satellites 7b. 
If the Supervision of the traffic control System is interrupted, 
at the command of the processing unit 17 of the object centre 
2, a report is posted including the following: the Secondary 
database produced and compressed by the data acquisition 
unit 22c, the digital signature of the Secondary database, and 
the public key of the object centre 2. This report is trans 
mitted in a continuous mode, at discrete times. On the other 
hand, the object centre 2 Sets to a continuous mode the 
operation of the satellite co-ordinate transmitter 20b. 
0449 The report drawn up by the network of spotting 
satellites 7b for the regional control unit 35 responsible for 
the given traffic Zone includes the co-ordinate data con 
Structed by them and the Secondary database featuring in the 
report prepared for it On the basis of the report drawn up for 
it by the spotting satellite network 7b, and furthermore on 
the basis of the 3D co-ordinate data, Supplementing the 
measuring procedures with radar measurements as well, the 
regional control unit 35has information about the co-ordi 
nate data and actual technical Status of the vehicle associated 
with the given object centre 2. If, on the basis of the Signals 
of the Satellite coordinate Signal transmitter 20b, the regional 
control unit 35 considers the co-ordinate data calculated by 
the network of spotting satellites 7b in accordance with their 
accuracy and reliability to be of higher priority than the data 
calculated and forwarded by the Satellite-based navigation 
receiver 18 of the object centre 2, it co-ordinates the traffic 
monitoring and the associated tasks on the basis of these 
data. 

0450. The regional control unit 35 organises the updating 
oriented loading of the Space-information database of the 
space-information unit object 17b. After integration of the 
given object centre 2 into the traffic control System, the 
regional control unit 35 performs automatically the updating 
oriented loading of the relevant database. 
0451. The databases subjected to updating oriented load 
ing are the System of dangerous and prohibited Zones, the 
Standby airports or naval ports required in the traffic plan, 
high resolution 3D or other databases, the actual data of 
landing guidance or lead-in Systems associated with the 
given airport or naval port, the database of take-off and 
landing airports or departure and arrival naval ports, meteo 
rological map databases, and an arbitrary database requested 
by the given object centre 2 and compiled by the regional 
land traffic manager centre 46 and the regional information 
centre 47. 

0452. In the first step of the updating oriented loading, a 
request for launching the updating procedure is received 
from the requesting object centre or the procedure is 
launched automatically after integration into the traffic con 
trol System. In the Second step, with the assistance of the 
regional Space-information unit 37, the requested database 
related to the route plan integrated into the traffic control 
System of the requesting object centre 2 and corresponding 
to the priority of the type and consignment of the vehicle, as 
well as matched to the technical-technological opportunities 
of the given object centre 2 is compiled. In the third step, the 
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updating oriented database compiled by the regional control 
unit 35 is posted in a report and on a customised basis to the 
requesting object centre 2. 

0453 Automatic map loading and data updating to the 
object centres 2 are carried out under the Supervision of the 
regional control unit 35. An automatic map downloading 
proceSS is started in case: 

0454. The dynamic traffic plan of the relevant 
vehicle is notably different from the previously sub 
mitted Static traffic plan. In this case, it is an auto 
matic task to download the actual data and the 2D 
-3D map of the changed landing site and/or destina 
tion naval port, and/or the 2D-3D map and databases 
of the bypass traffic junctions. 

0455 The relevant vehicle, due to a deviation from 
the dynamic route plan, approaches a dangerous or 
prohibited Zone. Now it is an automatic task to 
download the actual data and 2D -3D map of the 
approached dangerous or prohibited Zone and/or the 
2D -3D map and databases of the bypass traffic 
junctions. 

0456 An emergency arises in the engineering/tech 
nical System of the relevant vehicle. 

0457. When an emergency occurs, the procedure is 
launched by the following: 

0458 the on-board diagnostic unit 17a in the system 
of the relevant object centre 2 or the diagnostic unit 
22a of the vehicle, 

0459 the regional diagnostic unit 35a of the 
regional control centre 4 responsible for the Safety of 
the relevant vehicle, 

0460 the actual meteorological situation modelled 
with the contribution of the regional control unit 35 
and the actual regional Space-information unit 37, 
and 

0461 the report from the operator of the given 
object centre 2. 

0462. In this case, regarding aircraft and ships, the 
regional control unit 35, assisted by the actual regional 
Space-information unit 37, Seeks a provisional landing site 
or naval port on the basis of the standard data of the relevant 
vehicle and the actual meteorological data, and furthermore 
directs the dynamic traffic plan towards the relevant landing 
Site and naval port, respectively. Now the automatic loading 
task comprises the downloading of the actual data and the 
3D map of the assigned landing Site and naval port, respec 
tively. 

0463 The process of downloading the map is the follow 
ing. In a continuous mode and at discrete times, the regional 
space-information unit 37 mathematically models the devia 
tion of Static and actual dynamic traffic plan. In case the 
deviation involves the data featuring in the Static plan about 
the landing Site and the destination port, respectively, it 
automatically starts the given map downloading and data 
updating process. Now the database to be modelled is the 
actual database of the landing site featuring in the dynamic 
plan and the actual database of the destination port. 
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0464) The diagnostic test of the IT contact between the 
object centres 2 and the regional control unit 35 is carried 
out also by the processing unit 17 and the regional control 
unit 35. The related diagnostic procedures are Started auto 
matically, and they are run in a continuous mode at discrete 
times. The task of the process is to test diagnostically the IT 
relationship between the regional control centre 4 and the 
object centres 2 as well as between the other objects of the 
traffic control System. 
0465. The regional control unit 35 examines the integrity 
of the reports received from the processing unit 17, the 
Visual processing centre 5, the regional Signal improving 
unit 10, the control device 32, the regional land traffic 
manager centre 46, the regional information centre 47 and 
the medical centre 48. The reports received from the pro 
cessing unit 17 are posted with a digital Signature. It 
furthermore examines the IT diagnostics report returned in 
response by the units listed above to the electronic docu 
ments testing the IT relationship and posted by it previously. 
In this process, the Substance of the response report and its 
return within the time limit are observed. 

0466 If, on the basis of the test result, the regional 
control unit 35 judges the IT contact to be unsatisfactory or 
interrupted, it launches the following procedures: 

0467 attempting, by means of a report message, to 
Set to a maximum the frequency of the Satellite-based 
co-ordinate reports of the relevant object centre 2, 

0468 attempting to instruct the involved object cen 
tre 2 in a report to Set the Satellite co-ordinate 
transmitter 20b to a continuous mode; 

0469 informing all involved regional land traffic 
manager centres 46, the regional information centre 
47, the involved air traffic control centres and the 
regional control centre 4. The regional control centre 
4 automatically informs the aircraft within the given 
regional control Zone about the event, the identity 
code of the relevant aircraft, the co-ordinate timeline 
relying on the latest data, and/or the Speed co 
ordinate timeline and/or the timeline of co-ordinate 
and Speed co-ordinate forecasts and furthermore 
about the mathematical model of the dynamically 
matched route plan associated with the given object 
centre 2, 

0470 informing all users, units and centres fitted to 
its network about the appearance of IT contact prob 
lems involving them. 

0471. The regional control unit 35 performs the process 
ing of the primary database intermediated by the data 
acquisition unit 22c of the object centres 2. In the course of 
this process, on the one hand, the diagnostic partial database 
of the database posted by the data acquisition unit 22c is sent 
to the IT input of the regional diagnostic unit 35a, and on the 
other hand, the whole database is redirected for Storage to 
the regional database 35b. 
0472. The regional control unit 35 is prepared for a 
reduced mode Substitution of the tasks of the units it includes 
under its Supervision, and also for assisting them on a 
reduced basis. If the relevant unit has an excessive work 
load, it requests the regional unit 35 to carry out Some of its 
tasks on a reduced basis. Now the regional control unit 35 
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reports the appearance of the problem to the main control 
centre 12, and performs the Substitution of the unit in a 
reduced mode. On the basis of the report from the regional 
diagnostic unit 35a, the regional control unit 35 may make 
a decision also about the non-functionally of the relevant 
unit In this case it reports the appearance of a problem to the 
main control centre 12 and performs the substitution of the 
relevant unit in a reduced mode. 

0473. In both cases above, the main control centre 12 
makes a decision on whether to leave the reduced mode 
Substitution to be handled by the given regional control unit 
35 or to transfer the tasks of the unit to the joint scope of the 
identical unit or various units of a different regional control 
centre 4 or to integrate the tasks of the unit into the task 
System of its own units. 
0474. The regional control unit 35 performs the regional 
level Syntactic and Semantic analysis of the instructions 
identified in the electronic documents handled by the 
regional control centre 4 or in the internal IT contacts. 
Regarding the Syllabus and logics, the procedure is identical 
with that described for the object centre 2. 
0475. The regional diagnostic unit 35a is a purpose 
oriented computer fitted with its own appropriate size back 
ground Storage capacity and target-oriented peripherals. The 
unit has two separate groups of tasks. 
0476. The first group of tasks is the system of procedures 
diagnosing the proper Systems. The units involved in the 
diagnostic procedure are the following: the regional control 
unit 35, the regional database 35b, the regional identity code 
generator 35d, the IT unit 36, the regional space-information 
unit 37, the regional traffic situation monitoring unit 38, the 
photogrammetric unit 39, the external Status monitoring unit 
40, the Satellite-based navigation compensator unit 41, the 
3D virtual Studio 42a and the regional Signal improving unit 
10. 

0477 Because of the technical difference of the units to 
be diagnosed, each unit Subjected to a diagnostic procedure 
is associated with a separate diagnostic package of proce 
dures and/or diagnostic Signal detectors. Under the Super 
Vision of the regional control unit 35, the regional diagnostic 
unit 35a draws up and issues reports in a continuous mode 
and at discrete times for the control device 32. In the case of 
assisting the work of regional control centres 4 and in case 
they break down, the procedure followed by the control 
device 32 Starts on the basis of the given diagnostic reports. 
The operation of the diagnostic procedure is identical with 
the procedure described in discussing the on-board diagnos 
tic unit 17a. 

0478. It is integral part of the group of tasks to examine 
and prepare a forecast about the IT workload of the units 
Subjected to a diagnostic procedure, and furthermore to 
examine the task resolving workload and its forecast. The 
control device 32 relies on the results so obtained when 
programming task-splitting problems within its responsibil 
ity. 

0479. The other group of tasks comprises the system of 
procedures that diagnose the vehicles and their object cen 
tres 2 integrated into the traffic control System. On the basis 
of analysing the diagnostic reports drawn up for the regional 
diagnostic unit 35a by the vehicle diagnostic units 22a of the 
object centres 2 fitted to the traffic control system, the 
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regional diagnostic unit 35a issues control instructions cor 
responding to the units Subjected to a diagnostic procedure 
and to the type of the relevant vehicle to the on-board 
diagnostic unit 17a regarding the Selection of a diagnostic 
procedure to be applied and concerning the adjustment of 
the parameters of the diagnostic procedure to be applied. 

0480. The operation of the diagnostic process is identical 
with the process discussed for the on-board diagnostic unit 
17a. 

0481. If the extent of diagnosed fault reaches a critical 
value, the regional diagnostic unit 35a instructs the regional 
traffic Situation monitoring unit 38 to Select a provisional 
landing site automatically and to effect automatic guidance. 

0482 If the regional diagnostic unit 35a judges the 
operation or the operational reliability of any unit under its 
Supervision to be critical, it draws up a notification report 
about the given event for the regional Voice generator 35e. 
The notification report includes the identifier of the active 
task group and danger detection procedure of the regional 
diagnostic unit 35a, the identifier of the diagnosed System, 
unit, Subassembly and equipment, respectively, the vector 
value of the critical parameter and the degree of risk level. 

0483. On the basis of the parameter vector featuring in 
the report read in, the regional voice generator 35e identifies 
and assigns the database that will Support the performing of 
the task and reads it in. Next, it notifies the regional control 
unit 35 and requests the splitting of the audiofrequency data 
channel of the user fitted to the processing unit 17 of the 
object centre 2 assigned to the relevant task. After that the 
processing unit 17 has given its conformation and the 
requested audio frequency data channel has been Split, the 
regional voice generator 35e performs its task. 

0484 An important part of the regional control centre 4 
is the regional database 35b, which consists of the following 
partial databases. 

0485 The technical-technological database of the 
regional IT network of the traffic control system, 
which database includes the technical-technological 
data of the network consisting of the radio retrans 
mitter units 3, the technical-technological data of the 
network consisting of the retransmitter Satellites 7a 
and the technical-technological data of the network 
consisting of the Stationary Satellite-based transceiv 
ers 8. 

0486 The technical-technological database of the 
vehicle Supporting the Visual monitoring and traffic 
Situation monitoring task, which database includes 
the traffic technology and technical database of the 
vehicles known to the traffic control system as well 
as the traffic technology-Visual monitoring 3D data 
base of the relevant vehicles. 

0487. The technical-technological database support 
ing the diagnostic tasks of the vehicles, which data 
base includes the System of diagnostic procedures 
asSociated with the technical Systems of the vehicles 
known to the traffic control System, the System of 
diagnostic procedures available to the diagnostic 
units 22a of the vehicles under the Supervision of the 
traffic control System, and the diagnostic history of 
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the vehicles registered with and being under the 
Supervision of the traffic control System. 

0488 The technical-technological database Support 
ing the diagnostic tasks of the object centre 2 net 
work, which database includes the System of diag 
nostic procedures associated with the object centre 2 
and known to the traffic control System, the System 
of diagnostic procedures available to the on-board 
diagnostic units 17a of the vehicles under the Super 
Vision of the traffic control System, and the diagnos 
tic history of the object centres 2 registered with and 
working under the Supervision of the traffic control 
System. 

0489. The database of technical-technological and 
geographical installation parameters of the Visual 
processing centres 5 working under the Supervision 
of the regional control centre 4, which database 
includes the System of procedures handled by the 
Visual processing unit 25, the computer technology 
capacity of the units within the System of the Visual 
processing centre 5, and the technical-technological, 
regulation and control technology database of the 
visual detector and identifier unit 11 and the visual 
identifier unit 1 la, and their geographical installation 
database. 

0490 The technical-technological traffic and traffic 
engineering database of the System of traffic junc 
tions, Such as airports and naval ports, within the 
monitoring Zone of the regional control centre 4. 

0491. The type, the consignment, the freight char 
acteristics and the passenger list of the vehicles using 
a route that crosses the relevant traffic Zone. 

0492. The system of primary and secondary data 
bases intermediated by the data acquisition units 22c. 

0493 The substance of the reports sent by the traffic 
Zone signal improving unit 9 and the regional Signal 
improving unit 10. 

0494. The system of resources of the object centres 
2 working under the Supervision of the regional 
control centre 4 and located in the given communi 
cation Zone, with Special regard to the System of 
hardware Support procedures and to those Systems 
that assist the various diagnostic activities and the 
work of the given object centre 2. 

0495. The system of partial databases supporting the 
regional voice generator 35e, i.e. the relevant data 
base of the object centres 2, the textual database 
Supporting the work of the regional diagnostic unit 
35a and the textual database Supporting the tasks of 
the regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38. 

0496 If necessary, it is possible to design a variation, in 
which the regional database 35b includes the database of the 
regional Space-information unit 37 and Vice versa, the data 
base of the regional Space-information unit 37 includes the 
regional database 35b. 
0497. The event logging unit 35c is a database that 
registers the regional level chronology of the reports 
received from different units. The database is loaded by the 
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regional control unit 35 on the basis of the reports received 
by it The information stored in the database is the following: 

0498. The system of reports supplied by the data 
acquisition unit 22c from the different object centres 
2, the System of diagnostic reports Supplied by the 
diagnostic unit 22a and the diagnostic unit 27 of the 
vehicle, and the System of tasks accomplished by the 
processing unit 17. 

0499. The system of diagnostic reports supplied by 
the diagnostic unit 27 from the traffic manager 
System associated with the regional control centre 4, 
and the system of tasks received in the form of 
requests from the IT network associated with the 
traffic control System. 

0500 The system of tasks accomplished by the 
regional control centre 4. 

0501) The system of tasks accomplished by the 
Visual processing centre 5. 

0502. The regional identity code generator 35d is a 
Specific peripheral, the operation of which is coordinated by 
the control device 32, which compiles the content of and 
prepares the material of the report issued to the regional 
control unit 35. In the next step, the regional control unit 35 
instructs the regional identity code generator 35d to sign the 
relevant report digitally. The reports thus signed can be 
posted by the IT centre 32b. 
0503) The task of the regional voice generator 35e is the 
audiofrequency conversion of its textual database deter 
mined by the associated units. In the course of the its 
operations, the unit receives instructions from a unit work 
ing under the Supervision of the regional control unit 35 to 
carry out the relevant task The task is determined by the 
Search unit, and it includes the address of the database and 
file that Store the textual message Sought Next, the regional 
Voice generator 35e produces the required audio frequency 
message, and its IT Switching for the appropriate user is 
performed by the IT unit 36 working under the Supervision 
of the regional control unit 35 and also by the processing 
unit 17. 

0504) The task of the IT unit 36 is to co-ordinate the IT 
communication between the regional control unit 35 and the 
units connected to it on an IT basis. Part of the IT commu 
nication between the discussed units is carried out through 
the communication centre 45. 

0505 Through the communication centre 45, the regional 
control unit 35 is in an IT contact with the following units: 
the operator unit 42, the 3D virtual studio 42a, the regional 
Signal improving unit 10, the regional land traffic manager 
centre 46, the regional information centre 47, the medical 
centre 48, the visual processing centre 5 and the IT centre 
32b, with which IT communication may be established also 
by integrating a network comprising the retransmitter Sat 
ellites 7a. 

0506 The system of IT networks integrated by means of 
the IT unit 36 is the following: 

0507. The system of regional IT centres 47 inte 
grated into the traffic control System. 

0508 Land fleet management centres compatible 
with the traffic control system. 
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0509 Land-based IT communication of the control 
device 32, if installed. 

0510 IT network communicating through the net 
work of stationary satellite transceivers 8 of the 
retransmitter satellites 7a. 

0511 IT network comprising the radio retransmitter 
units 3. 

0512 Land-based IT network comprising the 
regional signal improving units 10. 

0513 Land-based IT network comprising the visual 
processing centres 5. 

0514 IT contact between the units comprising the 
regional control centre 4. 

0515. The exchanges of the various telephone net 
WorkS. 

0516. The regional space-information database of the 
regional Space-information unit 37 includes the following 
data. 

0517. The system of the mathematical models of the 
dynamic traffic plans of the vehicles registered with 
the traffic control System, in the case of an aircraft, 
the flight plan. 

0518. The system of the mathematical models of the 
static traffic plans of the vehicles registered with the 
traffic control System. 

0519 Regarding the vehicles located in the moni 
toring Zone of the regional control centre 4, the 
long-term timeline of co-ordinate data compensated 
by the Satellite-based navigation compensator unit 
41, the short-term timeline of uncompensated co 
ordinate data and as its attachment, the identity code 
of the Satellites Subjected to reading and the System 
of measuring results associated in pairs with the 
Satellites Subjected to reading, as well as the long 
term timeline of co-ordinate data transmitted by the 
radar unit 43. 

0520. The 3D spatial position timelines of the 
vehicles located in the monitoring Zone of the 
regional control centre 4. 

0521. The regional 2D -3D aircraft and traffic map. 
0522 The dangerous and prohibited airspaces and 

traffic junctions of the regional geographical Zone. 
0523 The space-information traffic technology 
database of the System of traffic junctions, e.g. air 
ports and naval ports within the monitoring Zone of 
the regional control centre 4. 

0524. The regional geographical Zone's meteoro 
logical map updated by updating oriented loading 
proceSSeS. 

0525) The system of standard traffic routes and their 
parameters involving the given regional traffic Zone. 

0526. The co-ordinate and speed co-ordinate time 
line of vehicles registered by the regional land traffic 
manager centre 46 and the mathematical model of 
routes covered. 
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0527. In the various transport implementations, this data 
base is compatible with that of the Space-information unit 
17b of the object centre 2, but it is expanded on a regional 
level. 

0528. The regional space-information unit 37 carries out 
the Space-information modelling of the System of routes, and 
in a railway implementation, only the analysis of the time 
proportionate nature of the route is performed. The task of 
the proceSS is the correct and time-proportionate Space 
information modelling of the geographic co-ordinate of 2D 
-3D route plans received by the regional Space-information 
unit 37, which handles the system of time-proportionate 
route plans mathematically modelled with the correct geo 
graphic co-ordinates jointly with the updated map-based 
databases located in the database of the regional Space 
information unit. 

0529. The regional space-information unit 37 participates 
in the dynamic route planning in the following way. Regard 
ing the routes involving the given regional control centre 4, 
it makes a proposal to the Space-information unit 33 oper 
ating under the Supervision of the control device 32, con 
cerning the routes to be handled on a global basis. The given 
proposal means an appropriate route plan even for the given 
regional control centre 4, which route plan can be integrated 
into the communication Zone of the given transport Zone. 
0530. The process of dynamic route planning corre 
sponds to executing, in a continuous mode and at discrete 
times, the procedure discussed in connection with the 
regional level matching process of the flight plan. Hence, the 
System of relevant routes is always dynamically matched 
and updated in the traffic control System on the basis of the 
joint iteration activities of the regional Space-information 
unit 37 and the space-information unit 33. 

0531. If the dynamically planned traffic route of the given 
vehicle clashes with the actual meteorological database, the 
regional Space-information unit 37 instructs the regional 
traffic Situation monitoring unit 38 to Select automatically a 
provisional landing site and to ensure automatic guidance. 
Clashing means that in View of the type of the relevant 
vehicle, the actual and dynamically planned route involves 
Such a meteorological Zone that is considered as a prohibited 
airspace by the traffic control System. In case the regional 
Space-information unit 37 does not have an opportunity to 
carry out the dynamic planning of a route bypassing the 
relevant area, it launches the above mentioned process. 
0532. The drawing up of an updating oriented loading 
report is of extreme importance from the aspect of improv 
ing traffic Safety. Each object centre 2 automatically receives 
the loading database after registration and following the 
matching of its traffic plan. The automatic loading is coor 
dinated by the regional control unit 35 and it is carried out 
by the regional Space-information unit 37. 

0533. In the first step, the regional control unit 35 
receives the registration report of the relevant vehicle, and 
then the regional Space-information unit 37 and the Space 
information unit 33 perform the integration of the traffic plan 
asSociated with the given vehicle into the traffic control 
System. 

0534. In the second step, on the basis of the traffic plan 
asSociated with the given vehicle and integrated into the 
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traffic control System, the regional control unit 35 compiles 
the database having the following Substance. 

0535 The dangerous object system and actual deter 
mining parameters of the Zones involved in the traffic 
plan. 

0536 The system of limited and prohibited air 
Spaces in the Zones involved in the traffic plan, and 
its actual determining parameters. 

0537) The actual meteorological plans (with the 
correct geographic co-ordinates) of the Zones 
involved in the traffic plan. 

0538 In the case of aircraft and ships, the local 
traffic Systems and Specifics of the Standby airports 
and naval ports. 

0539. In the third step, the compiled database is posted on 
a customised basis with the assistance of the regional control 
unit 35 for the object centre 2 of the vehicle intending to 
register with the traffic control System. 
0540. By means of the regional space information unit 37 

it is also possible to post the actual traffic Situation of an 
arbitrary traffic Zone in a report like manner. In the first Step 
of this process, the procedure associated with the given task 
can be launched by an instruction Specified on the platform 
of the operator unit 23 of an object centre 2, on the basis of 
a request formulated in an automatic way by the processing 
unit 17 of an object centre 2, or on the basis of a request 
received from a workStation connected to the traffic control 
System, respectively. The request is received by the actual 
regional control unit 35. 
0541. In the second step, the regional control unit 35 
instructs the regional Space-information unit 37 under its 
Supervision to generate on the basis of its database, by 
means of the operator Software of the database, the database 
of the compensated actual co-ordinate data of the traffic Zone 
identified in the task In the third Step, the regional control 
unit 35, on the basis of the database compiled by the regional 
Space-information unit 37, prepares the relevant report and 
forwards it to the object having prescribed the task, Via the 
IT unit 36. 

0542 Posting the envisaged traffic situation of an arbi 
trary traffic Zone is carried out in a similar way. In the first 
Step, the proceSS can be launched by instructions Specified 
on the platform of the operator unit 23 of an object centre 2, 
or on the basis of a request received from a WorkStation 
attached to the traffic control System. The request is received 
by the actual regional control unit 35. 
0543. In the second step, the regional control unit 35 
instructs the regional Space-information unit 37 under its 
Supervision to produce, on the basis of its database, the 
mathematical model of the Static traffic plan System of the 
traffic Zone identified in the task. In the third step, the 
regional control unit 35, on the basis of the database 
compiled by the regional Space-information unit 37, draws 
up the relevant report and forwards it via the IT unit 36 to 
the object having prescribed the task. 
0544. As the first step of the regional level matching of 
the flight plan, the regional control unit 35 receives the Static 
traffic plans and the System of their priorities. These plans 
are redirected to the regional Space-information unit 37. In 
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the Second Step, the plan System is forwarded to the control 
device 32, which Subjects Said System of plans to prelimi 
nary processing. In the third Step, the control device 32 
informs the regional control unit 35 on the regional route 
matching and planning tasks, and on the System of traffic 
plans returned to the proper competence of the given 
regional control centre 4, and furthermore on the System of 
global traffic plans involving the regional competence. 
0545. In the fourth step, the regional space-information 
unit 37 executes the integration of the traffic plans returned 
to its competence into the System of given regional traffic 
plans, and on the basis of the preliminary traffic plan System 
drawn up by the Space-information unit 33 and involving its 
competence, performs the integration of the transport plans 
into the System of given regional transport plans. Thereafter, 
it informs the control device 32 on the basis of the system 
of own regional transport plans and proposes the regional 
level acceptance or regional level reorganization of the 
global traffic plans involving it and the global integration of 
the new plan. Then, it provides information on the draft 
traffic plan involving the own regional Zone of the given 
global traffic plan and Set up by its own regional Space 
information unit 37. 

0546. In the fifth step, the regional space-information unit 
37 issues a report to the control device 32 on the tasks 
carried out Afterwards it co-operates again with the Space 
information unit 33 on the regional and global integration 
process of the given plan System. At the end of the iteration 
process discussed in association with the control device 32, 
a traffic plan System, integrated into the traffic control 
System is generated. 
0547 The regional space-information unit 37 informs the 
Space-information unit 33 in a continuous mode and at 
discrete times on the System of actual data in its own 
regional traffic Zone. The frequency of loading the various 
data, i.e. the frequency of drawing up a report is coordinated 
by the control device 32. The co-ordination is carried out on 
the basis of the reports drawn up for the regional control unit 
35 by the control device 32. 
0548. Optionally, the 3D spatial situation timeline of the 
vehicles Subjected to a monitoring test is produced by the 
regional Space information unit 37. For carrying out the 
relevant task, the traffic control System uses a plurality 
Satellite-based navigation receivers 18 and a plurality of 
Satellite-based navigation antennas on the vehicle. The full 
fillment of the task on a regional level is logically identical 
with the procedure described for the Space-information unit 
17b of the object centre 2. The 3D spatial situation timelines 
of the vehicles Subjected to a monitoring test are Stored on 
a regional level in the database of the regional Space 
information unit 37. 

0549. The task of the regional traffic situation monitoring 
unit 38 is to co-ordinate the traffic safety tasks of the 
vehicles under the Supervision of the traffic control system 
in the regional traffic Zone. This is ensured by a System of 
procedures conducted in a continuous mode and at discrete 
times. 

0550 The procedures are carried out in a similar way by 
the object centres 2 within their own competence, but in the 
case of aircraft under the Supervision of traffic control, a 
parallel execution of task Supervised by the regional control 
unit 35 represents a calculation of higher priority. 
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0551. The fulfillment of the tasks is supported by the 
following databases and units: the regional database 35b, the 
database of the regional Space-information unit 37, and 
Supporting the fulfillment of the tasks of the automatic 
Selection of a provisional landing site and automatic guid 
ance, a diagnostic report relative to the given vehicle and 
drawn up by the regional diagnostic unit 35a, a monitoring 
report applying to the given vehicle and drawn up by the 
external Status monitoring unit 40, and additionally, the 
database of the regional Space-information unit. 
0552. In the first step of the preparation process, the 
regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38 reads the coor 
dinate database relating to the vehicles into the database of 
the regional Space-information unit. In the Second Step, from 
the requested database, for the object centres 2 on a cust 
omised basis, the long-term 3D co-ordinate timeline forecast 
of the vehicle associated with the given object centre 2 and 
the long-term 3D Speed co-ordinate timeline forecast are 
produced. In the third Step, the procedures described below 
and carried out by the regional traffic Situation monitoring 
unit 38 are launched. 

0553. In a process relating to route deviations, not used in 
a railway implementation, as the first step, the regional 
traffic Situation monitoring unit 38 requests the regional 
space-information unit 37 to do the following: 

0554. Determine, on a customised basis, the dis 
tance between the actual co-ordinate data associated 
with the given object centre 2 and the associated 
dynamic traffic route plan at a given moment of time. 

0555 Determine, on a customised basis, the dis 
tance between the long-term 3D co-ordinate and 
Speed co-ordinate timeline forecast associated with 
the given object centre 2 and the associated dynamic 
traffic route plan at a given time-proportionate 
moment of time. 

0556 Report those above to the regional traffic 
situation monitoring unit 38. 

0557. In the second step, on the basis of the results 
obtained: 

0558 Inform and alarm the relevant object centre 2 
on the result of a forecast about approaching the 
given dangerous or prohibited geographic Zones. 

0559). In the case of danger, it alarms the regional 
Space-information unit 37 to minimise the deviation, 
i.e. to carry out immediately the dynamic route 
planning task. The task is performed in accordance 
with the technical 

0560 technological characteristics of the related 
vehicle. In this case the system does not wait till the 
Starting time of the next actual route planning pro 
ceSS. It is an important circumstance that the regional 
control unit 35 coordinating the task can instruct 
directly the autopilot to follow a dynamic route that 
prevents dangerous deviations from the route. In 
case the degree of deviation from the route reaches 
a critical value, the procedure launches the automatic 
Selection of a provisional landing site and automatic 
guidance. 

0561. In case the results edited in the first step reach 
a critical level, it draws up a notification report about 
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the event to the object centre 2 and the regional voice 
generator 35e. The notification report includes the 
identifier of the danger detection procedure, the 
value of the given parameter and the degree of risk 
level. The object centre 2 displays the substance of 
the notification report on the graphic platform of the 
operator unit 23. If it is unable to support the relevant 
event with an appropriate audio frequency, the pro 
cessing unit 17 and the IT unit 36 provide a free joint 
IT channel between the addressed user and the 
regional voice generator 35e, which-on the basis of 
the parameter vector featuring in the report read 
in-identifies and assigns the database that Supports 
the execution of the task and reads it in. 

0562. In the first step of an automatic procedure to be 
carried out in the case of approaching a dangerous or 
prohibited geographic Zone, the regional traffic Situation 
monitoring unit 38 requests the regional Space-information 
unit 37 to do the following: 

0563 Determine, on a customised basis, the dis 
tance to dangerous or prohibited geographic Zones 
located in the Zone of the actual co-ordinate data 
asSociated with the given object centre 2. 

0564) Determine the distance to the dangerous and 
prohibited geographic Zones located in the Zone of 
the long-term 3D co-ordinate timeline forecast data 
asSociated with the given object centre 2. 

0565. In the second step, on the basis of the results: 
0566 It informs and alarms the given object centre 
2 about the result of the forecasts for the approaches 
to the given dangerous or prohibited geographical 
ZOCS. 

0567. In the case of danger, it alarms the regional 
Space-information unit 37 to carry out immediately 
the dynamic route planning task. The task is per 
formed according to the technical Specifics of the 
related vehicle. In this case the System does not wait 
till the launching time of the next actual route's 
planning process. The actual object centre 2 is 
informed on the results. 

0568 If necessary, the regional voice generator 35e 
is started up in a way already discussed. 

0569. In the course of the process relative to the auto 
matic estimation of the remaining travelling time until the 
turning points, in the railway implementation of which the 
turning point is the railway junction or Switch, in the first 
Step the regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38 requests 
the regional Space-information unit 37 to carry out, on a 
customised basis, the estimation of remaining travelling 
time until the next turning point in the associated dynamic 
traffic route plan is reached according to the actual co 
ordinate data associated with the given object centre 2. 
0570. In the second step, on the basis of the results, it 
informs the object centre 2 on the result of the forecasts for 
the remaining time forecast until the turning point and, in the 
case of danger, it alarms the regional Space-information unit 
37 to carry out the dynamic route planning task immediately. 
In this case the System does not wait till the Starting time of 
the next actual route planning process. In addition, if nec 
essary, it starts up the regional Voice generator 35e in a way 
already discussed. 
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0571. In the course of a process relative to the automatic 
control of the landing and takeoff direction or, in the case of 
ships, the incoming direction, which is not used in railway 
implementation, in the first Step, the regional traffic Situation 
monitoring unit 38 requests the regional Space-information 
unit 37 to do the following: 

0572 Prepare, on a customised basis, the space 
information mathematical Standard model of the 
relevant Vehicle related to the given task, on the basis 
of the actual dynamic transport route plan valid up to 
the gate of the traffic junction, of the actual technical 
technological database Supporting the monitoring 
task of the traffic situation for the vehicle, of the 
Space-information traffic technology database of the 
destination and departure traffic junctions and of the 
actual meteorological situation. 

0573 Execute the dynamic route planning task by 
making use of the Space-information mathematical 
Standard model the actual meteorological situation, 
the actual co-ordinate and Speed co-ordinate and/or 
the co-ordinate and Speed co-ordinate forecasts, and 
the actual technical-technological database regard 
ing the vehicle and Supporting the traffic Situation 
monitoring task. 

0574. In the given case, the task of dynamic route plan 
ning represents the tracking task of the edited (plotted) 
Space-information mathematical Standard model. 
0575. In the second step, the regional traffic situation 
monitoring unit 38, on the basis of the results, informs the 
given object centre 2 about reaching the incoming or out 
going point, and about the edited (plotted) space-informa 
tion mathematical Standard model. In addition, it provides 
continuous information about the draft route dynamically 
plotted by it, and if necessary, it starts up the regional voice 
generator 35e in a way already discussed. It is able to handle 
this task also on the basis of the proper resources of the 
object centre 2. In this case, however, there is no dynamic 
traffic route planning, but traffic control is carried out on the 
basis of a Standard Space information mathematical model. 
0576. The regional control unit 35 is able to carry out the 
automatic monitoring of dangerous approaches only for the 
vehicles under the Supervision of the traffic control System. 
If there is no traffic control Supervision, the object centres 2 
of the relevant vehicles enter automatic on-line communi 
cation. The IT network so established between the object 
centres 2 ensures the execution of the tasks arising. In the 
first step, the regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38, on 
the basis of the long-term 3D co-ordinate timeline forecasts 
and long-term 3D Speed coordinate timeline forecasts 
involving the relevant regional traffic Zone, models the 
momentary distance between vehicles in the given regional 
Zone, and the long-term and Short-term forecasts for the 
relative distances. 

0577. In the second step, on the basis of the data from the 
first Step and according to the preparation procedure of the 
regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38, the procedures 
of the regional traffic situation monitoring unit 38 relative to 
route deviations, approaching dangerous or prohibited Zones 
and dangerous altitude are initiated. 
0578. In the third step, on the basis of the results, the 
regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38 informs and 
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alarms, respectively, the involved object centres 2 about 
dangerous approaches and about the result of their forecast, 
and furthermore in the case of a dangerous approach or its 
forecast, it alarms the regional Space-information unit 37 to 
carry out a dynamic route planning process. It is an impor 
tant circumstance that the regional control unit 35 co 
ordinating the task can instruct the autopilot directly to 
follow a dynamic route which avoids a dangerous approach 
If the degrees of dangerous approaches for certain vehicles 
reach the critical value, concerning the relevant vehicles, the 
process for the automatic Selection of a provisional landing 
Site and automatic guidance is launched. Furthermore, the 
actual object centre 2 is informed on the results. In addition, 
if necessary, the regional voice generator 35e is started up in 
the way already discussed. 
0579. Of course, if in the given Zone only the vehicles 
under the Supervision of the traffic control System and 
performing its co-ordinating instructions are present, dan 
gerous approaches are impossible to arise. The avoiding of 
dangerous approaches is ensured by a continuous and 
dynamic traffic route planning. In executing this task, the 
long-term timeline of co-ordinate data Supplied by the radar 
unit 43 and Stored in the database of the regional Space 
information unit 37 is taken into consideration regarding the 
vehicles not necessarily integrated into the traffic control 
System. 

0580. In the first step of the automatic process relative to 
a dangerous altitude and its forecast, the regional traffic 
Situation monitoring unit 38 requests the regional Space 
information unit 37 to determine, on a customised basis, the 
distance between the actual co-ordinate data associated with 
the given object centre 2 and its normal projection onto the 
3D map, and to determine, on a customised basis, the 
distance between the long-term 3D coordinate timeline 
forecast data associated with the given object centre 2 and its 
normal projection onto the 3D map. 
0581. In the second step, the regional traffic situation 
monitoring unit 38, on the basis of the results, informs or 
alarms, the given object centre 2 about the result of the 
dangerous altitude forecast and furthermore, in the case of 
danger, it alarms the regional Space-information unit 37 to 
carry out the dynamic route planning task immediately. This 
task is carried out in accordance with the technical and 
technological Specifics of the related vehicle. In this case the 
System does not wait till the Starting time of the next actual 
route planning process. 

0582) If the dangerous altitude or its forecast reaches the 
critical value, the procedure Starts up the proceSS relative to 
the automatic Selection of a provisional landing Site and 
automatic guidance. Furthermore it provides information 
about the results for the actual object centre 2 and if 
necessary, it starts up the regional voice generator 35e in the 
way already discussed. 
0583. The starting of executing the process relative to the 
automatic Selection of a provisional landing site and auto 
matic guidance can be carried out automatically on the basis 
of instructions from the regional diagnostic unit 35a, 
instructions from the external Status monitoring unit 40, 
instructions from the regional Space-information unit 37, 
instructions from the proceSS relative to route deviations, 
instructions from the process of automatic monitoring of 
dangerous approaches and instructions from the automatic 
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proceSS relative to dangerous altitude and its forecast. The 
execution of the proceSS can be started furthermore on the 
basis of the on-board operator's request on the platform of 
the operator unit 23 of the object centre 2. 
0584) In the first step of the process, a request made in a 
way described above is received by the regional traffic 
Situation monitoring unit 38 of the actual regional control 
centre 4, to Start the execution of the task. 
0585. In the second step, the regional space-information 
unit 37 plans and Selects the possible landing areas, assign 
ing priority categories to them, on the basis of the database 
of the regional Space-information unit, the regional database 
35b, the actual soil quality and Surface relief data received 
from the regional information centre 47 as well as in 
accordance with the results of the preparation process. The 
area having the highest priority category is Selected for 
continuing the task. 
0586. In the third step, relative to the area selected in the 
previous point, it conducts the procedure relative to the 
automatic control of landing and takeoff direction, and, in 
the case of ships, of incoming direction. If necessary, it starts 
up the regional Voice generator 35e in the way already 
discussed. 

0587. It is an important circumstance that the regional 
control unit 35 co-ordinating the task can instruct the 
autopilot directly to carry out the relevant task immediately. 
0588. The photogrammetric unit 39, which is not neces 
Sarily part of the System, carries out the Visual detection of 
the vehicles not integrated into the traffic control System, and 
the estimation of the 3D co-ordinates of the vehicles in the 
Visual detection Zone of the given visual processing centre 5. 
The fulfillment of the task of the 3D co-ordinate estimation 
procedure is based on a co-operation between the photo 
grammetric unit 39 and the 3D virtual studio 42a. 
0589 The fulfillment of the task is supported by the 
database Stored in the regional database 35b, concerning the 
technical-technological and geographical installation data of 
the visual detector and identifier unit 11 and the visual 
identifier unit 11a. It is possible to install the visual pro 
cessing centre in a mobile version, the visual Zone of which 
is not necessarily Supported by radar control. In this case the 
photogrammetric Service Supplements the 3D coordinate 
determination of the visually detectable vehicles. 
0590. In the first step of the operation of the photogram 
metric unit 39, the regional control unit 35 reads the digital 
images representing the result of Visual discrete image 
Samplings provided by the Visual detector and identifier 
units 11 into the 3D virtual studio 42a. In the 3D virtual 
Studio 42a, the operator carries out the image marking, 
thereby establishing a photogrammetric database. 
0591. In the second step, the regional control unit 35 
reads the photogrammetric database provided by the 3D 
virtual studio 42a into the IT input of the photogrammetric 
unit 39, as well as the names of the visual detector and 
identifier units 11 having Supplied the photogrammetric 
digital image databases. 
0592. In the third step, from the regional database 35b, 
the photogrammetric unit 39 reads in the technical-techno 
logical and geographic installation database of the Visual 
detector and identifier units 11 having Supplied the image 
databases. 
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0593. In the fourth step, the photogrammetric unit 39 
performs the photogrammetric calculations. As a result of 
the calculations, the calculated 3D coordinate data of the 
relevant vehicle from the geographical installation base 
points of the visual detector and identifier units 11 that have 
Supplied the image databases are obtained. 
0594. In the fifth step, the photogrammetric unit 39 
forwards the calculated results to the regional control unit 
35, which forwards it to the operator unit 42 for graphic 
display, to the WorkStations requiring the parameters, and 
furthermore to the regional Space-information unit 37 and 
the Space-information unit 33, which integrate the coordi 
nate data of the given vehicle into the dynamic database of 
the real traffic Situation. 

0595. From the aspect of technical design, it is preferable 
to set up the space-information unit 33 and the 3D virtual 
Studio 42a in a combined configuration. 
0596) The external status monitoring unit 40 is not nec 
essarily part of the traffic control system. The task of the unit 
is to examine the visually observable technical-technologi 
cal status of the vehicle under the Supervision of the traffic 
control System and in the visual monitoring Zone of the 
Visual processing centre 5, and to carry out visual object 
identification. 

0597 Starting the process relative to the examining of the 
Visually observable technical-technological Status can be 
done in two ways. On the one hand, in an automatic way on 
the basis of the discussion of Visual tracking, in View of the 
priority Sequence featuring there, and on the other, in a 
manual way, on the basis of a request received from a 
WorkStation operating in an IT network connected to the 
traffic control system. The workstation may also be the 
operator unit of the units included in the traffic control 
System. 

0598. The regional control unit 35 has the above men 
tioned process relative to the assigning of the object centres 
2 waiting for Visual tracking automatically carried out. In the 
first Step featuring there, the vehicles that can be visually 
monitored become selected. On the basis of the given 
decision, if in the process the priority level of the given 
vehicle is appropriate and if there is available computer 
technology capacity for executing the given task, the fol 
lowing proceSS is carried out automatically. 

0599. In the first step, on the basis of the discussion 
above, the given vehicle for the Visual monitoring task is 
assigned. 

0600. In the second step, the procedure discussed in 
relation to the first-level modelling of the visual tracking 
task takes place automatically. 

0601. In the third step, the digital video information 
provided by the Visual processing centre 5 and Selected 
automatically in the previous procedures in relation to 
executing the given task is forwarded for further processing 
to the external Status monitoring unit 40. 
0602. In the fourth step, the external status monitoring 
unit 40 does the following: 

0603 On a space-information basis (3D or 2D), it 
models and produces the optimal visual external 
status 3D (2D) database of the given vehicle relative 
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to the given traffic Situation, on the basis of the 
regional database 35b, the long-term timeline of 
compensated co-ordinate data reading from the data 
base of the regional Space-information unit 37, and 
the geographic co-ordinate data of the installation of 
the visual detector and identifier unit 11 or the visual 
identifier unit 11a Supporting the given task and the 
dynamic traffic plan associated with the given 
vehicle. This is done by 3D modelling, then forward 
ing the given 3D model to the 3D virtual studio 42a. 

0604. As a safety function, simultaneously with the 
other parts of the procedure, it runs the Visual object 
identification procedure. In case the identified type 
of the given vehicle and the type in the traffic plan 
are found to be identical, it accepts the result of the 
following procedure points. 

0605. It examines the distance between the 3D, or 
2D Visual diagnostic Sampling database provided by 
the visual detector and identifier unit 11 or the visual 
identifier unit 11a, and the 3D, 2D image database of 
the optimal visual external Status constructed as 
above. This is carried out through a 3D and 2D shape 
detection procedure. 

0606. It compiles the following reports: on the basis 
of the given distance it issues a report to the regional 
control unit 35 and transmits on-line the visual 
diagnostic Sampling database to the 3D virtual studio 
42a. Now the operator can examine 3D images 
directly. 

0607) If the extent of the visually diagnostised defect 
reaches a critical value, the external Status monitoring unit 
40 instructs the regional traffic situation monitoring unit 38 
to Select automatically a provisional landing site and to carry 
out an automatic guidance process. 
0608 Finally, the regional control unit 35 informs the 
given vehicle and the traffic manager centres in the given 
traffic Zone in a report about the given visual monitoring 
results. 

0609 Starting the visual object detection process can be 
carried out in two ways. 
0610 The process is launched automatically if in the 
Zone of a Visual processing centre 5 the radar unit 43 linked 
through the radar interface unit 29 detects a vehicle not 
integrated in the traffic control System. In this case the 
regional control unit 35 starts the examination of the visually 
observable technical-technological Status. The procedure of 
Visual object identification is an integral part of the process, 
hence it starts automatically. It considers the co-ordinates 
supplied by the radar unit 43 as the co-ordinate data of the 
given vehicle. These co-ordinates are in the database of the 
space-information unit 37. 

0611. The process is started manually on the basis of a 
request received from a WorkStation operating in an IT 
network integrated into the traffic control System. This 
WorkStation can be an operator unit of the units included in 
the traffic control System. In this case, the regional control 
unit 35 launches the automatic procedure discussed above. 
0612. In the course of the unit's operations, in the first 
Step, the procedure relative to the examining of the Visually 
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observable technical-technological Status carries out the 
primary modelling of the Visual examination of the given 
vehicle. 

0613. In the Second step, the visual diagnostic Sampling 
database provided by the visual detector and identifier unit 
11 is compared on the basis of a pre-determined detection 
Strategy with the Visual monitoring 3D database relative to 
the vehicles and located in the regional database 35b. It 
accepts the mathematical model of the highest probability 
vehicle as a Solution of the given task. 
0.614. In the third step, it sends reports to the regional 
control unit 35 and furthermore transfers the visual diag 
nostic Sampling database to the 3D virtual Studio 42a. 
0615. The task of the satellite-based navigation compen 
Sator unit 41 is to compensate the Satellite-based coordinate 
data transferred by the object centres 2, which are integrated 
into the traffic control System and located in the given traffic 
ZOC. 

0616) In the first step of the compensating procedure, it 
instructs the regional Space-information unit 37 to read in 
the last read and not yet compensated co-ordinate data 
located in its database and the associated parameters. In the 
Second Step, it instructs the regional database 35b to read in 
the compensation process associated data of the Satellites 
Subjected to reading by the traffic Zone signal improving unit 
9 and the network of regional signal improving units 10. The 
database operator programme considers the basic Sampling 
time of data as the measuring time of the not yet compen 
Sated co-ordinate data. In the third Step, it carries out the 
compensating of the coordinates in question, forwarding 
them to the database of the regional Space-information unit 
37. 

0.617 The regional control unit 35 posts the compensated 
co-ordinate data to the object centre 2 which has requested 
the performing of the task 
0618. A further task of the satellite-based navigation 
compensator unit 41 is to generate a uniform GPS time on 
the level of the regional control centre 4. This has been 
discussed in reference to the object centre 2. 
0619. The task of the operator unit 42 is to display the 
traffic processes taking place in the traffic System of the 
regional control centre 4 and in the traffic Zone under its 
Supervision, to the operator perSonnel. In the case of an 
automatic regional control centre 4, it is not necessary to Set 
this up. From the operator unit 42, each procedure can be 
initiated manually and can be tracked from there. 
0620. The 3D virtual studio 42a is part of the operator 
unit 42. Its task is the 3D displaying of the intermediated 3D 
digital image information on the basis of the digital image 
information provided by the visual detector and identifier 
units 11 of the Visual processing centres 5, as well as the 
Supporting of the photogrammetric unit 39. 

0621. The 3D virtual studio 42a includes a stereo image 
monitor or Stereo goggles, a mono image providing monitor 
and a 3D mouse. For performing the tasks of the 3D virtual 
studio 42a, in the first step the regional control unit 35 reads 
the digital imageS Supplied by the Visual detector and 
identifier units 11 into the 3D virtual studio 42a. In the 
second step, the operator of the 3D virtual studio 42a, on the 
basis of Visual discrete image Sampling missions, by means 
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of the 3D mouse, performs the 3D assigning of an arbitrary 
point on the platform of the actual vehicle. The relevant 
assigning operation can also be carried out by means of 
automatic assigning. In the third Step, the photogrammetric 
database plotted on the basis of the assignment is forwarded 
to the photogrammetric unit 39. 
0622. The regional signal improving units 10 constitute a 
network covering the regional traffic Zone. Their task is to 
take the reading of the positioning Satellites 6 covered by 
them, and to forward the data as reports in a continuous 
mode and at discrete times through the communication 
centre 45 to the regional control centre 4 responsible for the 
relevant traffic Zone. In the regional control centre 4, on the 
basis of the Signals of the regional signal improving units 10, 
the Satellite-based position determination data can be made 
more accurate by prior art methods. An important part of the 
regional Signal improving unit 10 is the identity code 
generator connected to the unit, which generator Supplies 
each report prepared by the unit with the digital Signature of 
the given unit, as well as a digital clock. 
0623 The report comprises the names of the satellites 
Subjected to reading, the information provided by the Satel 
lites Subjected to reading, the time of reading, the digital 
Signature of the electronic document and the public key of 
the regional Signal improving unit 10. The Substance of the 
report is stored in the regional database 35b. The operation 
of the digital clock is carried out by the regional centre 4 
responsible for the given area The regional land traffic 
manager centre 46 is a centre operating on its own and is 
integrated into the traffic control System, which is aware of 
the actual geographical co-ordinate data and traffic plan of 
the vehicles handled by it, the consignment and the charac 
teristics thereof, as well as of the passenger list. 
0624. In a continuous mode, at discrete times, through the 
communication centre 45, the regional land traffic manager 
centre 46 redirects the actual co-ordinate data of the vehicles 
Subjected to monitoring to the regional control centre 4 
responsible for the given Zone and through it to the main 
control centre 12. On the basis of the data, the regional 
control centre 4 and the main control centre 12 perform 
calculations regarding those parameters of the relevant 
vehicles that are under their traffic control Supervision. 
0625. The regional information centre 47 connects dif 
ferent IT networks into the traffic control system. These are, 
for example: 

0626 other control systems, databases and informa 
tion centre interface nodes of airports and naval 
ports, through which centres the traffic control Sys 
tem has an overall view of the envisaged and real 
traffic of the objects; 

0627 a data channel of the air and land fleet directed 
to transporters, 

0628) 
treS. 

meteorological information and database cen 

0629. The task of the stewardess monitor 17e shown in 
FIG. 7 is to determine the user's health care diagnostic test 
by the stewardess or by the user itself. The units of the 
Stewardess monitor 17e work as follows. 

0630. The central unit 17e 1 is responsible for coordinat 
ing the work of the Subassemblies and furthermore for their 
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IT connection to the on-board health care centre 17c. Pref 
erably, the operational System Supports the determination of 
the health care diagnostic tasks being feasible on it, with a 
graphic platform and a menu System. By the IT interface, the 
on-board health care centre 17c and the stewardess monitor 
17e constitute a computer network, in which the StewardeSS 
monitor 17e is preferably featured as a %workstation having 
its own operational System. However, Such a System can also 
be designed in which the stewardess monitor 17e is a 
terminal without its own operational System. Its electric and 
IT Supply is provided in a parallel mode by the power Supply 
and IT interface 17e3. 

06.31 The stewardess monitor 17e includes the operator 
unit 17e2 consisting of the monitor Subassembly and the 
keyboard Subassembly. 

0632 Integrated into and fitted in the stewardess monitor 
17e is the power supply and IT interface 17e3, which has a 
battery Section of preferably removable design. The charg 
ing of this battery Section is carried out through a separate 
adapter. 

0633. The stewardess monitor 17e includes an optional 
radio Subassembly 17e4, the task of which is to ensure the 
wireleSS communication of the on-board health care centre 
17c directly or through the processing unit 17. The type of 
communication provided by it is identical with the Standard 
bluetooth technology, or with any other Standard wireleSS 
local communication network Solution Its work is co-ordi 
nated by the central unit 17e1. 
0634. The stewardess monitor 17e can be of mobile 
design, for example a GSM device Size target-oriented 
computer with its own graphic platform and task-oriented 
System programme. Furthermore, the StewardeSS monitor 
17e may be fitted into the user's seat. 
0635. The medical centre 48 shown in FIG. 8 includes 
the central unit 48a, the IT unit 48b, the system of health 
care expert units 48c, the medical lab 48d, the identity code 
generator 48e and the health care database 48f 
0636. The task system of the medical centre 48 is the 
following: 

0637 Loading the health care database 48f 
0638 Performing the health care diagnostic test of 
the health care diagnostic measuring results received 
on-line and located in the health care database 48f, 
which diagnostic test has a higher priority than the 
examinations carried out by the on-board health care 
centre 17c and its expert Subassemblies. 

0639 Co-ordinating the health care diagnostic work 
of the on-board health care centre 17c and its expert 
Subassemblies on the basis of the results of the health 
care diagnostic models. 

0.640. On-line posting of the health care diagnostic 
instructions and advice of physicians and technicians 
working in the medical lab 48d, to the user in trouble 
and to the involved Stewardesses, respectively. 

0641. The IT unit 48b is responsible for establishing the 
IT contacts assigned to the task and for posting the reports. 
The object centre 2 posts on-line the measuring result 
database measured and produced by the on-board health 
care centre 17c integrated into its System, to the medical 
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centre 48, as well as the health care diagnostic results 
generated by the on-board health care centre 17c and its 
expert Subassemblies. 
0642. The medical centre 48 performs the regional level 
Storage of the health care diagnostic measuring results and 
forecasts provided by the on-board health care centre 17c 
and its expert Subassemblies integrated into its System, in the 
health care database 48f. The loading process takes place 
automatically, and its process is coordinated by the System 
programme of the central unit 48a. 
0643. On the basis of the health care diagnostic results 
mentioned above, the health care diagnostic Systems located 
in the medical centre 48 and capable of higher level health 
care diagnostic tests than the on-board health care centre 17c 
and its expert Subassemblies can perform other higher level 
health care diagnostic tests. The relevant tests can be carried 
out by the technicians and physicians at the medical centre 
48. 

0644. On the basis of the test results, the following 
activities can take place: 

0.645. In an automatic way, in the form of reports, 
the medical centre 48 can co-ordinate the health care 
diagnostic work of the on-board health care centre 
17c and its expert Subassemblies. 

0646 The doctors in the medical centre 48 can 
provide Verbal information and assistance to the user 
in trouble, to the stewardess and to the crew. 

0647. They can provide information to other health 
care institutions compelled to receive the user in 
trouble, about the momentary health data of the user. 

0648. The system of the health care expert units 48c 
consists of Subassemblies in harmony with the health care 
diagnostic tests carried out at the medical centre 48. The 
Subassemblies carry out their work on the basis of the health 
care diagnostic measuring results located in the health care 
database 48f and received on line, thereby Supporting the 
work of physicians an technicians working in the medical 
lab 48d. The on-board health care centre 17c determining the 
task and posting the databases Subjects the given Static and 
dynamic databases before posting to Signal preprocessing, 
through digitalised and expert units. This is coordinated by 
the System programme of the central unit 48a, and is carried 
out by the system of health care expert units 48c. The 
optimising of the IT flow of associated databases waiting for 
the tests is carried out by the IT unit 48b. 
0649. On the basis of the results by the health care 
diagnostic models, the medical centre 48, in View of the 
diagnostic results of the on-board health care centre 17c and 
its expert Subassemblies, co-ordinates the health care diag 
nostic work of the on-board health care centre 17c and its 
expert Subassemblies in the form of customised reports. The 
modelling and generating of the parameter vector coordi 
nating the work of diagnostic procedures operating in the 
system of the on-board health care centre 17c and its expert 
Subassemblies are carried out by the task-specific procedure 
System working under the System programme of the central 
unit 48a , in co-operation with the diagnostic System pro 
gramme of the related health care expert unit, followed by 
drawing up an informative report for the physicians and 
technicians working at the medical lab 48d. The posting of 
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the IT tasks and reports related to the co-ordination is carried 
out by the central unit 48a . The instructions co-ordinating 
the work of the on-board health care centre 17candits expert 
Subassemblies are Supplied, by means of the identity code 
generator 48e, with digital Signature. Hence, the correctness 
of instruction reports received can be repeatedly ensured and 
controlled. 

0650 For those skilled in the art, it is obvious that the 
embodiments described above may only be considered as 
examples, and different versions and changes can be 
designed within the range of protection identified by the 
claims of the invention Of course, the elements of the 
control System according to the invention are not to be 
necessarily implemented as independent units and further 
more on a hardware basis, but their functions may also be 
performed by a software or by hardware modules imple 
mented on an appropriate computer network. The Satellite 
based navigation data applied in the inventive control Sys 
tem for example may come from a GPS, GALILEO or 
GLONASS system. Furthermore, the communication 
applied in the system can be satellite-based as well as GSM 
combined telephonic communication. 
0651. The control system according to the invention, 
provided that it is used for traffic control is suitable not only 
for organising the traffic of aircraft or Ships, but also that of 
trains or other vehicles. 

0652) Furthermore, the system and method according to 
the invention can not only be applied to traffic control but 
also in all cases when objects are to be controlled on a 
regional or central level. The objects may include without 
being limited to, for example manufacturing units and 
production lines, business departments, (parts of) buildings, 
or perSons, when the plant units, busineSS units, building 
complexes and groups of perSons, respectively, correspond 
to the regions or Zones. In Such cases the main control 
centres can Supervise for example plant(s), business organi 
sations, (parts of) Settlements, and a larger group of persons, 
for example the workers of a plant In these cases, the object 
plans can be, for example, manufacturing/production/pro 
ceSS control plans, building-operational plans, and human 
organisation/health care/lifestyle plans. The plans can be 
furthermore any plans related to the given objects, for 
example development or lifecycle plans. Through the appli 
cation of the System and method according to the invention, 
an appropriate control and communication Suitable for all 
objects can be implemented with the main control centre and 
the regional control centres, in View of all necessary cir 
CumStanceS. 

0653. In the listed generalities, the units making up the 
control and communication System and their tasks are logi 
cally identical with those determined in the classic traffic 
control model. It is an important circumstance that the 
control and communication System handles the following 
general objects and the associated task System as well as the 
already discussed traffic control and monitoring task System 
of tasks, with a transparency among the task Systems. 
Furthermore generalities used by way of example without 
aiming at being exhaustive shall be described below. 
0654 The object centre 2 may carry out the monitoring 
test and control of the production and logistics processes of 
manufacturing units and production lines, busineSS depart 
ments and (parts of) buildings. In a generalisation related to 
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perSons, the object centre 2 may carry out the monitoring 
investigation and control of the logistic processes associated 
with the human resources requirement, health requirement 
and Social-Societal requirement of perSons. 
0655 The processing unit 17 is still the central unit of the 
object centre 2 in the discussed generalities. Its task is to 
organise the work and IT communication of the units under 
its Supervision, compiling the databases of updating oriented 
loading operations corresponding to the general versions 
discussed and the organisation of, as well as the co-ordina 
tion of loadings, the diagnostic test of the IT relationship 
between the object centre 2 and the regional control unit 35, 
and the performing of traffic Situation monitoring tasks 
integrated into its task System. 
0656. The task of the on-board diagnostic unit 17a cor 
responds in the case of all general objects to the adapted task 
System of the already discussed unit, i.e. to the technical 
diagnostic test of the object centre 2 and its Subassemblies. 
0657 The task of the space-information unit 17b is the 
Space-information modelling of the Status Space associated 
with the given object, and furthermore the modelling of the 
movement of the object in the Status Space, on the basis of 
the co-ordinate appearing in the Status Space, the Speed 
co-ordinate appearing in the Status Space, as well as the 
co-ordinate and Speed co-ordinate forecasts appearing in the 
Status Space. The given task System is implemented on the 
basis of the Static and dynamic route modelling in the Status 
space as well as by relying on the route modification 
protocol. A Status Space corresponding to the object, for 
example in the case of the manufacturing units and produc 
tion lines, may correspond to the proceSS control Status Space 
of production, in the case of busineSS departments the Status 
Space of the economic environment of the object, in the case 
of (parts of) a building the related logistics status space 
and/or the mechanical Status Space, and in the case of 
perSons the Social and philosophical Status Space Surround 
ing the individual. 
0658. The task system of the on-board health care centre 
17c and its expert Subassemblies is identical in the discussed 
generalities with the task Systems already described; this 
carries out the health care check-up of perSons in the objects 
and its control 

0659 The task of the satellite-based navigation receiver 
18 is to determine the co-ordinate data of the object in the 
Status Space on the basis of a measuring process carried out 
by itself, that is in accordance with an internal measuring 
proceSS. 

0660 The task of the satellite co-ordinate transmitter 20b 
is to Support the external Side measurability of the object's 
Status Space co-ordinate data, i.e. to Support an external 
measuring process. An external measuring process, accord 
ing to the default, has a Secondary priority, Security enhanc 
ing role. However, it is important that the external measuring 
processes can work more efficiently under certain circum 
stances than the internal measuring processes, therefore they 
can have a number one priority as well. 
0661 The task of the identity code generator 21 in the 
case of all objects corresponds to the adapted tasks of the 
unit as discussed above. The applied encrypting algorithms 
and encrypting levels are adjusted to the object and to the IT 
and confidentiality System of requirements of the associated 
Status Space. 
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0662. In the case of all objects, the task system of the 
diagnostic unit 22a corresponds to the adapted task System 
of the already discussed unit, i.e. its task is to carry out 
technical/diagnostic tests corresponding to the given object 
In the case of the general cases listed, for example, in the 
case of manufacturing units and production lines, this cor 
responds to a technical diagnostics and/or proceSS control 
diagnostics, in the case of busineSS departments it corre 
sponds to an economic IT diagnostics, in the case of (parts 
of) buildings it corresponds to the technical diagnostics 
and/or logistic process diagnostics and/or mechanical diag 
nostics and in the case of perSons to a health care diagnostics 
and/psychiatric diagnostics. 

0663 The tasks of the autopilot coupling unit 22b, the 
data acquisition unit 22c and the on-board operator unit 23 
correspond in the case of all objects to the adapted tasks of 
these units. 

0664) The autopilot serves for the automatic co-ordina 
tion of all objects in the general Sense when they move in the 
asSociated Status Spaces and for the external control of it. It 
is an important circumstance that an object can be associated 
with more Status Spaces, where the related process control 
and Supervision tasks are performed in a simultaneous and 
integrated way by the control and communication System. In 
the case of manufacturing units/production lines, the auto 
pilot is a regulatory System that ensures external control Side 
process control and/or automated proceSS control and/or 
logistics process control, in the case of business departments 
the external control side regulation of the Status Space 
movement in the economic environment of the object and/or 
automated process control and/or logistics process control, 
and in the case of (parts of) buildings, this means an external 
control Side regulation and/or an automated mechanical 
process control and/or a logistical process regulation and in 
the case of perSons a health care process regulation and/or 
psychiatric process regulation and/or a task-related logistics 
regulation involving the relevant perSon. 

0.665. On the level of the IT network, the radio retrans 
mitter unit 3, the retransmitter satellite 7a, the stationary 
satellite-based transceiver 8, the radio transceiver 19, the 
Satellite radio transceiver 20a and the communication centre 
45 provide for IT communication between the object centres 
2, the regional control centres 4, the Visual processing 
centres 5, the regional land traffic manager centre 46, the 
regional information centre 47, the medical centre 48 and the 
main control centre 12. The design and application of the 
units included in the IT network are optional and adjusted to 
the given objects. 

0.666 The visual processing centre 5 performs the moni 
toring testing and control of the production and logistics 
processes of the manufacturing units/production lines, busi 
ness departments and (arts of) building in a direct way. In an 
abstraction associated with perSons, it performs directly 
conducted monitoring tests and their control in relation to 
the tasks comprising the human resources requirement, 
health care requirement and Social-Societal requirement of 
perSons. 

0667 The visual detector and identifier unit 11 and the 
Visual identifier unit I la perform the tracking of changes 
based on the external Side measuring process of the objects 
moving in the Status Space and their lifecycle experienced 
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there. Their design and the nature of the parameterS Sampled 
by them are adjusted to the nature of the related object and 
Status Space. 

0668 Regarding the objects discussed, the task system of 
the Visual processing unit 25 is logically identical with the 
task System discussed above concerning the unit. This 
co-ordinates the work of Subassemblies Supervised by it, 
ensures IT communication between Subassemblies, prepares 
and receives reports from the higher level units of the control 
and communication System, processes them and then for 
wards the posted databases and/or commands to the appro 
priate units. 
0669 For the discussed objects, the task system of the 
diagnostic unit 27 is logically identical with the adapted task 
System of the unit as described above, i.e. it carries out the 
technical diagnostic testing of the Subassemblies of the 
Visual processing centre 5. 
0670 The IT centre 28, in the discussed objects also, 
carries out the organising and/or optimising of the IT com 
munication between the Subassemblies of the Visual pro 
cessing centre 5, and furthermore ensures that the Visual 
processing centre 5 is connected in an IT Sense to the IT 
System of the control and communication System. 
0671 The general task of the radar interface unit 29 is to 
connect the measuring Systems associated with the object 
and already installed or to be fitted later in the control and 
communication System, said measuring Systems are able to 
do an external Side Scanning of the Status Spaces associated 
with the object and also to determine the position of the 
object within the Status Space. 
0672. The task of the visual tracking unit 30 in the case 
of the discussed objects is logically identical with the 
adapted task System discussed above in connection with the 
unit. This carries out the control modelling of the tracking of 
the objects in the Status Space and/or the modelling of the 
Sampling measuring process relative to the Status Space 
object and/or the modelling of the object detection process. 
In carrying out the relevant task, it can rely on the work of 
the regional control centre 4 and it can also carry out its 
function in an autonomous way. In addition, by means of the 
models handled by it and the regulation signals generated by 
it, the unit controls tie Sampling Strategy of the Visual 
detector and identifier unit I 1 and the visual identifier unit 
11a performing the Sampling of the Status Space. 

0673 Based on the work of the IT connected and priority 
wise Subordinated object centres 2, the regional control 
centre 4 performs the monitoring test and the control of the 
indirect production and logistics processes of the manufac 
turing units/production lines, business departments or (parts 
of) buildings. In an embodiment associated with persons, it 
Similarly carries out the monitoring test and Supervision of 
indirect logistics processes associated with the human 
resources requirement, health care requirement and Social 
Societal requirement tasks of perSons. 
0674) The task of the regional control unit 35 is logically 
identical with the adapted task System discussed, i.e. to 
organise the work and IT communication of the units under 
its Supervision and/or to compile the databases of the 
updating oriented loadings corresponding to the discussed 
versions and to organise and co-ordinate the database load 
ing process of the units and objects under its Supervision 
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and/or to perform the diagnostic testing of the IT commu 
nication between itself and the object centres 2 and/or the 
units attached to it on an IT basis and the database handling 
information centres and/or to plan and Supervise the regional 
optimal communication Strategy and/or to keep contact with 
the external and connected IT networks and/or to prepare the 
Visual tracking task and to assign the object centres 2 waiting 
for Visual tracking and/or to prepare and edit the reports, to 
provide for the IT servicing of the main control centre 12, to 
assist the proper Systems diagnosed by the regional diag 
nostic unit 35a and to Substitute them, to process the primary 
database intermediated by the data acquisition unit 22c of 
the object centres 2 and to take over the task System of the 
faulty or overloaded units of the regional control centres 4 
making up the control and communication System on a 
regional level, where the co-ordination of distribution of the 
given task is performed by the main control centre 12. 

0675. The task of the regional diagnostic unit 35a in the 
case of all objects corresponds to the adapted task System of 
the already discussed unit, i.e. on the one hand the technical 
diagnostic testing of the object centres 2 and its Subassem 
blies integrated into the control and communication System 
and on the other the technical Supervision and diagnostic 
testing of its own units. 

0676 In the case of all objects, the regional database 35b, 
the event logging unit 35c, the regional identity code gen 
erator 35d and the system of tasks of the IT unit 36 
correspond to the adapted task System of the units already 
discussed. 

0677. The task of the regional space-information unit 37 
in the case of all objects corresponds to the adapted System 
of tasks of the unit already discussed. The Status Space types 
of the objects regionally handled are identical with the Status 
Spaces discussed in the generalising of the Space-informa 
tion unit 17b. Its task comprises the updating oriented 
loading of the Space-information database of the regional 
Space-information unit and its handling, the Space-informa 
tion modelling of the System of regional object plans as 
matched to the objects and/or the dynamic route Space 
information modelling and planning of the System of 
regional object plans, and/or editing a report for the updating 
oriented loading of the Space-information database of the 
object centres 2 of the objects under Supervision as matched 
to the Status Space of the object and the performing the 
loadings on a customised basis and/or actually matched to 
the Status Space of arbitrary objects under control and 
communication Supervision and/or the report-like posting of 
the traffic Situation of the envisaged object route on a 
customised basis to the party which has requested the report 
and/or the regional level matching of the object plans of the 
objects under control. 

0678. On all object abstraction levels, the task of the 
regional traffic Situation monitoring unit 38 corresponds to 
the adapted System of tasks of the unit already discussed. In 
the given task System, the regional traffic Situation monitor 
ing unit 38 carries out a regional expansion. 

0679 The photogrammetric unit 39 can be applied pri 
marily in traffic control and in monitoring tasks; it has a role 
in processing the Visually detectable objects and the asso 
ciated Status Spaces. 
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0680 In addition, the external status monitoring unit 40, 
the 3D virtual studio 42a and the main control centre 12 and 
Subassemblies can be used appropriately in the case of the 
given objects. 

1. A control and communication System comprising: 
an object centre assigned to an object, a control centre in 

communication contact with the object centre, means 
for implementing communication between the object 
centre and the control centre and means providing 
information for controlling the object to the object 
centre and/or to the control centre, 

an object Space-information database in the object centre, 
the database Storing an object plan for the object, 
wherein the control of the object is adjusted to the 
object plan; 

a regional control centre assigned to a given Zone, the 
regional control centre having a regional Space-infor 
mation databases Storing a regional plan compiled on 
the basis of the object plans of the objects assigned to 
the regional control centre; 

a main control centre capable of co-ordinating the 
regional plans, the main control centre being in con 
nection with, as well as organising, the operation of the 
regional control centres, wherein the main control 
centre has a central Space-information database Storing 
a central plan that covers the Zones, and: 

means of co-ordinating the regional plans forwarded from 
the regional control centres to the main control centre, 
a central plan approved by the regional control centres 
is prepared by the main control centre, wherein 
regional plans not requiring central planning are 
returned by the main control centre to the regional 
control centres, and the regional plans are updated at 
the regional control centres on the basis of the returned 
plans and the central plan, and the object plans are 
updated at the object centres on the basis of the regional 
plans. 

2. The System according to claim 1, characterised wherein 
the object space-information database is updated when the 
object is assigned to the given regional control centre and 
furthermore regularly automatically on the basis of the 
regional Space-information database. 

3. The System according to claim 2, wherein the object 
centre comprises an operator unit Suitable for manually 
retrieving the regional plans for the regional control centres, 
thereby updating the object Space-information database. 

4. The System according to claim 2, comprising one or 
more radar units, a Visual detector and identifier unit or a 
Visual identifier unit Suitable for detecting/identifying 
objects in the Zone, which units are controlled on the basis 
of positioning Signals Sent by the objects through a visual 
processing centre. 

5. The System according to claim 4, wherein the Visual 
processing centre comprises a visual tracking unit Suitable 
for Visual tracking of an appointed object. 

6. The System according to claim 2, wherein the means for 
implementing communication is a retransmitter Satellite or a 
radio retransmitter unit connected to a Stationary Satellite 
transceiver. 

7. The System according to claim 1, wherein the object 
Space-information database or the regional Space-informa 
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tion database comprises information relating to conditions of 
control, Said information being forwarded to the main con 
trol centre for co-ordinating the regional plans. 

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the object is 
a vehicle, and the object plan is a traffic plan, to which the 
travelling of the vehicle is adjusted, and the means for 
providing information about the control conditions comprise 
a regional land traffic manager centre located in the regional 
control centre as well as a regional information centre 
collecting information related to traffic and meteorological 
conditions. 

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein the main 
control centre comprises a control device harmonising the 
operation of the regional control centres, a central identity 
code generator enabling the Sending of encrypted reports, an 
IT centre enabling communication, a Space-information unit 
Suitable for drawing up the central plan, a traffic Situation 
monitoring unit for observing the actual conditions of traffic 
and a central database Storing technical data of the System. 

10. The System according to claim 9, wherein the regional 
control centre comprises a regional control unit performing 
regional communication organisation and information pro 
cessing tasks, a regional database Storing regional technical 
data, an event logging unit, a regional identity code genera 
tor enabling the Sending of encrypted reports, a regional 
Voice generator, an IT unit enabling communication, a 
regional Space-information unit performing regional traffic 
control tasks, a regional traffic Situation monitoring unit for 
co-ordinating regional traffic Safety tasks, a photogrammet 
ric unit for detecting vehicles not covered by the control of 
the System, an external Status monitoring unit for Scanning 
and identifying vehicles controlled by the System, a Satellite 
based Satellite navigation compensator unit for compensat 
ing uncompensated co-ordinate data, an operator unit and a 
3D virtual studio for the visual tracking of traffic processes, 
a regional Signal improving unit forwarding Signals of 
positioning Satellites to the regional control centre, a 
regional land traffic manager centre providing information 
about land traffic conditions, a regional information centre 
Supplying data from external IT networks, and a medical 
centre co-ordinating regional health care tasks. 

11. The system according to claim 10, wherein the object 
centre is an on-board centre comprising a processing unit 
carrying out information flow management and co-ordina 
tion tasks, an on-board Space-information unit performing 
on-board traffic control functions, an on-board health care 
centre, an on-board Voice generator, a StewardeSS monitor, a 
Satellite-based navigation receiver or Satellite-based naviga 
tion antenna, a radio transceiver and a Satellite radio trans 
ceiver for enabling communication, a Satellite co-ordinate 
transmitter providing information about the actual position, 
an on-board identity code generator enabling the Sending of 
encrypted reports, an on-board operator unit enabling han 
dling, an on-board telephone exchange having a communi 
cation unit, the telephone exchange enabling the use of GSM 
devices being on-board, an autopilot coupling unit and an 
on-board data acquisition unit. 

12. The System according to claim 1, wherein the main 
control centre comprises a central diagnostic unit, the 
regional control centre comprises a regional diagnostic unit 
that regularly sends diagnostic reports to the central diag 
nostic unit, and the object centre comprises an object diag 
nostic unit that sends diagnostic reports on a regular basis to 
the regional diagnostic unit. 
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13. The System according to claim 1, wherein the regional 
control centres are interconnected through a computer net 
work, and at least one part of the main control centre is 
implemented as a Software module accessible on the com 
puter network. 

14. The System according to claim 1, wherein the object 
centres are interconnected through a computer network, and 
at least one part of the main control centre and the regional 
control centres is implemented as a Software module acces 
Sible on the computer network. 

15. The system according to claim 11, wherein the object 
centre, the regional control centre and the main control 
centre have a time parameter made accurate and uniform by 
the Satellite-based navigation receiver. 

16. A control and communication method for objects, 
wherein each object has an object centre comprising an 
object plan, and wherein the object plans are collected in a 
control centre and the control is carried out on the basis of 
a co-ordination of the plans via a communication contact 
between the objects and the control centre, the method 
comprising the Steps of; 

compiling a regional plan in a regional control centre 
assigned to a given Zone, on the basis of the object 
plans of the objects assigned to a regional control 
Centre, 

preparing a central plan covering the Zones at a main 
control centre by coordinating the regional plans Sent 
by the regional control centres to the main control 
centre, wherein the main control centre is capable of 
organising the operation of the regional control centres, 
Said central plan is prepared on the basis of approvals 
of the regional control centres, 

updating the regional plans on the basis of the central plan 
at the regional control centres, updating the object 
plans on the basis of the regional plans at the object 
centres and adjusting the control of the objects to the 
object plan, wherein the approval of the central plan for 
each Zone is implemented in a way that a regional part 
of the central plan, which is not Suitable for the regional 
control centre, is replanned at the regional control 
centre, and then the replanned regional plan is for 
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warded to the main control centre for co-ordination 
with the other regional plans. 

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein plans not 
requiring central planning are returned from the main con 
trol centre to the regional control centres and the regional 
plans are updated on the basis of the returned plans and the 
central plans. 

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein the object 
plan is updated when the object is assigned to the given 
regional control centre and Subsequently on a regular basis 
automatically. 

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein by means 
of an operator unit of the object, the regional plan is 
retrieved from the regional control centre and thereby the 
object plan is updated. 

20. The method according to claim 16, wherein informa 
tion relating to planning conditions is collected at the object 
centre, at the regional control centre or at the main control 
centre, which information is used in preparing the central 
plan. 

21. The method according to claim 16, wherein regular 
diagnostic reports are Sent from the object centre to the 
regional control centre and from there regular diagnostic 
reports are Sent to the main control centre and the control is 
carried out in View of the diagnostic reports. 

22. The method according to claim 16, wherein by means 
of one or more radar unit, visual detector and identifier unit 
or Visual identifier unit capable to detecting/identifying the 
objects in the Zone, the object is visually tracked and 
monitored, which units are controlled on the basis of posi 
tioning Signals Sent by the objects. 

23. The method according to claim 16, wherein the 
positions of objects are determined primarily by a position 
ing Satellite and by Satellite-based navigation receiver 
located at the object centre, and Secondarily by a Spotting 
Satellite and by a Satellite co-ordinate transmitter located at 
the object centre. 

24. The method according to claim 23, wherein the 
positions of objects are primarily determined by means of 
the Spotting Satellite and the Satellite co-ordinate transmitter. 


